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CAMPAIGN TRAIL: New Zealand First leader Winston Peters talks to Marina Broglia during a meet and greet visit outside The
Warehouse yesterday. Mr Peters spoke on a range of topics to The Gisborne Herald, including the barge facility proposal, the rail
line, racing and Covid-19 alert levels.
Picture by Paul Rickard

‘IT’S UP TO YOU’

Local rejection of barge facility funded proposal ‘ironic’: Peters
by Wynsley Wrigley

TOMORROW

NEW Zealand First leader Winston
Peters says the party does not wish to
foist any policy on to the East Coast
against local wishes.
The Deputy Prime Ministers, who
visited Gisborne yesterday, was referring
to a proposed $45 million barging facility
at either Wharekahika/Hicks Bay or
Te Araroa that was not included in
Gisborne District Council’s Tairawhiti
2050 Strategy and has attracted strong
criticism from several quarters.
Mr Peters said the region had huge
transport problems but there were
alternative possibilities.
“It’s up to you to say what you want in
this part of the world.”
Mr Peters said it was ironic the funded
proposal had been rejected locally.
“When did you hear of politicians
coming with the money to back up their
promises?”
NZ First was unlike other parties.
“We come with the money ready to go
on projects that should have been done
decades ago.”
The party was responsible for the $40m
made available for local roads, he said.
The Provincial Growth Fund (PGF)
would not have happened without New
Zealand First, he said.
The PGF was part of the coalition
agreement with Labour.
“It was negotiated in 11 days after
GISBORNE
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ON THE BUS:
Winston Peters
outside the NZ First
bus that is touring
the country and
was in Gisborne
yesterday. Mr
Peters said the
funded barge facility
proposal was a
decision for locals
to make but added:
“when did you
hear of politicians
coming with the
money to back up
their promises?”
Picture by
Paul Rickard
the last election — $3 billion over three
years.
“You have never seen such an
investment in this part of the world. Now
everyone’s trying to own it. Success has
many fathers — failure is an orphan.”
Mr Peters said New Zealand First was
committed to undertaking a geotechnical
examination of the Wairoa to Gisborne
rail line.
Remediation costs to reinstate the line
were much higher than the original $3m
to $4m cost because of neglect.
Previous reports were not substantial
enough.
When a business case is completed, “we
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will know what to do”, he said.
New Zealand First was responsible for
opening the Napier to Wairoa line and
another in Northland, he said.
Because of the party and himself as
State Owned Enterprises Minister,
$4.2 billion had been invested in rail.
“That was more than the previous
government had spent in nine years.”
Asked if the era of race meetings
being held in Gisborne and Wairoa were
“gone forever”, Mr Peters, who is also
the Racing Minister, said “racing in the
country was gone forever before we (NZ
First) came back”.
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HERE are some more ideas to get you,
your workplace, school, groups, team or
friends and whanau learning te reo Maori.
Listening (whakarongo) to te reo Maori
songs is a great way to learn Maori kupu
(words) and pronunciation.
There is a Te Wiki o te Reo Maori playlist
on Spotify for people to listen to at tinyurl.
com/yx9d8g6k
Listen to Taringa — a bilingual podcast
created by Te Wananga o Aotearoa. You can
find it in the podcast app on a mobile device
or google it.
Turn on the radio or go online and tune in
to your local iwi radio station.
In Tairawhiti, there is Turanga FM on
91.7FM and Radio Ngati Porou on 93.3 FM
at Gisborne, 89.3 FM in Tikitiki, 90.5 FM at
Tolaga Bay, 98.1 FM in Ruatoria, and 105.3
FM at Hicks Bay, or you can find them on
iHeart Radio.
Watch Maori television, as there are many
shows that are aired in te reo Maori.
Listen to Hinewehi Mohi sing the national
anthem in te reo Maori at the 1999 Rugby
World Cup in England.
Host a te reo Maori quiz and test your
organisation’s knowledge. Use the Maori
Languge Week quiz questions to set up your
own. Some are easy, some are hard, so grab
some friends and a Maori dictionary.
See Pania Papa’s video on easy Maori
games to play with no equipment.
Download some Maori apps and play with
your tamariki (children). The link tinyurl.
com/yxcsw9xn will take you to all the Maori
language apps available to download.
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Creating from the
‘in-between’ space
by Mark Peters
IN 1818, HMS Kangaroo took Nga
Puhi men Tuai and Titere to England
and it is this cultural exchange
between European and Maori that
artist Jo Torr explores in costume
and textile history.
Five works in Torr’s exhibition, Te
Hono Wai – Where Waters Meet, at
Tairawhiti Museum, highlight the
experiences of Tuai and Titere.
Torr used the prepared flax fibre,
muka, to embroider the motif of a
“man-kite” on the back of a frock
coat, similar in design to those worn
by the two men in portraits painted
by James Barry in London. The
image, taken from a letter Titere
wrote home, suggests his yearning to
travel back to his people, says Torr.
“They were sick, and homesick.
Anything in the air is a link to the
gods and atua. There’s a theory that
by drawing this he was sending
messages home.”
Reverend Samuel Marsden
sponsored Tuai and Titere’s voyage
to England where, over 11 months,
the two young men stayed in London,

Shropshire and Kent.
“When Tuai and Titere were in
England they were hosted by church
missionaries and adopted European
dress and hairstyles,” says Torr.
“They went to parties and were
known for wearing native cloth and
demonstrating the haka.
“I think of my works as sculpture.
It challenges the idea of what
sculpture is.”
Included in the exhibition are two
garments that hang side by side.
One is created from linen, a
textile made of flax fibre that is very
different from New Zealand flax; the
other is a harakeke cloak Torr wove
herself.
The linen cloth is a found item Torr
embroidered with a repeated mankite motif. The clothes-hooks Torr
uses to hang the items from are also
made from found objects.
“The pegs are from the handles
of old tools like screwdrivers. I just
wanted the patina on them.
“I come to this work with a Pakeha
view but I’m interested in the inbetween space, while recognising the
other.”

WHERE WATERS MEET: Artist Jo Torr displays a work based on
the experience of Nga Puhi men Tuai and Titere who Rev Samuel
Marsden sponsored to visit England in the 19th century. Torr’s
exhibition, Te Hono Wai – Where Waters Meet, can be viewed at
Tairawhiti Museum.
Picture by Liam Clayton

KAWHE?:
NOT AFTER DARK: Flames and smoke poured into the night sky at

Matawhero last night. Fire and Emergency NZ sent appliances and a tanker to a
property on the corner of Bloomfield and Bushmere roads at around 7pm. “The
flames billowed over the nearby shelter belt and powerlines,” a witness said.
A senior firefighter said it was a controlled burn-off of greenwaste and it was
contained. “But it was burning after dark, which is a no-no, and in strong winds,”
he said. “We had a talk to the property owner about it.” A rural fire crew put out the
fire.
Picture by Roger Handford

Olivia Anderson looks forward to
enjoying a tiakareti wera (hot chocolate) made by
barista Elyse Felts at the EIT Hub Cafe. To promote
Te Wiki o te reo Maori, the cafe is giving customers
who order their hot drink in te reo a 50 cent discount.
If coffee is your preference, “he kawhe koa”, or “can I
have a coffee please” is how you would ask for it. You
might ask a friend, “he kawhe mau?” or “would you like
a coffee?” The 50c discount offer is open to the public,
not just students of EIT.
Picture by Liam Clayton

• Gisborne designer/artist Katy Wallace talks about her design and construction
process for the now-completed Caravannex.
• International entertainer Rutene Spooner tells the Guide about his semiautobiographical, solo cabaret show, Super Hugh-Man, he is bringing to
Gisborne for the Tairawhiti Arts Festival.
• Artist Conor Jeory explains the signiicance of the human hair and kauri resin
he used in the making of a “netlace”.
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Alert levels
‘unjustified’
FROM PAGE 1
It was over to racing people in every
area to ensure the survival of their course
with good business cases.
Mr Peters said Covid-19 alert levels
were unjustified on medical and economic
grounds. The modelling “plucked theories
and analysis” out of thin air”.
“Why should Gisborne be shut down in
Level 2 when you haven’t had a case in
nearly six months?”
Mr Peter said New Zealand First would
reach the 5 percent MMP threshold and
be returned to Parliament.
Pollsters and the “metropolitan media”
had been wrong for 27 years (New
Zealand First was formed 27 years ago in
1993).
Polling and media inaccuracy was “a
dramatic example of bias and wanton
ignorance”.
New Zealand First was starting to
increase its public support during the
election campaign.
When the party was seen by the public
unfiltered and uneditoralised by the
media, “we’re on our way.”
When asked about polling showing New
Zealand First Cabinet minister Shane
Jones coming third in Northland, Mr
Peters again criticised polling.
He referred to his Northland by-election
victory in 2015 when he won what was
considered a safe National seat by 4441
votes — 54.5 percent of all votes.
“Don’t let the metropolitan media and
the commentariat tell you what’s going to
happen. We make things happen.”

Power out on Coast
STRONG winds across the region overnight
cut power to a couple of locations but Eastland
Network expected to have power restored
everywhere by around midday today.
In Te Araroa, power was off to 126 customers
last night.
Eastland Network crews were working to repair
the fault as quickly and safely as possible, a
network spokesperson said.
In Tuai/Piripaua, around 38 customers were
without power.
The highest gust recorded at Gisborne Airport
was 57kmh at around 4pm yesterday.
Hicks Bay recorded a 102kmh gust last night
and Matawai 70kmh.

SHARP WITH
A KNIFE:
Lower North
Island 2020
Young Butcher
of the Year
winner Braham
Pink stocks
the shelves at
Evans Bacon
Company’s
meat
supermarket.
Braham
overcame
nerves over a
range of tests
to win the title
and qualify for
the grand final
in Auckland.
Picture by
Paul Rickard

Meet our champion butcher
Gisborne ‘unknown’ to stake a claim for national glory
by Andrew Ashton
HE started the Lower North
Island Young Butcher regional
final with the nickname “The
Unknown” from Gisborne.
Braham Pink ended it with the
winner’s trophy.
Butchers sharpened their
knives and cut their way through
a two-hour competition in the
Lower North Island regional final
of the 2020 Young Butcher and
Butcher Apprentice of the Year
competition in Wellington.
Braham, who works at Evans
Bacon Company, not only won
the Young Butcher title, he also
earned a place in the grand final
at Auckland’s ASB Showgrounds
on November 10.
Competitors put their boning,
trimming, slicing and dicing

skills to the test to break down
a size 20 chicken, a whole pork
leg and a beef short loin into a
display of value-added products.
“It was a fantastic achievement
for our shop, our business and
our town,” said Braham.
The hardest part of the
challege was conquering his
nerves, while the beef short loin
task was especially tricky.
“That probably requires the
most work and a large set of
skills.
“I was very pleased. It took
an enormous amount of work
to get here and not just by me.
I couldn’t have done it without
Steve and Jaki Watson (owners
of Evans).
“I am so fortunate to be
surrounded by a fantastic crew
of butchers who have been so

On with the Show
by Murray Robertson
THE Poverty Bay A&P Show
Association executive was encouraged by
news the district should return to
Covid-19 Alert Level 1 next week and has
made the decision . . . the Show must go
on.
The executive met on Monday night
to make a decision about the 2020
Spring Show after the Government
announcement on Monday afternoon.
Auckland has remained at Level 2.5
while the rest of country are at Level
2, but the intention is for the rest of
New Zealand to return to Level 1 from
midnight on Monday.
“The Show must go on. That was the
message from our special meeting,” said
association vice-president Alaister Gray.
“The last few weeks have been very
difficult for all members of the executive
team as messages and delays regarding
New Zealand’s Covid Alert Level status
have pushed ‘D-Day’ further and further
out when it comes to a final decision on
the Show.
“With Monday’s announcement
from the Government regarding an
‘in-principle’ decision to move areas
outside of Auckland to Covid-19 Alert
Level 1 from Monday, we have finalised
the call to proceed full steam ahead with
the Show (on October 16-17),” Mr Gray
said.
Show manager Erica McNeil said

supportive,” he said.
“I loved the challenge and
I’m ecstatic about the win and
looking forward to what is
coming next.”
The Watsons took on Braham
as an apprentice straight from
Lytton High School eight years
ago.
“I’m very proud,” Steve said.
“It’s the first time he’s been in it.
“He just finished his
apprenticeship last year.
The judges were rapt with
what he was doing.
“They classed him as ‘the
unknown’ because he wasn’t
from a major supermarket,” said
Steve.
Jaki said they were “very
proud” of Braham’s achievement
and the dedication he had
shown.

Another one of Evans’
butchers, Lehi Te Kiri, will
compete in the Master Butcher
of the Year competition later in
the year.
Head Judge Peter Martin,
the butchery manager of
Fresh Choice in Cromwell, is
a strong advocate of butchery
competitions.
“I believe the gains are huge
for every entrant who has had
to plan, practise and come up
with creative ideas in order to
compete against their peers,” he
said.
“It not only boosts their
confidence but helps to raise the
standard in the industry.
“The high calibre of knife
skills and the quality of the final
displays made it a very close
competition.”

‘Verging on the ridiculous’: Tapsell

NATIONAL Party East Coast candidate Tania
Tapsell has labelled the Government’s
$45 million funding proposal for a barging
the decision was a clear message to the
facility at Hicks Bay and Te Araroa as “votecommunity, sponsors, exhibitors and
competitors that the Show would proceed buying verging on the ridiculous”.
“This ad-hoc approach of spending money is
under Alert Level 1.
wasting $45 million that could be better spent on
“Ultimately there is a risk of relapse
services and roading infrastructure for the East
into higher alert levels before the Show
Coast,” she said.
but this is a decision those attending
“East Coast locals are concerned about
must work through themselves,” she said.
their jobs, about whether they will be able to
“The message we are getting from the
keep working, pay their bills and support their
community and competitors is that they
families,
want a 2020 Show.”
“If Labour and NZ First really wanted to create
Once again the local business
jobs they would realise a port at Hicks Bay isn’t
community had committed to a huge
a priority for locals and focus on growing our
volume of sponsorship in case and kind
local economy.
that made the event possible, she said.
“More than 60 percent has been paid
already, showing the tremendous support
the association receives year-in, year out,
regardless of hurdles like Covid-19.”
ACT leader David Seymour has added his
A full programme has been planned for
the 140th Spring Show — trade exhibits, voice to criticism of the proposed $45m funding
for an East Coast wharf.
competitions for horses, dogs, shearing,
“We are in the midst of one of the worst
fencing, home industries, national
economic crises this country has ever seen and
dancing, dairy goats, pigs, sheep and
(Infrastructure Minister) Shane Jones’ answer is
cattle.
to flush $45 million down the toilet,” Mr Seymour
‘There will be an exciting display of
said.
entertainment planned for Saturday
“Shane Jones has put aside $45 million
afternoon, including the traditional
Grand Parade and lolly scramble for the dollars for a project on the East Coast that even
the locals don’t want. NZ First is so desperate,
kids,” Mrs McNeil said.
it’s trying to give money to people who don’t
“Mahons Amusements has pledged
even want it.
to attend with a full complement of
“The marine transport facility is not supported
sideshows and carnival rides.
by council, the local community or iwi.
“All we hope for now is a return to
“When the Gisborne Deputy Mayor (Josh
near-normal Covid Alert Level 1, fine
Wharehinga) called Jones a ‘knob’ I think he
weather and a good walk-up crowd.”

“This latest $45m promise is verging on
ridiculous, with locals and senior councillors
criticising the government promise.
“It’s been made very clear that the port is not
wanted or suitable for the East Coast.
“This is just like Labour’s promise last
election for a $20m prefabricated housing
factory. Once elected, no one ever spoke of it
again and the housing crisis in Gisborne has got
worse.
“The $20m promised for the desperately
needed drug and mental health facility in
Tairawhiti has also not eventuated.
“Investment is needed in the East Coast but
there are far more urgent priorities such as
upgrades to our roads and an urgent solution for
our housing crisis in Tairawhiti.”

‘Scrap this stupid idea’: Seymour
was being too kind. We have $180 billion worth
of debt that has to be paid back. Every cent the
Government spends needs to be spent wisely.
“New Zealand First has no respect for
taxpayers, or future generations. NZ First, Labour
and the Greens have borrowed $28,000 for each
and every New Zealander. It’s the average credit
card debt five times over,” said Mr Seymour.
“Poll results in Northland and nationally
show that New Zealanders won’t accept bribery
from NZ First. Infrastructure has become too
politicised. Taxpayers deserve better. We should
be funding infrastructure based on the economic
need for it, not the votes to be gained.
“It’s time for some common sense. Let’s listen
to the local community and scrap this stupid
idea.”
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Deaths
HARRIS, Kim Ryland
(Harry). — A man
with the biggest heart,
loved by many. Sadly
left us on September
7th 2020. Dearly loved
son of Richard (dec)
and Mary. Much loved
brother of Mark and
Fiona, Rick and Vicky.
Loved and best friend
of Linda. Uncle of Ben
and Nicole, Andy and
Chon, Tom, Sam and
Emma, Kirsty and Ben,
Georgia, Sam, Lachie.
Great-Uncle to Noah
and Isla. Brother-in-law
of Anne and Ross,
Hamish and Lynette.
Due to COVID-19
restrictions, there will
be a private service
limited to family and
close friends at St
James Chapel, Hereworth School, Havelock
North, on Friday 18th
September, at 2.30pm.
The Service will be
live-streamed. Details
will be found on social
media or by contacting
the family.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd. FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

Monumental
Masons

STONEHAVEN
for

Funerals
and

Memorials
601 Nelson Road
Ph 867 1 800
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Deaths
MACLEAN, Sheena
Alice. — Sheena passed
away peacefully, on 14
September 2020, in
Gisborne. Beloved wife
of the late Norman, and
Mum of Karen and
Paul, Keith and Sharon,
Kirsty and Johnny, John
and Vicky. Adored
Grandma of Robbie,
Sarah (dec), Kate, Cian,
Taig, Isla, Will, Tom
and Ella.
Thanks to the staff at
Gisborne Hospital and
Kiri
Te
Kanawa
Retirement Village for
their incredible kindness and care.
The funeral service
will be held at the
Church of the Good
Shepherd in Waverley,
on 18 September at
11am, followed by
interment at Waverley
Cemetery.

Deaths
WILSON, Norma
Tangiwai. — Passed
away peacefully on 14
September 2020 in
Gisborne, aged 84.
Wife of Bill (dec).
Much loved mum of
Huatahi and PJ, Jimmy
and Caroline, Norman
and Trish, Brenda (dec),
Willie
and
Ruth,
Sandra, Eric and Jen.
Loved Nanna Fishy of
all her mokopuna and
mokopuna tuarua.
Service to be held
10am, Thursday at
Evans Chapel, followed
by a short service at
Mangatu
Marae,
followed by burial at
Tapuwai o Te Rangi
Urupa.

No NZ First
candidate
for Coast
NEW Zealand First will not field an East Coast
candidate in the general election on October 17, in
31 days.
Party leader Winston Peters confirmed this when
he was in Gisborne yesterday.
Noon tomorrow is the deadline for registered
parties to bulk nominate their electorate candidates
and supply their party lists to the Electoral
Commission.
Individual candidates have up until noon on
Friday to send their nominations to returning
officers in electorates.
Mr Peters said the party did not run a candidate
everywhere.
“If the right candidate was here, we would run
one. We don’t run a candidate just for form.
Questioned that it was standard for the party, and
the other major parties, to field candidates in all
seats, Mr Peters agreed.
“But look at the National Party,” he said.
So many candidates had left the party in the last
three months, that candidate selection was often
“pro forma”.
National and Labour had suffered problems with
their candidates, that “we hope to avoid”.
A full list of parties and candidates is expected to
be available from www.vote.nz by 2pm on Saturday.
It is believed New Zealand First has no candidate
in more than 20 electorates.
Since the party fought its first election in 1993,
the 2002 general election is the only time New
Zealand First has not fielded a local candidate.
Candidates campaigning to replace the retiring
East Coast National MP Anne Tolley, who has held
the seat since 2005, are Kiri Allan (Labour) Jennie
Brown (Advance NZ), Veronica King (ONE party),
Helena Nickerson (New Conservative), Tania Tapsell
(National) and Blake Webb (Act). Advanced voting
starts on October 3.

BIG DAY OUT: The entire roll of Wainui Beach Primary School spent the day on Pihitia station at Turihaua yesterday and they
had a ball. They experienced a wide range of farm operations, including yard work (above), and shearing (below left) where
Anroux Viljoen lent a helping hand to Nicky Land.
Pictures by Paul Rickard

Down on the farm
Stations put on a show for Wainui School
by Murray Robertson
THE students of Wainui Beach Primary
School spent the day on Pihitia Station at
Turihaua yesterday and got to grips, literally,
with a wide range of farm work from yard
work, milking, shearing and wool grading to
conservation and pest control.
The whole school, 251 of them, visited the
farm in stages during the day.
School principal Nolian Andrew said it was
“a fantastic day.”
“It was really quite hands-on for the children.
“They were rounding up sheep, making
butter, and learning about technology and
innovation in farming these days, with drone
use and the like, which was perfect because we
are studying digital technology in school at the
moment,” she said.
The students got a practical demonstration
of how technology helps on a farm.
“They also learned about where their food
comes from, with a butchery demonstration.

“We want our kids to know that meat
doesn’t just turn up on a plastic tray in the
supermarket.”
The event was hosted at the Pihitia/Turihaua
Station woolshed.
Norm and Demelza Thomas from Mahana
Station at Whangara presented a range of farm
machinery, and also demonstrated the use of
sheepdogs and sheep yard work.
Nick and Sophie Land from Mokairau
Station, also at Whangara, demonstrated sheep
shearing and also milked a cow.
Butcher Ivan Harding chopped up lamb with
commentary from Toby Williams from Pihitia
and Paul Williams from Turihaua talked to
the youngsters about on-farm conservation
including planting natives and pest control.
“We really appreciate what the Williams
family and their helpers did for the children
yesterday,” Mrs Andrew said.
“They did all the organising.
“All we had to do was just turn up. It was a
great day.”

ASB ‘Scoreboard’
win streak is over
Gisborne ranked third fastest-growing economy for quarter
by Andrew Ashton
GISBORNE’S regional economy
remains in good stead relative to the rest
of New Zealand, a new report shows.
ASB Bank’s latest Regional Economic
Scoreboard rates Gisborne the nation’s
third fastest-growing economy — just
behind Manawatu-Whanganui and
Hawke’s Bay, which are joint first.
“Having topped the Scoreboard for four
consecutive quarters, Gisborne’s winning
streak has come to an end although the
region remains in a comparatively good
position nationally,” ASB chief economist
Nick Tuffley said.
“Gisborne once again topped the
country for annual house price growth
and was also in the top tier of regions in
terms of annual employment, building
consents and retail sales growth
(although the region tightened its purse
strings like everyone else).
“With new car sales cratering

nationwide, East Coasters were relative
petrolheads, with registrations (down
11.5 percent) falling far less than
elsewhere off the back of more resilient
consumer confidence.
“We’ll be paying close attention to the
sectors Gisborne is exposed to for signs of
whether it can regain that top spot.
“We’ve highlighted the Chinese
rebound as a source of support and, sure
enough, we saw a lift in forestry prices
over August.”
The 21 percent house prices hike
here was by far the nation’s biggest and
Bayley’s Gisborne franchise owner Simon
Bousfield said the market was still “very
active”. One house last week sold after
being listed for just nine hours.
“Buyers have confidence to invest, with
a number of these coming from out of
town (both ex-pats and investors), and
also a very large local buyer market,” Mr
Bousfield said.
“Of the 11 properties at our recent

auction day, 10 have sold at extremely
good levels — some properties having up
to 10 buyers competing in the auction
room.”
The NZ Regional Economic Scoreboard
ranks the nation’s 16 regional council
areas on a range of measures, including
employment, construction, retail and
house prices.
The report shows retail sales fell 10.1
percent to $129m for the quarter but the
construction industry was up 16 percent,
pumping $30m into the regional economy.
Gisborne Chamber of Commerce
president Paul Naske said people should
not read too much into the region’s drop
to third place.
“We are still very much in a strong
growth position relative to other regions
and remain close to the top of the list.
“This report mirrors conversations
within the business community about the
relative strength and optimism for the
future.”
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$40m Tairawhiti road repairs continue at full pace
A LIST of road improvements totalling
$40 million will be delivered across the
region’s roading network before the end of
the year.
The programme of works — being done
by Gisborne District Council contractors,
including 200 redeployed and newlyrecruited workers — has been funded by
the Provincial Growth Fund (PGF) and
Tairawhiti Redeployment Package (TRP).
It features 5200 truck and trailer loads
(140,000 tonnes) of heavy metal for
rural roads and the equivalent of 20 rugby
fields of sealed road repairs.
“Months of planning and preparation
between local contractors and partners
Gisborne District Council, the Ministry of
Social Development and the Provincial
Development Unit have led to the
programme getting into full swing this
month, said Gisborne Mayor Rehette Stoltz.

“The PGF and TRP have offered new
starts and hope to so many local people
affected by the Covid-19 situation,” she
said.
“I’ve spoken to so many whose lives
have been changed for the better by
these projects through quality training,
qualifications and full-time employment.
“We cannot underestimate how important
this investment is to our region. Not only
will we have safer, stronger roads, but this
is a very large injection of investment in a
short time frame.
“The objective of this central government
investment is to make our region stronger
and more resilient. It’s done that and more,
and we are so grateful to everyone involved
for making this happen.”
The council has completed $32 million
of PGF-funded works since May 2019 in
addition to ongoing maintenance and

capital projects.
Preparation for the metal and sealed
surface upgrades with drainage and culvert
works started earlier in the year. A total of
160 culvert replacements and hundreds of
kilometres of drainage maintenance have
been completed to date.
The $17m re-metalling programme
started in late August, with contractors
already laying more than 60,000 tonnes
of metal on Mangamaia, Maungahaumi,
Wairere, Panikau, Arakihi, Glenroy,
Whakarau, Wharekopae, Oliver and
Makaretu roads.
Re-metalling of the Hokoroa, Rakauroa,
Pehiri and lower Mata roads is under way.
Also on the list of roads for metalling
over coming weeks are Mata Road upper,
Ruakaka, Parikanapa, Tauwhareparae,
Waimata Valley, Tuahu, Paparatu, Waitahaia,
Bushy Knoll, Kanakanaia, Mangatu,

Kopuapounamu, Maraehara, Poroporo,
Reporua, Kopuaroa, McIlroy and Tutumoe
roads.
Most major freight routes, excluding
state highways, are included in the $10m
programme of sealed road repair works.
Mangatu, Kanakanaia, Mata, Waimata Valley,
Tauwhareparae, Tiniroto, Wharekopae and
Waingake roads are in the priority group.
East Cape Road is receiving muchneeded culvert and drainage works before
the final 8km section of the road is sealed
in a $1.8m upgrade.
A total of $3m will be invested in
strengthening work on four rural bridges
that lie on key freight routes.
It is expected a further 1000 trailer loads
of hazardous trees for firewood will be
cleared from roadside locations to add to
the 1000 trailer loads (1300 cubic metres)
already collected.

WORKS AND MORE WORKS: A massive
spend on the region’s roading network
rolls along, with $40 million set to be
spent on roadworks before the end of
the year. This seal repair crew were
pictured at work on the Kanakanaia Road.
Picture supplied

Paroled murderer
jailed 12 months
PAROLED triple murderer
Duane Mark Shaw, who in
1986 killed his wife and two
daughters in Wellington, has
been returned to jail for 12
months.
Shaw appeared in
Gisborne District Court
this week by video link and
was jailed for 12 months
for attempted arson at an
address in Ngamotu Road,
Wairoa, on February 29.
The 55-year-old was
also convicted of breaching
release conditions.
Judge Warren Cathcart
said Shaw was drinking
with the victim and at least
one other person when an
argument began.
Shaw poured petrol
around the house, and when
confronted, told a Wairoa
man he was “going to burn
your f.... house down”.
He took a swing at the

victim and ran away to a
nearby field.
Shaw told police he could
not remember the incident.
Judge Cathcart said
there was an obvious and
disquieting link to his
previous offending.
Shaw was sentenced to
life imprisonment in 1987
for three murders after
admitting he fatally stabbed
wife Tania Thompson
and setting her alight in
Wellington in 1986.
The resulting house fire
killed their two children —
Kylie, 3, and nine-month-old
Mishana.
Shaw was previously
paroled in 1996 but was
recalled to prison in 2004
for twice assaulting his new
partner.
Judge Cathcart said Shaw
would appear before the
Parole Board in June 2021.

Resilience fund
helps 49 groups
Covid-19 assistance of $440,000 for region’s sports
by Murray Robertson
GRASSROOTS sport in the region has received
a $440,000 funding boost from the Sport NZ
Community Resilience Fund since the Covid-19
lockdown.
The second round of funding, for active recreation
or sport organisations experiencing financial
hardship as a result of Covid-19, ended on
September 4.
Sport Gisborne Tairawhiti, which administered
the fund locally, handed out $305,131 during the
five weeks the second round was open.
That was in addiition to the $136,142 awarded
during the first phase in May and June.
“We had a big response from clubs, who could
apply for up to $25,000 to help them cover essential
costs,” said Sport Gisborne Tairawhiti active
communities adviser Helayna Ruifrok.
The relief funding, which was part of the
Government’s $265 million Covid-19 sport recovery
package, saw 49 local sport and recreation
organisations in financial hardship assisted with

their fixed and operational costs over the July to
September period.
“We are well aware of the critical role our
sport and recreation groups play in keeping our
community engaged and well, so it was great
to help support them financially during this
challenging time”, said Sport Gisborne Tairawhiti
chief executive officer Stefan Pishief.
“Our insights captured in the months following
the initial lockdown found that 78 percent of our
regional sporting system expected Covid to have a
moderate or significant financial impact on their
organisation.
“After distributing two rounds of relief funding
we’re happy to see our codes beginning to find their
feet once again, although we recognise that there is
still much uncertainty ahead,” he said.
Of the 49 successful applicants, 29 percent were
from East Coast or rural groups and 76 percent
were totally volunteer-run or with only minimal
staff.
The spread of applications was from Tikitiki to
Tahunga.
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National releases health policy
SHOCKING AND
SADDENING:
Forty people
were treated by
ambulance staff
at the accident
site, with six
patients taken to
hospital.
NZ Herald picture

Promises $800m in new funding over four years

Kids pulled from wreckage
Driver killed, 40 hurt in school bus, train crash
PALMERSTON NORTH — The driver of a school
bus involved in a crash with a train this morning
has died.
Police have confirmed the female bus driver
died in the crash. The vehicle had been heading
for Feilding High School.
Forty other people were injured in the crash
at the level crossing near Palmerston North this
morning.
Six people were taken to Palmerston North
Hospital for treatment, with injuries ranging
from minor to moderate, a St John ambulance
spokeswoman said.
Police said initial indications were that there
were “serious injuries”, but later clarified no
children had been seriously injured.
“However, some are being treated for minor
injuries. The total number of children on the bus
is being determined.”
Some children had to be pulled from the
wreckage through a bus window.
St John ambulance said a total of 40 patients
were being assessed.
Four ambulances and a rapid response unit
were at the scene. A witness said the crossing’s
barrier arm “looked mangled”.

The crash has forced the closure of the North
Island main trunk line between Marton and
Palmerston North.
One person was trapped in the bus, Fire and
Emergency NZ said.
Emergency services were called to the
intersection of Railway Rd and the Clevely Line, in
Bunnythorpe, just after 8am.
Diversions are now in place and motorists are
being told to avoid the area at Dixons Line and
Railway Rd.
KiwiRail Group chief executive Greg Miller said
he was “shocked and saddened” to learn of this
morning’s crash.
“KiwiRail staff are on site, working with
emergency services and supporting the train
driver, who is physically unharmed but naturally
shaken by the incident.
“We will work closely with agencies in any
investigation but for now the priority is allowing
emergency services to do their job.”
KiwiRail would be offering support to the
schools involved and the bus company, Miller
said.
The level crossing was equipped with flashing
lights and bells.— NZ Herald

WELLINGTON — The National Party is
promising record funding increases for
Pharmac, a new cancer agency, faster elective
surgeries and primary care ‘navigators’ in its
health policy.
The party’s health spokesperson Shane Reti
says every single health target has worsened
under the Labour-led government.
“Even before Covid-19’s emergence we were
seeing cracks in our health system. Access to
quality healthcare has slid backwards under
Labour,” he says.
He says the party’s plan would deliver a high
quality, evidence-based modern health service
regardless of location or identity, costed at
$800m of new funding over four years.
The party also announced a $30m childhood
dental health policy yesterday, and has also
promised to upgrade the Hawke’s Bay Hospital
and instal air conditioning.

Dr Reti says these are just some of the
health initiatives the party would deliver if
elected. “These are practical solutions that will
have a tangible impact on New Zealanders’
lives for generations to come,” he says.
“National believes the Pharmac model is
the best way to ensure New Zealanders are
accessing much-needed medication.”
He says the primary care navigators have
been trialled in the United Kingdom with
positive outcomes.
“General Practitioners are often under
significant time pressure which can lead to
longer waiting times, and leaves them little
time to address anything but their patients’
immediate health concerns,” he says.
“Primary care navigators will support
General Practitioners by providing the
additional time to talk to patients who need
help accessing the right services.” — RNZ

Seventh man appears in court over
alleged sexual offending at Dilworth
AUCKLAND —
The seventh man
accused after a police
investigation into
alleged historical sexual
offending at Dilworth
School has appeared in
court.
He cannot be identified
after he was granted
name suppression at a
brief appearance in the
Auckland District Court.
His defence lawyer said
it would be unfair to have
the spotlight put only on

him in the next 14 days.
The 60-year-old accused
is facing a charge of
indecent assault and will
next appear in court in
early October.
On Monday, police
announced six men, who
are all in their 60s and
70s, had been charged in
relation to alleged sexual
offending.
These men were
granted name
suppression and will also
reappear in the Auckland

‘Targeted on a grand scale’
Peters warns of ‘malicious actors’ after Chinese firm tracked Kiwis
WELLINGTON — The Deputy
Prime Minister is warning that
“malicious actors” are exploiting
Kiwis’ private information after
his daughter was targeted and
tracked by a firm with ties to
China’s military.
The families of Winston Peters
and other senior politicians
— including Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern — have also
been in the Chinese big data
company’s sights.
The sister and parents of
Ardern have had profiles built on
a secret Chinese database, along
with the mother of former trade
minister Todd McClay and one of
ex-Prime Minister Sir John Key’s
children.
University of Canterbury
professor Anne-Marie Brady,
a specialist in China, said the
revelations showed a concerted
influence campaign from China
targeted at political and business
elites.
“Our New Zealand politicians
are being targeted on a grand
scale, and in minutiae,’’ she said.
A spokesperson for the
prime minister said she was
unwilling to comment. “Activity
of this nature does occur,’’ the
spokesperson said.
Peters said: “There are
malicious actors out there
seeking to profit from trafficking
private information and people
need to protect themselves.”
Key did not provide a
comment.
The revelations come from
a large-scale leak from the

Shenzhen-based big data
Capill is profiled, but her
company Zhenhua Data, which
husband’s political influence was
reportedly works with China’s
extinguished when he was jailed
state security and intelligence
for child-sex offences in 2005.
service, the Ministry of State
Request for comment to
Security.
Zhenhua went unanswered.
More than 250,000 listings
The photo linked to the entry
in the company’s 2.4 millionof Key’s son, a media picture of
strong Overseas Key Information him in his early teens playing
Database (OKIDB) — apparently baseball, suggest he became a
built with open-source
target for data collection early
information
in his father’s
— were
first term as
The leaked information was prime minister.
leaked
to Chris
The latest
provided to a consortium
Balding, a
entries on
of
international
journalists,
US academic,
the leaked
and the findings have
who had
database
worked in
appear to cease
caused a storm of
China until
in early 2018.
controversy in Australia,
2018, and
Patterns
the US and the UK.
extracted by
seen in
Australian
overseas
cybersecurity
analysis of
expert Rob Potter.
the OKIDB leaks as a map
The listings include town of
of networks of interest —
residence, links to social-media
capturing influential figures in
accounts and notes indicating a
politics, business, technology,
particular interest in job titles
the judiciary, military and race
or criminal convictions for tax or relations, and their immediate
trafficking offences.
family members — are reflected
The leaked information was
in the New Zealand listings.
provided to a consortium of
Particular interest
international journalists, and the seems to have been paid
findings have caused a storm of
to prominent executives
controversy in Australia, the US in telecommunications,
and the United Kingdom.
biotechnology and venture
The OKIDB appears to have
capital firms, along with foreignbeen more than a decade in the
affairs diplomatic staff focused
making and includes figures, and on China.
their family members, whose
Brady said while the
influence has long-waned. The
information on the OKIDB
wife of disgraced Christian
appeared largely open-source,
Heritage leader Graham
the selection of people of interest

was telling.
“There are a few defence
officials, and our former and
present ambassadors to China.
But there’s also the head of the
China desk at Mfat,” she said.
“Data scraping is bound to
happen, but somebody knows
our society, and our government
agencies, quite intimately. You
can only know who the current
China desk person is if you’re
interacting with them as a
diplomat — or you’re on the
inside.”
Intelligence commentator
Paul Buchanan said the OKIDB
sourcing of large quantities of
social media and other public
data appeared to operate in a
similar fashion to Palantir, which
contracted to Five Eyes alliance
governments including New
Zealand.
Buchanan said the particular
interest in family members
and relatives — not typically of
interest to Western intelligence
agencies — likely stemmed
from an attempt to build
network maps and “identify
vulnerabilities”.
At least three judges have
profiles on the OKIDB.
Zhenhua’s website has
described its mission as being
to “integrate global open-source
data intelligence to help the
great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation!”
After stories about the leak
were published, the material was
pulled from the site.
— NZ Herald

District Court in early
October.
As the news broke,
school management
held a press conference
to publicly address the
situation.
Headmaster Dan
Reddiex, who was
appointed last year,
said that “naturally as
a father, educator and
human being” he found
the allegations “appalling”
and “deeply saddening”.
— NZ Herald

Chinese military
made bid to run
NZ Police facial
recognition system
A COMPANY the US says is owned
or controlled by China’s military made
a bid to run the New Zealand police’s
new facial recognition and image
handling system.
Inspur Group is on a list of 20
Chinese companies the Pentagon
named as military-controlled in
late June. The list opens up the 20
companies to extra sanctions by the
US. The Defence Department has been
mandated to produce such a list since
1999, but this is the first time it has
done so, amid US-China tensions.
Official documents show Inspur
Software was one of four bidders
seeking to set up and provide support
for the next decade to the multimilliondollar police biometrics system being
set up in New Zealand.
The contract went to US firm
DataWorks Plus. The system will
handle 1.5 million existing images,
while gathering at least 50,000 new
images of fingerprints, scars, tattoos,
and facial images each year, according
to police tender documents.
Police said only they would have
access to the data.
The issuing of the Pentagon list,
which includes controversial telco
Huawei, led to US computer chipmaker Intel suspending deliveries of
its products to Inspur in July.
Inspur ranks third in the global
ranking of server manufacturers, and
is the largest in China. The company
also provides cloud data services to
China’s police force.
Inspur counts Microsoft as an
investor, and in New Zealand is allied
to the multinational APC Schneider.
Inspur and the police have been
approached for comment. — RNZ
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Covid cluster confusion:
What you need to know
by Susan Strongman, RNZ
AUCKLAND — As of
yesterday, there were 177 cases
of Covid-19 associated with the
Auckland August Cluster. The
current number of active cases
within the cluster is 55.
But somewhat confusingly, the
Ministry of Health has broken
sections of the large Auckland
August cluster down into five of
what it calls ‘sub-clusters’.
This is despite some experts
arguing these classifications are
not helpful, and that the cases
should be referred to as several
separate clusters, or an outbreak.
The sub-clusters include
cases associated with the Mt
Roskill Evangelical Fellowship
church (33 cases), ‘bereavement
events’ (15 cases), North Shore
Hospital’s emergency department
(3 cases), cases in the east
Auckland suburb of Botany (6),
and cases linked to well known
general practitioner Joe Williams
(5).
None of these sub-clusters
have been epidemiologically
linked to the Auckland August
Cluster.
This means contact tracers
have not been able to determine
when or where a person from
the August cluster infected with
Covid-19 came into contact with,
and infected, another person
from any of the sub-clusters.

Two of the sub-clusters,
however, are epidemiologically
linked to each other; the Mt
Roskill Evangelical Fellowship
sub-cluster and bereavement
sub-cluster.

It is still unknown as
to how the virus was
transmitted from a
person in the Auckland
August cluster to the first
person to be infected
within each sub-cluster.
Genomic testing — looking at
the genetic sequence of the virus
— allows scientists to link cases
of Covid-19 with each other, but
not to identify how the case was
transmitted person to person.
Through genomic testing, we
know that all the sub-clusters
are linked to the Auckland
August cluster — but we
don’t know how the virus was
transmitted from a person in the
Auckland August cluster to the
first person to be infected within
each sub-cluster.

Auckland August cluster:
•177casesintotal,ofwhich
55 are active. One death.

•Theoriginsofthiscluster
remain under investigation.
On August 11, a person in
their 50s, who worked at the
Americold coolstore in Mt
Wellington, tested positive for
Covid-19.
Further cases of the virus
were detected in the worker’s
colleagues and family.
On September 4, Americold
staffer Alan Te Hiko, who was
in his 50s, was the youngest
person to die in New Zealand
of the coronavirus. The origins
of this cluster remain under
investigation.

Roskill Evangelical Fellowship
sub-cluster.
The virus was transmitted
when a member of the Mt Roskill
Evangelical Fellowship visited a
bereaved family, while waiting
for the results of a Covid-19 test,
inadvertently infecting members
of the bereavement group with
the virus.
Among those infected were a
student at St Dominic’s Catholic
College and a bus driver —
both of whom are classified as
members of the bereavement
sub-cluster.

Botany sub-cluster:
Mt Roskill Evangelical Fellowship
sub-cluster:
•33cases.17active.
•Genomicallylinkedto
Auckland August Cluster.
The sub-cluster was originally
larger, but was divided in two
when cases associated with
the bereavement events were
classified as a sub-cluster by the
Ministry of Health.
The epidemiological link to
the Auckland August cluster is
unknown.

•Sixcases.Oneactive.
•Genomicallylinkedto
Auckland August Cluster.
The first case in this subcluster was reported on 28
August, and the most recent case
was reported on September 14.
According to the New
Zealand Herald, the group is
made up of two households.
The epidemiological link to the
Auckland August cluster is
unknown.

North Shore ER sub-cluster:
Bereavement events sub-cluster:
•15cases.Allactive.
•Genomicallylinkedto
Auckland August Cluster.
Epidemiologically linked to Mt

•Threecases.Noneactive.
•Genomicallylinkedto
Auckland August Cluster.
On 21 August, a man in his
30s arrived at North Shore

Hospital with symptoms of the
virus. It remains unclear how
this man was infected with
Covid-19.

GP sub-cluster:
•Fivecases.Fourrecovered.
One death.
•Genomicallylinkedto
Auckland August Cluster.
It remains unknown how
former Cook Islands prime
minister and prominent doctor
Joe Williams, 82, contracted the
Covid-19 infection that led to his
death on 4 September.
Five other cases of the
virus are associated with this
sub-cluster, and the virus
is genomically linked to the
Auckland August cluster. The
epidemiological link to the
cluster is unknown.

The Outliers:
There are two other
community cases of Covid-19
in New Zealand, which are not
linked to the Auckland August
cluster either genomically or
epidemiologically.
These cases, both now
recovered, were identified in a
worker at Auckland’s Rydges
Hotel managed isolation and
quarantine facility, and in the
brother of a person who visited
the Hobbiton film set.
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Hopes pinned on satellite
tech to find missing men
by Katie Todd, RNZ

for survivors — or at least for the three
missing liferafts that he said would
FRIENDS and family of two
have been automatically deployed.
missing stock handlers hope satellite
“If these boys are alive, they’re
technology can find signs of life in
sitting in the water . . . they’ll be
the South China Sea, two weeks after
hungry, dehydrated, tired and terrified
the Gulf Livestock 1, carrying 43 crew
for their lives. And, if they are still
and nearly 6000 cattle, capsized in a
alive, they’re waiting for search parties
typhoon.
to come to them,” he said.
After plucking two Filipino survivors
Friends of the two are lobbying MPs,
from the water, Japan has now scaled
including Foreign Minister Winston
back its search.
Peters and Transport Minister Phil
However, the parents of missing
Twyford, for help to resume physical
Southland man Lochie Bellerby have
searches.
spearheaded independent efforts to
Peters said NZ was looking at
calculate where the missing crew
whether it would be viable to search
could have floated to, and Aucklandfor the ship’s black box, but Isabel
based Eagle Technology has now
Vialoux, a friend of Lochie’s since
offered to help the search.
school, said that was not enough.
It is working on a database of
She wanted to know if the
satellite images that can be used to
Government was helping with a search
look for signs of life or clues about the TWO KIWIS WERE ON BOARD THE GULF LIVESTOCK 1: New
and rescue mission for any survivors.
missing boat.
“What we want them to do is
Zealanders Scott Harris and Lochie Bellerby were on board the Gulf
For Ryan Pickering, a close friend of Livestock 1 when it capsized.
contribute
resources to a search.
Pictures supplied by RNZ
the other missing New Zealander, Scott
Anything and everything that they
Harris, the hunt needed to go beyond
Cargo ship worker Riley Jeeves
sunny.
could provide,” she said.
the area physically covered by Japan’s said he had passed through the same
“So, normally, it’s a nice stretch
That was echoed by Danielle
Coast Guard.
shipping route through the South
of water — unless you get caught in
Watson, a childhood friend of Scott
“I have seen messages that Scott
China Sea more than 20 times in three a typhoon, which unfortunately this
Harris.
said, via text, that they were in the
years. “It’s not uncommon to go out on vessel has.”
“I would love them to be able to go
Yellow Sea. There was another
deck in the middle of the day and see
Based on currents and weather
over there and continue on. It would
comment, another passing message
two, three, four small islands within
conditions, and what he had heard
mean the world if the Government got
from Lochie that they were in the
10, 15 miles from you. It’s a warm
from experts, he was confident an area on board with this. They need to help
Yellow Sea as well,” he said.
stretch of water and I’ve sailed through 300 miles off the shore of Osaka, in
with finding our boys,” she said.
“From what I gather and from what
there in around mid-July, and it was
Japan, was a much more likely location
As well as the two survivors,
I’ve read, they were not searching in
35 degrees and the water temperature for the boat, or any survivors, to be.
Japanese search teams have found
the right place. They haven’t searched was close to 20. At that time it was
Therefore, Mr Jeeves said there
traces of fuel on the sea’s surface, as
what they call the Yellow Sea.”
calm — there was no wind and it was
were good reasons to keep searching
well as floating cow carcasses.

Tony Moses

Man with gunshot
wound leaves
hospital — with
bullet still lodged
in his stomach
AUCKLAND — A man who was
admitted to an Auckland hospital
with a gunshot wound is being told
to get medical help urgently after
leaving the hospital with the bullet
still lodged in his stomach.
Tony Moses arrived at Middlemore
Hospital, South Auckland, early
yesterday morning with a single
gunshot wound to his abdomen area,
police said. “Moses left the hospital
of his own volition soon after being
admitted,” Detective Inspector Chris
Barry, of Counties Manukau Police,
said. “Moses requires urgent medical
treatment and surgery to remove the
projectile.”
It was not yet known whether
he had left on his own or whether
he had had any help. Police are
appealing to Moses to come forward
immediately or to seek help.
Anyone with information about
his location is also being urged to
contact authorities immediately.
— NZ Herald

Scrub fire jumps SH25
by Belinda Feek, NZ Herald
WHANGAMATA — Multiple
fire appliances were battling a
scrub fire north of Whangamata
this morning.
A portion of State Highway
25, near Toko Road at Onemana,
was closed to allow firefighters
to battle the blaze. The fire was
reported at about 7.25am.
Northern fire shift manager
Craig Dally said the fire was now
classified as a third alarm, which
has seen crews from around
Coromandel and Bay of Plenty
descend on the scene.
While the 600sqm fire was not
huge, it had become a bit more
complicated to tackle it after it

Business for Sale
Iconic family-friendly restaurant
and bar in Gisborne

Licensed REAA 2008

jumped SH25. Two helicopters
were also at the scene.
Two Onemana crews were
first on the scene and were since
being helped by crews from
Whangamata, Tairua, as well
as there being a tanker from
Paeroa and a command unit
from Greerton. Nearby Opoutere
School posted on social media
that buses would be running
“very late” due to the road closure
and downed powerlines.
Mr Dally said it was too early
to say when the road would be
re-opened.
The Thames-Coromandel
District Council said Civil
Defence had advised everyone to
stay away from the area.

A modern well-appointed Vintage Kiwi beach themed
business, offering a relaxed informal dining experience of
Kiwi-style food. Business relocated to its current purposebuilt site in 2016; the move included the purchase of new
kitchen and restaurant equipment. Post-Covid opening
hours - 10.00am to 1.00pm / 7 days per week - are back
by demand.
Full bar facilities with non-alcoholic options also available.
Sales have remained consistent year in year out.
Business currently operates as one identity - but could easily
be separated. Asking price $305,000 + SAV

For further Information contact
Steve Smith I 021 599 514
steve.smith@linkbusiness.co.nz
33691-01
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Work visas for foreign students on election agenda
WELLINGTON — Some
foreign students studying online
should remain eligible for New
Zealand work permits when they
graduate, according to a group of
private tertiary institutions.
Quality Tertiary Institutions
said the move would encourage
more students to enrol with New
Zealand education providers
while the borders remained
closed.
It included the call in a
manifesto of policies it wanted to
see from the parties contesting
next month’s election.
Foreign students could get a
work visa for up to three years
if they had studied a certificate
or diploma for 60 weeks, or a
degree or higher qualification for
at least 30 weeks — but only if

they studied in New Zealand.
The executive director of
Quality Tertiary Institutions,
Tommy Honey, said that was not
fair for international students
who were halfway through their
degrees but stuck overseas and
studying online because of the
pandemic.
He said they deserved the
same work rights as a student
studying in New Zealand.
“We’ve really got to help those
people out,” he said.
“Learning offshore online
shouldn’t impact on their rights
to what’s called a post-study
work visa.”
He said new students who
started studying from overseas
should now also be eligible for
work rights.

Honey also said Immigration
New Zealand should resume
study visa applications from
people who were based overseas
because the current pause on
accepting applications was
sending the wrong message.
“That’s actually like pinning
the closed sign on the door,
rather than ‘back in five
minutes’. We’ve got to really
think about the messaging we’ve
got out there.”
Other parts of the private
sector were also keen for the
government to restart study
visa applications for overseas
applicants and provide certainty
about when foreign students
could return.
The chairperson of English
New Zealand, Darren Conway,

said accepting visa applications
would keep foreign students
interested in New Zealand
and help avoid bottlenecks of
applications when the border did
reopen.
Meanwhile, he said the
organisation’s members
desperately needed support
from the government’s $10
million fund for private tertiary
institutions that had lost at least
half of their foreign enrolments
because of the pandemic.
Applications to the fund closed
on Friday and Conway said
most language schools would not
survive into next year without
its support.
The chairperson of
Independent Tertiary Education
New Zealand, Craig Musson,

said some of its 140 members
were also hoping for support
from the fund.
However, he said they were
not confident of success.
“The criteria was very, very
tight. Bit of a blunt instrument
to be honest, and there’ll be
many that won’t meet the
criteria and will struggle going
forward. Some may end up
closing if they don’t get this
fund,” he said.
However, Musson said other
private providers were doing
well because their domestic
enrolments had increased.
He said the increase included
students who had left school
early because of the disruption
to their studies caused by the
pandemic. — RNZ

‘Kick in the guts’
Auckland university students called back to class
AUCKLAND — Thousands of
university students have voiced
concerns at the lack of socialdistancing provisions and nonmandatory masks as they prepare
to return to lectures next week.
Auckland University students
are required back in face-to-face
classes from Monday but many
want to stick with online learning
until the university can uphold
social-distancing requirements to
protect against Covid-19.
The call to return to class comes
in the same week that 89 users
of an Auckland gym visited by
someone infected with Covid-19
are being asked to get tested.
The infected person attended
three classes at the Les Mills gym
CLASSES TO RESUME: Auckland university students have been told
in Takapuna last week.
to return for face-to-face classes from Monday although may want to
In August a student at the
stick to online learning.
NZ Herald picture
University of Auckland tested
positive for Covid-19.
wear masks, there is no support
window” very quickly in the halls.
This week students flooded the
for students, there is no guarantee He could not see it being any
email inbox of Vice-Chancellor
of physical distancing.”
different on campus.
Dawn Freshwater and signed a
Other students echoed concerns,
“A lot of students want to stay
petition requesting all learning
saying there was a limit of 10 on
home and have a right to safety.
apart from practical work
social gatherings and no more than
“The university should not be
remained online.
50 at a funeral but it was okay to
breaching that right to safety for
One student, who wished to
“put 300 in a lecture hall with no
profit . . . where’s the pastoral care
remain anonymous, said the
mandatory masks.”
here? Where is the wellbeing?”
university was “actively ignoring
More than 80 students contacted
Students said the limited free
concerns of students” and said
NZME with their concerns, saying counselling services were always
they were being required back on
they were “appalled”, “stressed
booked and there was little other
campus with “no support”.
out”, and thought the decision was support.
The fifth-year law and art
“insane” “ridiculous”, and “unsafe”.
Another petition, also signed
student said the university
Many wanted to wait until there by thousands, requested another
handled the first lockdown
was no community transmission
grade bump, like the 5 percent
well and students were well
and felt like they were being
given after the first lockdown
supported and
treated as
to acknowledge the hardship
communicated
a customer
students faced.
A student, on condition
to.
instead of a
What students want
“Since
student.
of anonymity, said the
August,
Third-year
university
was
“actively
■ Online learning except when
however, the
engineering
ignoring concerns of
University of
student Bayley necessary to be a face-to-face
■ Scrapping fees to apply
Auckland’s
Dropich
students” and said they
for aegrotat grades and open
response
said it was
were being required back on “ridiculous”.
recognition of the effect of Covid-19
has been
■ Mandatory masks
campus with “no support”.
lacklustre at
“Family
■ Ability to maintain physical
best, negligent
members
distancing
at worst,” the
of mine are
Students posting to social media
student said.
classified as ‘at risk’ so if they
had a variety of opinions on the
“Updates have been few and far were to catch Covid second-hand
return to classes, with some
between, telling students to suck
from me this would obviously be
such as science and engineering
up the move back online when
devastating.”
students wanting to go back
the second lockdown has been far
Dropich questioned why
because of the practical nature of
tougher mentally.”
gatherings throughout the city
their learning.
The student said after Prime
were limited to 10, but classes
In contrast, many law, arts and
Minister Jacinda Ardern
would be allowed to be “crammed
commerce students preferred to
announced Cabinet would review
into a lecture hall” where not
Auckland’s settings on September
everyone knows each other. He was stay home.
Students pointed to other
21, the University delivered a final concerned the university “could
institutions such as AUT and
“kick in the guts”.
potentially spark the next Covid
Massey University that adopted
“Vice-Chancellor Freshwater
wildfire”.
mixed learning with necessary
announced that students would
One student, who worked in
classes held in person but the
be going back to university,” the
a Hall of Residence, said while
majority of classes going back
student said.
physical distancing might work
online. — NZ Herald
“There is no requirement to
on paper, it had “gone out the

FUNDS ON THE WAY: The Theatre Royal needed the
upgrade as the back of house and stage house were
significantly limiting the ability to host local and touring
shows.
RNZ picture

Multimillion dollar upgrade
for Timaru’s Theatre Royal
CHRISTCHURCH — The
government is committing $11.6
million from its infrastructure
fund towards an upgrade of
Timaru’s Theatre Royal.
Minister for Arts Culture and
Heritage Jacinda Ardern made
the announcement during her
visit to the South Canterbury city
yesterday.
“Our preference would have
been to have made sure that
some of those announcements
were done before we saw
the dissolution of Parliament
and you’ll see that that’s
predominantly . . . what we have
done.
“This is a slightly different set
of circumstances. There was a
project here for Timaru that was
planned that wasn’t able to be
completed . . . and so that next
cab off the rank was allocated
and so that took a little bit more
time.”
The funding will go towards
upgrading the pre-existing
building as well as the

construction of a new connected
Heritage Facility Museum and
exhibition space.
The Theatre Royal is on the NZ
Heritage List/Rarangi Korero as
a Category 2 Historical place.
Ardern said the project met
the criteria of the shovel-ready
programme and was expected to
directly employ 155-210 people.
She said it would be
wonderful to see the theatre
returned to its former glory.
The Theatre Royal needed
the upgrade as the back of
house and stage house were
significantly limiting the ability
to host local and touring shows.
The foyer area will be
redeveloped so the venue can
host a larger range of events.
“The project will also include
the development of a new
museum and exhibition space.
The current South Canterbury
Museum has significant space
constraints which the new 13351400sqm facility will address,”
Ardern said. — RNZ

Four commercial-scale
meth labs shut in Waikato
WAIKATO — Police have made
a number of arrests after shutting
down four commercial-scale
methamphetamine labs in the wider
Waikato area.
Police targeted five addresses
across Matamata, Waharoa and
Morrinsville, seizing commercial
quantities of methamphetamine
manufacturing chemicals and
equipment.
Three men aged 35, 56, and 59
and one woman, 40, have been
charged with manufacturing and

supply of methamphetamine and
will appear in the Hamilton District
Court over the coming weeks.
Detective Inspector Graham
Pitkethley said information provided
by the public about unusual or
suspicious behaviour helped them
get an idea about the manufacture,
distribution and supply of drugs.
He said labs like those found
were extremely dangerous and
police encouraged people to advise
them without doing their own
detective work. — RNZ
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Annual offence figures:
65,000 adults charged
by Catherine Hutton, RNZ

Other crimes

AUCKLAND — Annual
Ministry of Justice figures
show that, compared to other
drugs, methamphetamine
(‘meth’ or ‘P’) remains the drug
taking up the most time in the
courts — with 8182 charges
laid in the last financial year.
In those 12 months, 65,000
adults were charged with at
least one offence of any type.
And a trend of lowconviction rates for rape
charges was repeated.
Cannabis charges have
decreased 63 percent since
2010, which Dr Chris Wilkins
believes is part of an ongoing
trend reflecting changes in
the way the justice system
responds to the drug.
Dr Wilkins, an associate
professor at Massey
University’s SHORE &
Whariki Research Centre, has
been researching drug trends
for the past 20 years.
Since 2010, “there has
been a general decline in the
willingness of police to arrest
people just for possession (of
cannabis).
And part of that is that the
police are focusing on meth,
“so it’s not surprising to see
cannabis-use charges declining
quite significantly and methuse charges increasing”.
There were 5233 charges

The Ministry of Justice data
also shows conviction rates
for sexual violence are still
far lower than other types of
offending.
In the 4819 charges for
sexual crimes, only half
resulted in a conviction.
And of those charged, 54
percent were for offences
against a child.
Kathryn McPhillips,
executive director of
Auckland’s HELP foundation,
which supports survivors
of sexual violence, said she
was troubled by the rapeconviction rate, which sits at
just 39 percent.
She said there needed to be
changes to the consent law.
She said society needed to
make sure that “ideas about
what is a reasonable belief in
consent match what we expect
sexual relationships to be
like”.
The Ministry’s data also
revealed police laid 30,177
family violence charges in
the 2019/2020 financial year.
Conviction rates in this area
equal about two out of every
three charges.
Almost half of family
violence charges were for
assault, although property
damage and harassment also
featured regularly.

laid for cannabis offences in
the 2020 financial year, while
meth offences shot up another
18 percent on the previous
year — to 8128 charges.
Dr Wilkins said the increase
in charges related to meth was
due to a massive increase in
its supply and availability.
And record busts by police
have been matched by a
substantial decline in its price.
Just over half of those
convicted of offences related
to meth received a community
sentence, such as home
detention, community work or
supervision.
Dr Wilkins said that was in
line with the Government’s

health focus on drugs, which
directs police to only arrest
people if it is in the best
interests of the community.
“There is now a movement
away from arrests for drug
offences and punishments,
such as prison . . . there is
more of a health focus instead.
“So, I expect some of the
figures are reflecting that
change in focus.
“And, even when people
do get arrested (over drugs),
they are more likely to just
be directed into treatment
solutions, which might involve
home detention to some extent
— or other non-prison types of
penalties.”

Mosque shooter’s
transport to court
cost almost $40k
by Anneke Smith, RNZ
CHRISTCHURCH — It cost nearly $40,000 to
fly the man responsible for the Christchurch
mosque attacks to and from Christchurch in
an Air Force Hercules for his sentencing.
The Australian terrorist was jailed for life
without parole over the March 15 attacks last
month.
He had earlier pleaded guilty to murdering
51 worshippers at Al Noor Mosque and
Linwood Islamic Centre, and to shooting and
injuring 40 more in an attempt to murder them.
Brenton Tarrant stepped off a Royal New
Zealand Air Force C-130 Hercules the day
before his four-day sentencing began.
Information released to RNZ under the
Official Information Act shows it cost the
Defence Force $39,321 to use the Hercules.
The aircraft’s expenses included marginal
personnel costs, fuel, airport charges and
other associated costs.
Tarrant had asked to attend his sentencing
remotely, with his lawyers arguing it would
save costs and avoid the need for secure
transfer from Auckland to Christchurch.
It was a request opposed by the Crown, who
said there was no reason why the sentencing
should not be conducted in the ordinary way
— with the defendant physically present.
Justice Mander ultimately ordered Tarrant to
be in court for the sentencing, citing concerns
that he could be trying to avoid being held
publicly accountable for his crimes.
The mosque shooter has been designated a
terrorist entity since his sentencing. His assets
have been frozen, and it is a criminal offence
to participate in or support his activities.
Victims and politicians have expressed
varying views on whether or not he should be
incarcerated in New Zealand — at a cost of
$5000 a day — or be sent back to Australia.

Auctions This Thursday, 17 September 2020
Property Brokers Auction Rooms, 66 Reads Quay, Gisborne
Lot one - 12pm

1376 Lavenham
Rd, Waipaoa

Alan Thorpe and
David Egan

71 MacDonald St,
Elgin

Dean and Sheree
MacFarlane

444 Back Ormond
Rd, Lytton West

Juliette Gottlieb

232 Kotare Rd,
Wairoa

Tom Lane

20 Stout St,
Whataupoko

Judy Milner

Alan Thorpe and
David Egan

716 Aberdeen Rd,
Te Hapara

Mandy Campbell

37 Main Rd,
Makaraka

Tom Harbott

77 Potae Avenue,
Lytton West

Tom Harbott

Lot two - 12.30pm

64 Hirini St,
Kaiti

Judy Milner

140 Hansen Rd,
Makauri

34898-01

pb.co.nz
Property Brokers Ltd Licensed REAA 2008
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What to look out for in
today’s fiscal update
by Hamish Rutherford,
The New Zealand Herald
WELLINGTON — The
accountant credited with
reforms that led to the
Public Finance Act says New
Zealand politicians should
shift their focus away from
net debt, or at least measure
it in a way which is “real”.
This afternoon, Treasury
will publish the pre-election
fiscal update, which will
include the latest forecasts for
how it expects the economy
to perform over the next four
years.
A large part of the focus
is likely to fall on the path
of core Crown net debt as a
percentage of gross domestic
product (GDP); both Labour
and National have previously
put net debt targets at the
centre of fiscal strategies.
In its first term, Labour
has had two targets for net
debt (below 20 percent, then
below 25 percent), although
it dropped the targets when
Covid-19 hit.
National’s finance
spokesman, Paul Goldsmith,
has made a slightly vague
commitment to attempting
to get net debt down to 30
percent of GDP within a
decade.
Professor Ian Ball said
that while a focus on net
debt was not wrong, the
measure ignores what was
happening to the majority
of the assets and large parts
of the liabilities on the
Government’s balance sheet.
Prof Ball was chief financial
controller at the New Zealand
Treasury until 1994.
He was lauded by the
International Federation of
Accountants for the design
and implementation of
New Zealand’s financial
management reform process.
This led to the passing of the
Public Finance Act in 1989.
“Net debt ignores a huge
chunk of assets that are not
financial assets and it ignores
a lot of liabilities that are not
debt,” Prof Ball told The New
Zealand Herald.
Not only does the measure
exclude liabilities such as
insurance liabilities of ACC,
net debt does not include
some financial assets, such as

UPDATE TO BE
PUBLISHED THIS
AFTERNOON:
Finance Minister
Grant Robertson
(left) delivers the
2020 Budget in
May. Net debt
targets have been
at the centre of
Labour’s fiscal
strategy before
Covid-19. This
afternoon, Treasury
will publish the
pre-election fiscal
update, the latest
forecasts for
how it expects
the economy to
perform over the
next four years.
NZ Herald file picture
the assets held by the New
Zealand Superannuation
Fund.
“Net debt is not in itself an
inappropriate thing to look
at, it’s just not what is really
core to a Government’s fiscal
position. That is much more
comprehensively captured in
net worth than net debt.”
Net worth is the total
assets of the Government less
the total liabilities.
Also expressed as a
percentage of GDP, it is
forecast to fall from around
47 percent in 2019 to just
over 10 percent in 2024.
Prof Ball said focusing
on the entire Government
balance sheet would
encourage better utilisation
of public assets other than
financial ones.
However, the greater risk
was that a focus on debt
could encourage bad policy
decisions.
The privatisation of public
assets, even if sold below
their real value, would cut
debt.
“To me, the bigger risk is
the use of net core Crown
debt as a sole focus, is it can
encourage behaviours that
are more transferral than
real,” Prof Ball said, pointing
to the fact the Government
has allowed Kianga Ora
(previously Housing New
Zealand) borrow money on its
own balance sheet, debt which
does not appear in the net

SHAREMARKET YESTERDAY

debt measure.
“Do you solve your net
debt problem by having more
of your borrowing through
Crown entities?,” Prof Ball
questioned. “Clearly, that’s
as much a liability of the
Government as it would be if
it was sovereign issue debt.”
National, meanwhile,
has described stopping
contributions to the New
Zealand Superannuation
Fund as a “low hanging
fruit” to help it achieve
its debt target. Last week,
National announced plans
for a new infrastructure
bank, which would see debt
for infrastructure projects
excluded from the net debt
measure.
Prof Ball said net debt
was not mentioned in the
Public Finance Act, nor
was it a defined accounting
term, “which means that the
Government can basically
make it (to be about) what it
chooses and, in a sense, it has,
by excluding the financial
assets of the super fund”.
The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) gives New
Zealand a much lower net
debt figure (16.4 percent)
than the Treasury does,
because the IMF includes
financial assets such as the
Super Fund’s.
“If it were my call, I would
say that any Crown entity
debt should be regarded as
part of net debt,” Prof Ball

said.
“It’s not an internationallydefined concept. It’s
idiosyncratic in the way that
Governments have used it,
and if we’re going to use an
idiosyncratic measure, let’s
make it as real a measure of
the Government’s debt as we
can.”
Prof Ball suspected the
Government’s focus on net
debt was largely because
net worth included large
movements, which were
outside of its control.
The measure typically used
to measure the deficit or
surplus — operating balance
excluding gains and losses
(Obegal) — excluded major
shifts in the value of assets,
which in the 2020 Budget
were forecast to be more than
$10 billion.
“It’s much harder for a
politician to manage those
losses,” Prof Ball said, with
Governments of both parties
preferring Obegal to the
overall operating balance “but
the operating balance is the
better measure of your total
performance”.
Trying to avoid being
responsible for the overall
operating balance — which
leads to changes in net worth
— “is like saying they don’t
want to be accountable for the
structure of the Government’s
balance sheet, and yet, there’s
nobody else” that taxpayers or
voters can hold responsible.

Bank of Australia released its meeting minutes,
which did not signal any imminent policy action.
Traders had been speculating that a further
WELLINGTON — The S&P/NZX 50 Index
strengthening. MSCI’s Asia Index, excluding
cut to the cash rate or other quantitative easing
decreased 19.79 points, to 11,770.75. Within
Japan, rose 0.5 percent.
was likely, which had led to some selling.
the index, 20 stocks fell, 26 rose and four were
US investors took to the news that
The kiwi dollar also rallied with its Aussie
unchanged. Turnover was $148.1 million.
AstraZeneca resumed trials of its Covid-19
cousin, compounded by weakness in the
Trading might have been slowed by the NZX’s vaccine and Pfizer saying its vaccine could
greenback as the hope for a vaccine improved
website going offline for much of the afternoon, be distributed in the US this year. Wall Street’s
appetite for riskier currencies.
in similar circumstances to the cyberattacks that three top indices each added more than 1
The kiwi was trading at 67.23 US cents at 5pm
happened in August.
percent on Monday night trading, with the
in Wellington, from 66.95 cents on Monday, and
Those unable to access the website were
Nasdaq Composite gaining 1.9 percent.
at 91.74 Australian cents down from 92 cents
redirected to an alternate site, which hosted
Peter McIntyre, an investment adviser at
shortly before the minutes were released and
the last 200 market announcements, allowing
Craigs Investment Partners, said the local
from 91.91 on Monday. The trade-weighted index
trading to continue.
market was unusually muted considering the
was at 72.08 at 5pm, from 72.07 on Monday. The
Global investor sentiment solidified after
offshore leads.
kiwi traded at 71.04 yen from 70.98 yen, 52.25
the wobbles of last week and equity markets
“The economic data out of China might have British pence from 52.23 pence, and 4.5618
globally made some recovery on positive
been a reason for the market to be higher than
Chinese yuan from 4.5726 yuan.
vaccine news and economic data.
what it is,” he said.
It was unchanged at 56.50 euro cents.
Asian markets rose as China’s industrial
“It seems like Australia and New Zealand are
Exporter Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, which
output, retail sales and fixed-asset investments
laggards, our dollars are stronger as well so that counts the US as its biggest market, fell 1.7
all exceeded economists’ estimates in
may have had an influence on the market today.” percent to $32.63, while a2 Milk Co — which
August, showing Asia’s largest economy was
The Australian dollar rose after the Reserve
exports mostly to China — rose 2 percent, to

Dairy prices
increase
an average
3.6 percent
WELLINGTON — Dairy prices
rose for the first time in two months,
increasing an average 3.6 percent, to
US$3092 a tonne.
The rise in the average price at the
overnight Global Dairy Trade auction
(GDT) compared with a 1 percent fall
at the last sale two weeks ago.
“The result indicates a firming of
global demand, as buyers who have
been sitting on their hands looking
for market direction step up their
purchases,” RaboResearch dairy
analyst Thomas Bailey said.
The price of whole milk powder,
which strongly influences the payouts
for local farmers, increased 3.2
percent, to US$2985 a tonne.
The prices for other products sold
were mixed, with gains for cheese and
skim milk powder, but a fall in butter.
Demand from south Asia was
strong, and there was a clear
preference to buy New Zealandsourced skim milk powder.
“Today’s results should support
broader increases in prices around the
world, boosting profitability for dairy
farmers, and eventually resulting in a
bump in milk supplies,” Bailey said.
Fonterra will report on its annual
earnings result on Friday, which is
expected to see it return to profit,
after last year’s massive loss on the
back of asset writedowns.
The co-operative will also confirm
the payout for the season just
finished, which it has forecast to
be between $7.10 to $7.20 a kilo of
milk solids, and update the forecast
for the current season, which it last
estimated at $5.90-$6.90 per kilo of
milk solids. — RNZ

$18.08.
SkyCity Entertainment Group led the market,
dropping 2.3 percent to $2.92.
New Zealand Refining fell 3.1 percent to 62
cents and Z Energy fell 1.9 percent to $2.65.
Heartland Group Holdings completed a
30-year A$142m securitisation, backed by its
Australian reverse mortgage business and
funded by offshore institutional investors.
Shares in the company rose 1.7 percent to
$1.17, while the Australian listed banks fell.
Westpac Banking Corp was down 0.9 percent
at $18.25 and Australia & New Zealand Banking
Group dropped 1.5 percent, to $18.93.
Air New Zealand rose 0.7 percent to $1.355
after the airline said it had sold more than
110,000 seats on Monday — more than three
times the pre-Covid usual amount.
The airline marked the Government’s removal
of physical distancing by releasing 180,000
of its cheapest fares, with 160,000 of these
available for under $50, which drove the record
sales. — BusinessDesk
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Riverside walkway/
cycleway a priority
The council decision last week to
retain the Taruheru River Walking
and Cycleway in its next Long-Term
Plan (LTP), and to approve a budget
of $62,000 for the local share of a
business case to access external
funding for it, was a relief.
This exciting project will create
a scenic and safe east-west route
through the city for pedestrians and
cyclists. It was first mooted in the
mid-1960s and has strong public
support and clear wellbeing gains.
A 4.5km extension of the popular
beach and riverside walkway/
cycleway all the way out to Campion
Road, it has major urban transport,
recreation and tourism benefits
— and needs to be prioritised and
brought, finally, to fruition.
It was included in the 2015-2025
LTP, with $2.85 million of partfunding allocated in 2019-2021.
However, affordability and difficulty
question marks saw the council shift
in 2016 towards an Aberdeen Road
cycleway, estimated to cost $3.8m,
to provide an alternative “spinal”
cycle route through the city.
A public outcry and intervention
from Mayor Meng Foon saw that
shelved and a feasibility study of the
Taruheru extension commissioned.
Made public in April 2017, it
proposed 2km of timber boardwalk
in the riverbed — to avoid conflict
with property owners and add scenic
qualities — as well as 2.5km of
concrete footpath, plus adjoining
connections to schools, sports clubs
and neighbourhood reserves, at an
estimated cost of $6.8m.
The 2015-2025 LTP had $9m
budgeted for walking/cycling
intersection and route safety
improvements; $6.5m of that was
yet to be spent when the 20182028 LTP was put together but its
“back-to-basics” focus on major
infrastructure projects and financial
constraint elsewhere saw cycleway
funding stripped back to $1.85m for
its whole 10 years — much of that
“local share” for the cycle link from
Kaiti to the city that was meant
to be long-finished by now — with
the Taruheru extension retained,
planned for 2021-2024, costed
at $7.2m, and totally reliant on
external funding.
As the report on this project
that councillors received last week
stated, local share is “usually
a rates component” — but not
always, and this project which
will undoubtedly qualify for 68
percent funding from Waka Kotahi/
NZTA (with the only issue ensuring
it is promoted well enough to be
prioritised by them), is a sitter for
Trust Tairawhiti’s wellbeing agenda.
The local share will be $2.3m —
less than the council allocated to
this project in 2015.
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Negativity disturbing Port offer deeply offensive
I just cannot believe
the comments from two
well known people, who
I previously believed had
the future of the region at
heart. Now they have come
out supporting a minority
who are against another
port being established up
the Coast. What a selfish,
poorly-backed response to
a one-off gifted opportunity
that would turn around the
region’s decline to one of
increased opportunity and
social betterment.
Why can’t Selwyn Parata
convince the small-minded
minority that they have to
come of age, get over their
personal preferences and,
for the small cost of change,
look to see how they could
support positive initiatives?
Coupled with councillor
Wharehinga’s deplorable
and immature criticism of
the Government Minister’s
intended $45 million
allocation to establishing
another port on the Coast,
this is all quite disturbing.
We don’t need scathing
councillors belittling those
prepared to substantially
fund the region’s recovery.

Mr Parata also states that
change shouldn’t come at
any cost. What cost? Does he
believe high unemployment,
dope addiction, cannabis
propagation and the
crime and gang activity
it generates — which is
currently entrenched in the
upper Coast’s environment
and economy — doesn’t
warrant changing?
These are the exact
reasons change is much
needed. I know advice is
seldom welcome but those
who hate it the most, need it
the most.
My suggestion to those
with opposing views is to
come up with constructive
criticism as to why
another port on the East
Coast would have such a
negative impact on the local
community that it outweighs
the long-term economic
and social gains for their
community as well as the
rest of the Coast and the
entire region.
We might then endeavour
to understand you and your
followers’ stoic mindset.

Re: Port not wanted on Cape,
September 14 story.
The Crown Infrastructure Partners
should invest in our railway line!
The offer of $45 million by
Hon Shane Jones, Minister for
Infrastructure and Minister for
Regional Economic Development, for a
log barging facility on the East Coast
is deeply offensive.
It is true that Tairawhiti needs more
infrastructure for community and
economic resilience and wellbeing,
and in planning for a future without
diesel we need alternatives to roads.
But the Crown Infrastructure Partners’
infrastructure fund is for “shovelready” projects, and those that have
been requested by the local authority
or community interests.

Local leadership required

Re: Govt backs Coast port,
September 12 article.
Te Rimu Trust represents
local Te Araroa hapu and did
the port feasibility quoted in
your article. Benefits identified
in the feasibility include less
carbon emissions, reduced road
accidents, improved SH35, more
local jobs and more local GDP.
Great to see Treasury’s financial
TONY HARVIE endorsement.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

Let’s fight Story and
were
for our rail song
awesome
I’m not very happy about
our washout and rail line
closure. I go to the Rail Action
Group meetings and I am
going to fight to get it back.
I love the trains. I want no
more trucks on the road.
I used to see the train come
to Gisborne a lot and I’m
missing the Art Deco train.
We have a big election next
month and the Green Party
will fight for our rail line.

Victor Hooks — hey man,
what an awesome story and
song (September 12).
I personally have always
had a lot of respect for you,
and that article of yours and
song “See the hawk soar” was
worth getting the paper to just
read that.
I wish all the best for you,
Norma and all your family.
Take care.

MAY RUBY

The Government spent $600,000
last year on the feasibility study
considering reopening the railway
line. The study concluded that it is
feasible to reinstate the line and
there are numerous environmental,
social, cultural and economic
wellbeing advantages in favour of the
reinstatement.
The cost to reinstate the railway line,
a “shovel-ready” project requested
by Gisborne District Council and the
community, is $36 million. This cost
includes the development of a modern
transport hub at Matawhero — and is
less than what has been offered for a
new log barging facility, which is far
from “shovel ready”!
GILLIAN WARD
Gisborne Rail Action Group

REX HOLDSWORTH

These benefits demand local
leadership. None better than
a quote from our ancestress
Tamateaupoko: “Tera nga wai o
Ruawaipu e ngau mai ra ki uta”,
where she urged her warrior
sons to show leadership and
take back the benefits of living
on their home land at Te Araroa.
TIWANA OHORERE TIBBLE
FCA, Henderson

Te reo benefits us all
Maori Language Week is an
opportunity for us to reflect on
how fortunate we all are to have
te reo Maori designated an official
language of our country.
The opportunity for members of
indigenous populations to learn,
speak, write and communicate in
their native tongue benefits the
whole society.
It is heartening to see an
increasing number of non-Maori
people take joy in learning
te reo Maori alongside their
peers. This will go a long way
towards encouraging a deeper
understanding and appreciation
of tikanga, strengthening the

unity in diversity that New
Zealand sorely needs.
Language is the expression
of the spirit of a people and
the vehicle of its cohesive and
inspiring traditions. Facility in
te reo Maori can produce an
enrichment of the heritage of the
entire population and can act as a
stabilising influence in society.
Worldwide, indigenous
populations must have the
fundamental right to develop and
take pride in their own identity,
culture and language.
GISBORNE BAHÁ’Í
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Funding uncertain for river walkway/cycleway
In Saturday’s article on the proposed Taruheru
River Walkway you reported that I voted against
the report’s recommendation to approve
spending $62,000 as a contribution towards the
anticipated $200,000 cost of a detailed business
case to access external funding. The case study
would explore building a cycleway along the
Taruheru River between Mitre 10 and Campion
Road. The structure would essentially be built
on the riverbank or potentially in the riverbed.
The budget for this is listed in the current LTP
at $7.2m to be 100 percent externally funded.
However, the report put to councillors last week
said the council’s contribution would be 32
percent or $2.3m. This is money that we simply

do not have.
Furthermore, the council report noted in some
detail that the national road funding agency
Waka Kotahi has signalled funding will be very
tight this round and their focus is on meeting
current service obligations and not funding new
projects. The report said that funding for cycling
and walkways is likely to be oversubscribed, “ie
there will be more projects nationally than money
available”. In short, we are currently unlikely to
succeed in securing Waka Kotahi funding for the
Taruheru River Walkway/Cycleway.
In the circumstances, I could not support
spending an unbudgeted $62,000 on a business
case study for a $7.2m project we are unlikely to

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz
■
■
■
■
■
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Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

get funded.
Finally, the council report spoke about the
need for cycleway users, principally students
biking east to west to school, to be able to transit
safely through town to the high schools. The
report contained eight maps showing a variety
of transit options west of where the cycleway
currently ends at Aberdeen Road by Mitre 10. In
my opinion the shared road option with a painted
dedicated cycle lane along Aberdeen Road all
the way to Lytton Road with arms off to the
various schools provides a safe, immediate and
affordable transit option for students biking to
school.
TONY ROBINSON, Councillor
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City to pay $12m to Breonna Taylor’s family
LOUISVILLE — The city of Louisville will
pay $12 million to the family of Breonna Taylor
and reform police practices as part of a lawsuit
settlement months after Taylor’s slaying by police
thrust the black woman’s name to the forefront of
a national reckoning on race, Mayor Greg Fischer
announced on Tuesday.
Taylor’s death sparked months of protests in
Louisville and calls nationwide for the officers
to be criminally charged. The state’s attorney
general, Daniel Cameron, is investigating police
actions in the March 13 fatal shooting.
“I cannot begin to imagine Ms Palmer’s pain,
and I am deeply, deeply sorry for Breonna’s
death,” Fischer said, referring to Taylor’s mother,
Tamika Palmer.
At Tuesday’s news conference, an emotional

Palmer pushed for charges against the officers
involved in the shooting.
“As significant as today is, it’s only the
beginning of getting full justice for Breonna,”
Palmer said. “We must not lose focus on what the
real drive is and with that being said, it’s time to
move forward with the criminal charges because
she deserves that and much more.”
The lawsuit, filed in April by Palmer, alleged
the police used flawed information when they
obtained a “no-knock” warrant to enter the
26-year-old woman’s apartment in March.
Taylor and her boyfriend Kenneth Walker were
roused from bed by police, and Walker has said
he fired once at the officers thinking it was an
intruder. Investigators say police were returning
fire when they shot Taylor several times. No

drugs were found at her home.
“We won’t let Breonna Taylor’s life be swept
under the rug,” said Ben Crump, an attorney for
Taylor’s family.
Crump said the $12 million settlement is the
largest such settlement given out for a black
woman killed by police. He also called for
charges against the officers and urged people
to “say her name”, a phrase that has become a
refrain for those outraged by the shooting.
Fischer said the civil settlement has nothing to
do with the criminal investigation.
Asked about the criminal investigation,
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, who
represents Kentucky, told reporters on Tuesday
“the investigation seems to have been more
complicated than a lot of people felt”. He said he

‘A new dawn of peace’
Israel, UAE and Bahrain sign US-brokered normalisation deals
WASHINGTON — Declaring “the
dawn of a new Middle East,” President
Donald Trump yesterday signed historic
diplomatic pacts with Israel and two
Gulf Arab nations that he hopes will lead
to a new order in the Mideast and cast
him as a peacemaker at the height of his
re-election campaign.
Hundreds of people massed on the
sun-washed South Lawn to witness the
signing of agreements between Israel,
the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain.
The bilateral agreements formalise
the normalisation of the Jewish state’s
already thawing relations with the two
Arab nations in line with their common
opposition to Iran and its aggression in
the region.
“We’re here this afternoon to change
the course of history,” Trump said from
a balcony overlooking the South Lawn.
“After decades of division and conflict, we
mark the dawn of a new Middle East.”
The agreements do not address the
decades-long Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
While the UAE, Bahrain and other Arab
countries support the Palestinians, the
Trump administration has persuaded the
two countries not to let that conflict keep
them from having normal relations with
Israel.
Trump’s political backers are looking
for the agreements to boost his standing
as a statesman with just seven weeks to
go before Election Day.
Until now, foreign policy has not had
a major role in a campaign dominated
by the coronavirus, racial issues and
the economy. The pandemic was in the
backdrop of the White House ceremony,
where there was no social distancing and
most guests didn’t wear masks.
The agreements won’t end active
wars, but supporters believe they could
pave the way for a broader Arab-Israeli
rapprochement after decades of enmity
and only two previous peace deals.
Sceptics, including many longtime
Middle East analysts and former
officials, have expressed doubts about
their impact and lamented that they
ignore the Palestinians, who have
rejected them as a stab in the back by
fellow Arabs.
During the ceremony, Emirati Foreign
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, the brother of Abu Dhabi’s
powerful crown prince, thanked Israel for
“halting the annexation of Palestinian
territories”, although Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has
insisted that Israel has only temporarily
suspended its plans to annex West Bank
settlements.
“Today, we are already witnessing a
change in the heart of the Middle East —
a change that will send hope around the
world,” Al Nahyan said.
Even the harshest critics have allowed
that the agreements could usher in a
major shift in the region should other
Arab nations, particularly Saudi Arabia,
follow suit, with implications for Iran,
Syria and Lebanon. Other Arab countries
believed to be close to recognising Israel

‘NEW MIDDLE EAST’: President Donald Trump, centre, with, from left, Bahrain
Foreign Minister Khalid bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and United Arab Emirates Foreign Minister Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
during the Abraham Accords signing ceremony. The agreements are likely to usher in
new security ties in the Middle East.
AP picture
include Oman, Sudan and Morocco.
“We are very down the road with about
five different countries,” Trump told
reporters before the ceremony.
In addition to the bilateral agreements
signed by Israel, the UAE and Bahrain,
all three are signing a document
dubbed the “Abraham Accords” after
the patriarch of the world’s three major
monotheistic religions.
“This day is a pivot of history,”
Netanyahu said. “It heralds a new dawn
of peace.”
“Despite the many challenges and
hardships that we all face — despite all
that, let us pause a moment to appreciate
this remarkable day.”
The Palestinians have not embraced
the US vision. Palestinian activists
held small demonstrations on Tuesday
in the West Bank and in Gaza, where
they trampled and set fire to pictures of
Trump, Netanyahu and the leaders of the
UAE and Bahrain.
A poll released yesterday found that
86 percent of Palestinians believe the
normalisation agreement with the
UAE serves only Israel’s interests and
not their own. The poll, carried out by
the Palestinian Centre for Policy and
Survey Research, was carried out from
September 9-12 and surveyed 1270
Palestinians in the occupied West Bank
and Gaza. It has a margin of error of
plus or minus three percentage points.
Even in Israel, where the accords have
received widespread acclaim, there is
concern they might result in US sales
of sophisticated weaponry to the UAE
and Bahrain, thus potentially upsetting
Israel’s qualitative military edge in the
region.
Trump said he is OK with selling
military aircraft to the UAE. House

Speaker Nancy Pelosi also welcomed the
agreements but said she wants to learn
details, specifically what the Trump
administration has told the UAE about
buying American-made F-35 aircraft and
about Israel agreeing to freeze efforts to
annex portions of the West Bank.
Bahrani Foreign Minister Abdullatif
al-Zayani said Bahrain would stand
with the Palestinians. “Today is a truly
historic occasion,” he said. “A moment for
hope and opportunity.”
And while the UAE and Bahrain have
a history of suppressing dissent and
critical public opinion, there have been
indications that the agreements are not
nearly as popular or well-received as in
Israel. Neither country sent its head of
state or government to sign the deals
with Netanyahu.
Bahrain’s largest Shiite-dominated
opposition group, Al-Wefaq, which the
Government ordered dissolved in 2016
amid a years-long crackdown on dissent,
said there is widespread rejection of
normalisation.
Al-Wefaq said in a statement that
it joins other Bahrainis who reject
the agreement to normalise ties with
the “Zionist entity”, and criticised the
Government for crushing the public’s
ability to express opinions “to obscure the
extent of discontent” at normalisation.
The ceremony follows months of
intricate diplomacy headed by Jared
Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law and senior
adviser, and the President’s envoy for
international negotiations, Avi Berkowitz.
On August 13, the Israel-UAE deal
was announced. That was followed by the
first direct commercial flight between
the countries, and then the September
11 announcement of the Bahrain-Israel
agreement. — AP

has confidence in Cameron and stands by him.
In the time since Taylor’s shooting, her death
has become a rallying cry for protesters seeking
a reckoning on racial justice and police reform.
Palmer’s lawsuit accused three Louisville
police officers of blindly firing into Taylor’s
apartment the night of the March raid, striking
Taylor several times. One of the officers,
Jonathan Mattingly, went into the home after the
door was broken down and was struck in the leg
by the gunshot from Walker.
The warrant was one of five issued in a
wide-ranging investigation of a drug trafficking
suspect who was a former boyfriend of Taylor’s.
That man, Jamarcus Glover, was arrested at a
different location about 16 kilometres away from
Taylor’s apartment on the same evening. — AP

GLOBAL BRIEFS
Police condemn use of force
MELBOURNE — An Australian policeman
has been suspended over the arrest of a man
who was allegedly hit by a police car and then
kicked in the head by an officer.
The man, 32, was put in an induced coma and
admitted to intensive care after the arrest in
Melbourne on Sunday.
His family has called for an independent
investigation, after footage of the incident went
viral.
Victoria Police said an internal unit was
investigating.
Melbourne has been under a strict coronavirus
lockdown for the past two months.
Police have been given unprecedented
powers, under public health orders, to fine
and detain people, but it does not appear that
Sunday’s arrest was related to a lockdown
breach.
The man had been at a hospital seeking
treatment for mental health issues when he left,
prompting staff to call the police.
A video of the arrest taken by a bystander
shows a policeman appearing to stomp on
the man’s head before officers pin him to the
ground.
Victoria Police said the man had been
behaving erratically and assaulted an officer.
— BBC

Third fire erupts in Beirut
BEIRUT — A fire broke out at a shopping
centre being built in Beirut, marking the third
blaze in a week in a city still reeling from a
devastating explosion in August.
Firefighters quickly extinguished the flames
that damaged a corner of the Beirut Souks’
latticed roof.
There were no reports of injuries and the
cause of the fire is not yet known.
The building was designed by the practice of
the renowned late British-Iraqi architect Zaha
Hadid.
Beirut Souks is located in a commercial
district close the city’s port, where a blast six
weeks ago killed almost 200 people, wounded
6000 others, and caused as much as US$4.6bn
of physical damage and US$3.5bn of economic
damage.
Last week, two fires at the port caused alarm
and anger among residents, who have accused
the ruling elite of corruption, neglect and
mismanagement.
There was a small fire last Tuesday that
was extinguished quickly and a larger fire on
Thursday at a port warehouse where aid was
being stored. — AP

NY police chief sacked
ROCHESTER — Rochester Mayor Lovely
Warren has fired the police chief and
suspended her top lawyer and communications
director in the continuing upheaval over the
suffocation death of Daniel Prude.
Chief Le’Ron Singletary announced his
retirement last week but said he would stay on
through to the end of the month.
Instead, Warren said she had permanently
relieved him while suspending corporation
counsel Tim Curtin and communications
director Justin Roj without pay.
Officers found Prude running naked down the
street in March, handcuffed him and put a hood
over his head to stop him from spitting, then
held him down for about two minutes until he
stopped breathing.
He died a week later after he was taken off life
support. — BBC
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Navalny plans
Russian return
BERLIN — Russian opposition leader Alexei
Navalny on Tuesday posted a picture of himself
from his hospital bed in Germany where he’s
recuperating from being poisoned with a nerve
agent, wryly joking about being able to breathe on
his own.
“Hi, this is Navalny,” he wrote in the Russianlanguage post on Instagram in the first image
of the 44-year-old since he was taken to Berlin’s
Charite hospital. The photo shows him being given
a hug by his wife Yulia and flanked by his two
children as he sits upright in his bed in a hospital
gown.
“I have been missing you. I still can’t do almost
anything on my own, but yesterday I managed to
breathe on my own for the entire day,” he added in
the post, which got over 1.1 million likes in several
hours.
Separately, Navalny’s spokeswoman Kira
Yarmysh tweeted that once he has recovered,
Navalny plans to return to Russia, where he has
supported opposition candidates and waged anticorruption battles. “No other option has ever been
considered,” she wrote.
Navalny fell ill on a flight from Siberia to
Moscow on August 20 and was treated at a hospital
in the city of Omsk. Two days later, he was flown
to the German hospital, where he was kept in an
induced coma for more than two weeks as he was
treated with an antidote. On September 7, doctors
said his condition had improved enough for him to
be brought out of the coma.
On Monday, the hospital said he had been
removed from a ventilator and was able to leave
his bed for “short periods of time”.
In his Instagram statement, Navalny displayed
his well-known sarcastic humour when he talked
about being able to breathe without a ventilator.
“Just on my own, no extra help, I didn’t even use
the simplest valve in my throat,” he said. “I liked
it very much. It’s a remarkable process that is
underestimated by many. Strongly recommended.”
Despite his recovery, doctors have said they
cannot rule out long-term health issues associated
with the poisoning.
Leonid Volkov, a top associate of Navalny, refused
to give any details on his condition or his possible
return when reached by The Associated Press.
A German military lab has determined that
Navalny was poisoned with Novichok, the same
class of Soviet-era agent that Britain said was
used on former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and
his daughter in Salisbury, England, in 2018. On
Monday, the German government said independent
tests by labs in France and Sweden backed up its
findings.
The Hague-based Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons is taking steps
to have samples from Navalny tested at its
designated labs, Germany has said. — AP

BRONZE LADY: A bronze statue representing US first lady Melania Trump was unveiled in her native

Slovenia to replace a wooden one that was set on fire in July. The new sculpture is a replica of the original
one by US artist Brad Downey and placed near Trump’s hometown of Sevnica, in central Slovenia. The original
statue was torched by unknown arsonists on July 4th. The rustic figure was cut from the trunk of a linden tree,
showing her in a pale blue dress like the one she wore at Donald Trump’s presidential inauguration. A plaque
next to the new one reads it is “dedicated to the eternal memory of a monument to Melania which stood at this
location”. “We are here today because we again put up a statue of Melania to the place where it was burnt and to
commemorate the statue that was set on fire,” said Slovenian artist Marko Vivoda.The life-sized sculpture bears
no obvious resemblance to the US first lady.
AP picture

Victoria reports no new Covid deaths
MELBOURNE — For the first time
in two months, Victoria has recorded
no new coronavirus deaths.
There are a further 42 infections in
the Australian state, which continues
to see a gradual downward trend in
daily case numbers.
The last day with zero deaths
recorded was July 13.
Metropolitan Melbourne’s 14-day
daily case average is now 52.9,
down from 54.4 yesterday. Regional
Victoria’s is now 3.6, down from 3.9
yesterday.
The Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) said there

was a total of 82 cases with an
unknown source in metropolitan
Melbourne, and one in regional
Victoria.
In order for metropolitan
Melbourne to progress to the next
stage of the roadmap, scheduled
for September 28, the 14-day daily
average must drop to between 30 and
50.
But even if that caseload is reached
early, Professor Brett Sutton said the
September 28 date was set in stone.
“We need that time for the (policy)
settings that we have, but I am very
confident we will be in the 30 to 50

range for average daily cases,” he
said.
The trigger points for regional
Victoria’s next step are a 14-day
average below five, and zero mystery
cases over two weeks.
Premier Daniel Andrews has been
hinting for days that regional Victoria
was “on the cusp” of reaching the next
step.
“Regional Victoria took a step (on
Sunday evening), as did metropolitan
Melbourne. There is an opportunity
for regional Victoria to take another
step in just a few days’ time if these
trends continue,” he said. — BBC

‘Peaceful rallies’ defy virus rules
WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump is
running as the “law and order” candidate. But
that hasn’t stopped him and his campaign from
openly defying state emergency orders and
flouting his own administration’s coronavirus
guidelines as he holds ever-growing rallies in
battleground states.
Democratic governors and local leaders have
urged the President to reconsider the events,
warning that he’s putting lives at risk. But they
have largely not tried to block the gatherings of
thousands of people, which Trump and his team
deem “peaceful protests” protected by the First
Amendment.
“If you can join tens of thousands of people
protesting in the streets, gamble in a casino, or
burn down small businesses in riots, you can
RALLY: Trump supporters defy Covid
gather peacefully under the First Amendment to
restrictions, standing shoulder to shoulder
hear from the President of the United States,” Tim to support the President.
AP picture
Murtaugh, a Trump campaign spokesperson, said
in a statement.
Trump’s refusal to abide by health guidelines
masse, so can his supporters. So far, Democratic
— even those crafted by his own administration
governors have declined to stand in his way,
— underscores the extent to which he believes
refusing to become a foil to Trump and feed
projecting an image of normality is vital to
into his narrative that liberals are trying to deny
winning in November, even as the country
Republicans their First Amendment rights.
approaches 200,000 deaths from Covid-19.
Trump’s campaign insisted that it takes
Trump has tried to use this summer’s
appropriate health precautions, including
mass protests over racial injustice and police
handing out masks and hand sanitiser and
misconduct as cover for his rallies, making
checking the temperatures of rallygoers.
the case that, if demonstrators can gather en
But images of thousands of maskless

supporters standing shoulder to shoulder remain
jarring in a country where sports are still played
in empty arenas and concerts have been largely
banned. That’s especially true for those who
have lost loved ones or spent months isolating
at home and worry that rallies will further spread
infection, undermining hard-fought progress. An
indoor rally that Trump held in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
in June was blamed for a surge of virus
infections there.
“President Trump believes that people can
make their own decisions,” about whether to
attend a rally, Jared Kushner, the President’s
senior adviser and son-in-law said on Tuesday
on NBC’s “Today” when questioned about the
message indoor campaign rallies are sending.
Trump held an indoor rally at the Xtreme
Manufacturing facility in Henderson, Nevada, on
Sunday night. The state restricts gatherings to
50 people — based on White House reopening
guidelines — but thousands of supporters
packed into the warehouse nonetheless. Few
people wore masks.
“This is an insult to every Nevadan who has
followed the directives, made sacrifices, and put
their neighbours before themselves,” said Nevada
Governor Steve Sisolak, a Democrat.
The city of Henderson on Monday announced
that it was fining Xtreme Manufacturing $3000.
Sisolak slammed the rally as “shameful,
dangerous and irresponsible.” But it does not

appear the governor would try to prevent a
replay. If Trump returns to the state for another
rally, said Covid-19 response director Caleb
Cage, state officials will continue to encourage
his campaign to follow state law and directives.
In some other states, the rallies are legal. In
North Carolina, an order signed by Democratic
Governor Roy Cooper limits outdoor gatherings
to 50 people and mandates masks in public,
but “activities constituting the exercise of First
Amendment rights” are exempt.
“By using the First Amendment exemption for
mass gatherings under the governor’s executive
order in this way, they’re making it much harder
for North Carolina to get our children back in
school and people back to work safely,” said Dory
MacMillan, a spokesperson for Cooper.
In Michigan, political speech is exempt from
Democratic Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s order
limiting the size of outdoor gatherings. And while
Whitmer’s office issued a memo saying people
engaging in First Amendment activities still must
adhere to social-distancing measures, the state
hasn’t moved to enforce the rules at Trump’s
rallies or during protests.
“We hope the President would care enough
about his supporters and their friends and
families that he would encourage social
distancing and mask wearing,” said Ryan Jarvi, a
spokesperson for Democratic Attorney General
Dana Nessel. — AP
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Potentially historic floods
Hurricane Sally approaches the southern US

Mexico identifies
submerged wreck
of Mayan slave ship

ORANGE BEACH, Alabama —
Hurricane Sally drifted in a slow crawl
on Tuesday toward the northern Gulf
Coast, threatening dangerous storm
surge and relentless rainfall that
forecasters warned could trigger historic
flooding as the storm was expected to
hover in the area long after coming
ashore.
“It’s going to be a huge rainmaker,”
said Phil Klotzbach, a research scientist
and meteorologist at Colorado State
University. “It’s not going to be pretty.”
The National Hurricane Centre
expects Sally to remain a Category 1
hurricane, with top sustained winds of
130kmh when it makes landfall.
The storm’s sluggish pace made
it harder to predict exactly where
its centre will strike, although it
was expected to reach land near the
Mississippi-Alabama state line.
The hurricane’s slow movement
not only delayed landfall, but also
exacerbated the threat of heavy rain
and storm surge.
Sally remained a dangerous storm
on Tuesday even after losing power,
its fiercest winds having dropped
considerably from a peak of 161kmh on
Monday.
By late morning on Tuesday,
hurricane warnings stretched from east
of Bay St Louis, Mississippi, to Navarre,
Florida. Rainfall of up to 50 centimetres
was forecast near the coast.
There was a chance the storm could
also spawn tornadoes and dump isolated
rain accumulations of 76 centimetres.
Captain Michael Thomas, an Orange
Beach fishing guide, was outside
securing boats and making other lastminute preparations. He estimated up
to 13 centimetres of rain had fallen in

MEXICO CITY — Archaeologists in Mexico said
they have identified a ship that carried Mayan
people into virtual slavery in the 1850s, the first
time such a ship has been found.
The wreck of the Cuban-based paddle-wheel
steamboat was found in 2017, but wasn’t
identified until researchers from the National
Institute of Anthropology and History checked
contemporary documents and found it was the
ship “La Unión”.
The ship had been used to take Mayas
captured during the 1847-1901 rebellion known
as “The War of the Castes” to work in sugarcane
fields in Cuba.
Slavery was illegal in Mexico at the time,
but operators of similar ships had reportedly
deceived Mayas left landless by the conflict to
“sign on” as contract workers, often in Cuba,
although they were treated like slaves.
The La Unión was on a trip to Havana in
September 1861 when its boilers exploded and it
sank off the once-important Yucatan port of Sisal.
The institute said the identification was based
on the physical remains of the wooden-hulled
side-wheeler, whose timbers bore signs of fire
and whose boilers had exploded. The location
of the wreck also coincides with contemporary
accounts of the accident, which killed half of the
80 crew members and 60 passengers aboard.
In October 1860, the La Union had been caught
in neighbouring Campeche state taking aboard 29
Mayas, including children as young as seven.
It was unclear if there were any Maya aboard
on the ship’s last voyage; the records are unclear
because the Mayas would probably have been
listed as cargo, not as passengers, or the ship
may have tried to conceal their presence.
Archaeologist Helena Barba Meinecke noted
that captured Mayan combatants were frequently
sent to Cuba, from where many never returned.
“Each slave was sold to a middleman for 25
pesos, and they resold them in Havana for as
much as 160 pesos, for men, and 120 pesos for
women,” she said. — AP

RELENTLESS RAINFALL: The slow moving hurricane is driving a developing tidal
surge and rains to a number of communities along the gulf coast.
AP picture
as many hours.
“I’m as prepared as I can be,” Thomas
said.
A couple of miles away in Gulf Shores,
Alabama, waves crashed over the end of
the long fishing pier at Gulf State Park.
Some roads in the town already were
covered with water.
Stacy Stewart, a senior specialist
with the National Hurricane Centre,
said on Tuesday that people should
continue to take the storm seriously
since “devastating” rainfall is expected
in large areas. People could drown in the
flooding, he said.
“This is going to be historic flooding
along with the historic rainfall,” Stewart
said. “If people live near rivers, small

streams and creeks, they need to
evacuate and go somewhere else.”
Donald Jones, a National Weather
Service meteorologist in Louisiana, said
Sally could unleash flooding similar
to what Hurricane Harvey inflicted in
2017 when it swamped the Houston
metropolitan area.
Alabama Governor Kay Ivey urged
residents near Mobile Bay and lowlying areas near rivers to evacuate
if conditions still permitted a safe
escape. The National Hurricane Centre
predicted storm surge along Alabama’s
coast, including Mobile Bay, could reach
2.1 metres above ground.
“This is not worth risking your life,”
Ivey said. — AP
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Navara RX 4DEM0S

Juke ST-L DEM02U in blue
Save $4660
Now only $34,990 Driveaway

Save $14,000
Now only $34,990 Driveaway

Qashqai ST-L NAN476 in white

Navara 450 4WD MHH374
in granite with hardlid

|

Save $20,000
and leather
Now only $52,990 Driveaway

X-Trail ST-L 2WD MY5665 in blue

Pathfinder ST-L MZE930 in grey

Save $8700
Now only $38,990 Driveaway

Save $13,200
Now only $53,990 Driveaway

323 Gladstone Road, Gisborne
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newsales@enterprisemg.co.nz
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T 06 867 8368
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enterprisegisborne.co.nz

Contact Steven Shields 027 483 9666 • Sale Date September 16th to 20th September or while stocks last. Excludes personalised plates.

34650-03

Save $6900
Now only $35,990 Driveaway

Enterprise Nissan

in white with
20” alloys
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REDESIGNING:
The new proposal
is to turn the bay
and the entire tip
of the Miramar
Peninsula into
the Whataitai
National Heritage
Park.

GOING AGAINST
RULES: Tangi
for Mongrel
mobster draws
massive crowd.
The Mobster’s
coffin was
brought in to the
crowded farewell
gathering.
NZ Herald picture

Picture supplied
via RNZ

Breaking rules
Gang members flout gathering limits
AUCKLAND — A large convoy
has congregated in Auckland for the
tangihanga of a gang member, despite
Alert Level 2 restrictions that prohibit
more than 50 people attending.
A raucous sendoff for the deceased
involving well over 100 people — contrary
to current gathering limits — was
captured in a video shared on Facebook
Live. In the video published yesterday
dozens of people spilled on to the road
to escort the arriving hearse, touching
the car and clasping the hands of the
passengers seated inside.
Hordes of people packed in even closer
still as the casket was carried on to a
private address.
An awaiting group performed a haka to
meet those coming on to the property.
Counties Manukau South area
commander Inspector Dave Glossop said
police were aware a tangihanga was
taking place today for a Mongrel Mob
member. “We have had a small number of
calls for service at the Papakura address
in the last 24 hours. However, no one has
been arrested,” he said.
“Police staff are in regular contact
with people from the address and are

continuing to remind them of the Alert
Level 2 restrictions currently in place in
Auckland.
“We recognise that the significant
number of gang members present at the
address will be alarming to members of
our community and we encourage anyone
who is in a situation where they feel
unsafe to contact police immediately on
111.”
Police were actively monitoring the
situation and continuing to use the
educational approach with those at the
address, he said.
Due to Covid-19 prevention efforts,
there are currently extra restrictions
on social gatherings, funerals and
tangihanga in the Auckland region.
Funerals and tangihanga may have
up to 50 people and have to meet other
conditions set by the Ministry of Health,
which includes registering.
If a viewing of the deceased person
or tupapaku is being held in a private
place there can be multiple viewings
for groups of up to 10 people at any one
time, provided each group is in a separate
space and does not mix with other
groups. — NZ Herald

Proposal endorsed to turn Shelly
Bay into national heritage park
TARANAKI — A new development proposal
for Shelly Bay has been endorsed by Mau
Whenua — a group of Taranaki Whanui
members.
The proposal is to turn the bay and the entire
tip of the Miramar Peninsula into the Whataitai
National Heritage Park, complete with a cultural
centre, forest and seaside walks, an aquarium,
and a sculpture park.
It is an idea which has been devised by the
Motukairangi Design Group.
In a spread in the Wellington Region’s
Dominion Post over the weekend, the Design
Group said it was ‘the alternative we’ve all been
waiting for’.
The proposal takes inspiration from the UK’s
Eden Project and Singapore Bay Gardens. It is
also aligned with the city council’s 2040 plan for
an eco-city.
But the land is currently set to be the location
for a housing development. While it has been
given a resource consent by the council, there
are still significant stumbling blocks ahead.
“The Motukairangi Design Group proposed
Alternative Vision offers some alignment with
parts of a Tangata Whenua vision for their
whenua,” Mau Whenua chair Hirini JenkinsMepham said. “Iwi land on the peninsula was
never intended to be used for luxury, highpriced, high-density, elite privately owned
housing. The whenua and the harbour have
huge cultural and heritage significance for
iwi members, and we look forward to ongoing
kaitiakitanga of our harbour.”

What are the stumbling blocks to the

existing development?
The bay, located on Wellington’s Miramar
Peninsula, is currently the location of an
approved housing development, headed by Ian
Cassels of The Wellington Company.
However, there are currently two appeals at
the High Court which are due to be heard in the
next six months. The first, being brought against
Wellington City Council, disputes the granting
of the resource consent.
The second is an appeal against the original
sale of iwi land by the Port Nicholson Block
Settlement Trust to Cassels.
A report from the Maori Land Court in August
found thousands of members did not get a say
in the sale of the land, due to failings of the iwi
membership system.
The original sale and lease of land, agreed
to by Council in 2017, is also coming back
for a second vote. In an update given on 4
August, “recommendations will be brought for
consideration to Councillors in October 2020,
that will include the key commercial terms and
approaches to engagement on the road”.
Councillor Malcolm Sparrow has already
expressed concern about carrying on with the
discussion while much remains in the air.
Writing on his Facebook page, Sparrow said:
“There are two court cases, where at the very
least, the outcome of each, may have a bearing
on councillors making a robust decision.
“I believe the councillors should not have to
make the sale and lease decision, on Shelly Bay,
until we have all the relevant information.”
— Radio New Zealand

Hawke’s Bay community appalled with bike park plan
HAWKE’S BAY — A Hawke’s Bay
community fear their beloved park will
be gone forever if a proposal to transform
it into a mountain bike hub goes ahead.
About 900 people in Eskdale
have signed a petition to stop the
development, and accuse the Hastings
District Council of keeping the
conversation behind closed doors.
But the council says it is very early
days.
Eskdale Park is north of Napier,
where many from the region come to
relax and unwind by enjoying a picnic or
swimming in the river.
But the bike proposal has left some in
the community fuming.
The new plan includes replacing the
toilets and playgrounds, adding a bike
track, bike hire facilities, a container cafe
and new roads.
A swing bridge is also proposed so
bikers can access mountain bike trails on
the other side of the river on land owned
by forestry company Pan Pac.
Trina Bergloff-Howes started a
petition after she heard from council
staff and the deputy mayor about the
bike park at a tree planting event back
in July.
She said she felt “completely and
utterly shocked”.
“How could they possibly feel
this could be a good idea — (it’s a)
disastrously bad idea.”
Hukarere Girls’ College is beside the
park.
Hostel manager Amelia Kaui wondered
why there was no consultation earlier.

“Prior to the mountain bike
proposal going forward, where was the
consultation to actually come together
and discuss with the community about
‘hey, how we could work together for an
actual proposal that not necessarily had
to just be for a mountain bike track’,” she
said.
Hastings District Council said it was
looking at the future of the park in a
master plan for the next 10 years.
Its open space and building services
manager Colin Hosford said the council
was approached by the Hawke’s Bay
Mountain Bike Club a few months ago.
Council staff noticed facilities in the
park were out of date.
“You’ve got toilets that are sort
of 60-plus years old, you’ve got play
equipment that’s 40 to 50 years old,
you’ve got park furniture that is quite
frankly is due for renewal and we put
together a draft plan of some potential
changes to the park as a starting point
for consultation.”
Hosford insisted it was only a proposal.
“Unfortunately a few members of the
community have sort of run with the
idea that it was a fait accompli and
that’s their words that they said on
the day — this is a done deal. There’s
nothing further from the truth.”
Hosford said if the council came to the
community with nothing they would be
accused of having no clear ideas.
Hawke’s Bay Mountain Bike Club
chairperson Scott Richardson said they
needed a long-term solution for mountain
bikers as the sport was growing in

‘DISASTROUSLY BAD IDEA’: People in Eskdale have signed a petition to stop the
development of the mountain bike park, and accuse the Hastings District Council of
keeping the conversation behind closed doors.
RNZ picture
popularity.
“We’re looking to secure a mountain
bike park that can be used for many
years to come. With that we’re going to
need access to a block of land and the
Eskdale Park is the bit of land we would
ideally like to access to get into a forest
area.”
Richardson said they would only use a
small part of the large park.

“. . . Looking forward to having a real
conversation rather than hearsay and
making sure that everyone gets to have
their say and we get it right for all
concerned, (because) we want a win-win
situation.”
A community meeting is planned for
24 September.
People can provide feedback to the
council online on its website. — RNZ
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WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE
TVNZ 1

© TVNZ 2020

5pm The Chase 3 0
6pm 1 News At 6pm 0
7pm Seven Sharp 0
7.30 Border Security PG 3 0
A man arriving from
Thailand has excessive
amounts of prescription
drugs; an Australian
woman returning from
Vietnam has undeclared
food covered in ants.
8.20 Lotto 3
8.25 Border Security PG 3 0
Continued.
8.30 Gordon Ramsay’s 24Hrs
To Hell And Back ML 0
Gordon and the team
revamp a traditional
Southern food
restaurant in Richmond,
Virginia.
9.30 Coronation Street PG 0
Chesney rails at Dev
for putting the kebab
shop up for sale; Geoff
is questioned by the
police.
10pm F The Posh Frock
Shop 3 0
The team must find
dresses for bride-to-be
Sally and her mother,
Ann.
10.30 1 News Tonight 0
11pm Manifest MV 3 0
When Michaela meets
James Griffin, the
passengers learn what
happens when the
callings fall into the
wrong hands.

THURSDAY
12.45 Te Karere 3
1.10 Infomercials
5.35 Te Karere 3
6am Breakfast
9am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show PG 3 0
With Colin Farrell and
Michael Kiwanuka.
10am Tipping Point 3 0
11am The Chase 3 0
Noon 1 News At Midday 0
12.30 Emmerdale PG 0
Kerry gives Vanessa
unlikely support at the
local medical facility;
Sam, Lydia, and Samson
enjoy their new life.
1.30 Coronation Street PG 3
0
Chesney rails at Dev
for putting the kebab
shop up for sale; Geoff
is questioned by the
police.
2pm The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 3 0
3pm Tipping Point 0
4pm Te Karere 0
4.30 One World Kitchen 0
5pm The Chase 3 0

TVNZ 2

© TVNZ 2020
5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0
5.30 The Big Bang Theory 3 0
6pm Neighbours 0
6.30 Home And Away PG 0
7pm Shortland Street PG 0
7.30 MasterChef Australia:
Back To Win 0
The elimination takes
place over two rounds,
the first of which is the
blind taste test, and the
first four contestants who
guess incorrectly go to
round two.
9.05 Wentworth 16VLC 0
10.10 Paranormal Caught On
Camera M 0
11.05 2 Broke Girls PGS 3 0
11.35 Killing Eve 16V 0

THURSDAY
12.25 Hell’s Kitchen USA 16L 3
0
1.15 Shortland Street PG 3 0
1.40 Infomercials
2.45 How To Get Away With
Murder MC 3 0
4.20 Scrubs PG 3 0
4.40 Emmerdale PG 3 0
5.05 Neighbours 3 0
5.30 Infomercials
6.30 Book Hungry Bears 0
6.50 The Wiggles’ World 0
7am We Bare Bears 3
7.10 The Tom And Jerry
Show 0
7.25 Beyblade Burst Rise 3 0
7.50 Miraculous: Tales Of
Ladybug And Cat Noir 0
8.15 Esme And Roy 0
8.35 PJ Masks 0
9am Dorothy And The Wizard
Of Oz 3
9.10 Infomercials
10.10 Neighbours 3 0
10.40 Murphy Brown 0
11.10 Grey’s Anatomy MC 3 0
12.05 MasterChef Australia:
Back To Win 3 0
1.35 Judge Rinder PG
2.30 Home And Away PG 3 0
3pm Shortland Street PG 3 0
3.30 Bluey 0
3.40 The New Legends Of
Monkey PGV 3 0
4.05 Brain Busters 0
4.35 Friends 3 0
5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0
5.30 The Big Bang Theory 3 0

THREE

PRIME

MAORI TV

5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm
7pm The Project
7.30 Bondi Rescue 0
Flat rock makes more
youngster daredevils
diving victims; Harries
wants to propose to
Emily on a romantic
helicopter flight, needing
a whole crew.
8pm Bondi Rescue 0
An 18-year-old man
breaks his leg; Maxi
gets to grips with a
mobile-phone tracking
device.
8.30 Emergency M 0
9.30 Hawaii Five-0 M 0
Adam, Junior, and Tani
travel to the bottom of
the Pacific Ocean after
a murder in a remote
underwater laboratory,
and the killer may still
be on board.
10.30 NewsHub Late
11pm SVU 16 3 0
11.55 Infomercials 3

5pm Frasier 3 0 (Part 1)
5.30 Prime News
6pm SkySpeed
6.30 Storage Hunters PG 3
7pm The Crowd Goes Wild
7.30 Tough As Nails PGC 0
8.30 Living With
Tourette’s 16VLC 0
Lashkar wakes up from
surgery hoping for a
release from his tics;
Sian receives some
great news; Ryleigh has
a tic attack while rock
climbing.
9.30 Honey Wars PGL 0
Rob attends a hui to
challenge the Ministry
for Primary Industries
on an issue he thinks
could ruin his business;
Miki and Twyla celebrate
their new home with a
housewarming party.
10pm Weediquette 16C
10.30 The Late Show With
Stephen Colbert PG
11.30 The Crowd Goes Wild 3

5pm Pipi Ma
5.05 Takaro Tribe 3
5.20 Kia Mau 3
5.30 Takoha 3
5.40 Te Nutube
5.50 ZooMoo
Border Security
6pm Kai Safari
7.30pm on TVNZ 1
6.30 Te Ao Marama
7.30 The Outliers PG
8pm Ahikaroa M 3
8.30 Kawea Te Reo: Take Our
Voices 3
9.30 Rediscovering
Aotearoa PG
9.45 Taringa
10.30 Senior Kapa Haka
Hawaii Five-0
Regionals
9.30pm on Three
11pm Whakatauki 3
11.30 Closedown

12am Closedown
6am Jeopardy 3
6.25 Top Wing 3 0
6.50 Butterbean’s Café 3 0
7.15 Double Dare 0
THURSDAY
7.40 Henry Danger 3
5am Infomercials 3
8.05 The Moe Show 3 0
6am The AM Show
8.35 Batman: The Animated
9am The Café PG
Series 3 0
9am A Place In The Sun 3
10am Infomercials 3
11.25 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0 10am The Doctors PGC
11am The Nineties PGC 3 0
12.20 Face The Truth PG 3
Noon Hot Bench PG
(Part 1)
12.30 Brian Johnson’s A Life
12.50 Dr Phil PG
On The Road PGL 3 0
1.45 Love Island USA PG
1.30 Married… With
Children PGL 3
2.45 MasterChef UK: The
2pm The Late Show With
Professionals PG
Stephen Colbert PG 3
4pm The Fishing Show
3pm Wheel Of Fortune 3
Classics PG 0
3.30 Jeopardy 3
4.30 NewsHub Live At
4pm American Pickers PG
4:30pm
5pm Frasier 3 0 (Part 2)
5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
5.30 Prime News

CHOICE
5pm Jamie’s 30-Minute Meals
5.30 Mysteries At The Museum
6.30 Salvage Hunters
7.30 The Curse Of Oak
Island PGC
8.30 High Arctic Haulers PGC
9.30 Chasing Monsters PGC
10.30 Salvage Hunters
11.30 Mysteries At The Museum

SKY SPORT 1

5.30 Mitre 10 Cup (HLS)
Northland v Manawatu.
From Semenoff Stadium,
Whangarei.
6pm The Breakdown
7pm First XV Rugby Revision
7.30 Farah Palmer Cup
Highlights Show
THURSDAY
Coverage from the
12.30 Gino’s Italian Coastal
second week of the
Escape
Farah Palmer Cup.
8pm Black Ferns v Australia
1am Jamie’s 30-Minute Meals
2019 (RPL) Te Reo
1.30 Baggage Battles
Version.
2am Off The Beaten Track
10pm Mitre 10 Cup (HLS)
With Kate Humble
Waikato v Wellington.
2.30 Paul Hollywood: A Baker’s
From FMG Stadium
Life
Waikato, Hamilton.
5.30 Keeping Up With The
3am Animal Park
10.30 The Breakdown
Kardashians PG 3
4am High Arctic Haulers PGC
11.30 Guinness Pro14 (RPL)
6.30 Million Dollar Listing LA 3
5am Mysteries At The
Final: Leinster v Ulster.
7.30 The Bachelor Australia PG
Museum PGC
8.30 One Born Every Minute
From Aviva Stadium in
6am Gardeners’ World
UK M
Dublin.
7am Gino’s Italian Coastal

BRAVO

9.30 999: What’s Your
Emergency? M
10.30 Snapped M 3
11.25 Buried In The Backyard 16
3

THURSDAY

THURSDAY
Escape
1.30 Farah Palmer Cup (HLS)
7.30 Jamie’s 30-Minute Meals
2am The Breakdown
8am Animal Park
3am Farah Palmer Cup
9am Baggage Battles
Highlights Show
9.30 Uncommon Grounds PGC
THURSDAY
3.30 First XV Rugby Revision
10.30
Mysteries
At
The
12.15 Infomercials
4am Gallagher
Museum PGC
10am Judge Jerry 3
Premiership (RPL) Wasps
10.30 How Do I Look? 3
11.30 Salvage Hunters
v Bristol Bears.
11.30 Snapped M 3
12.30 The Curse Of Oak
6am The Breakdown
12.25 The Kelly Clarkson Show
Island PGC
7am First XV Rugby Revision
1.30 The Real Housewives Of
1.30 High Arctic Haulers PGC
7.30
French Top 14
Beverly Hills M 3
2.30 Chasing Monsters PGC
Highlights Show
2.30 Below Deck:
3.30 Earthflight
8am French Top 14 (RPL)
Mediterranean PG 3
4.30 Gordon Ramsay: Ultimate 10am French Top 14 (RPL)
3.30 Southern Charm PG 3
Home Cooking
Noon French Top 14 (RPL)
4.30 Millionaire Matchmaker PG
5pm Field Trip With Curtis
2pm French Top 14 (RPL)
3
Stone
4pm Black Ferns v Australia
5.30 Keeping Up With The
2019 (RPL)
5.30 Mysteries At The Museum
Kardashians PG 3

SKY 5

THURSDAY
6.30 Pipi Ma
6.35 Takaro Tribe 3
6.50 Kia Mau 3
7am Te Ao Tapatahi
8am Takoha 3
8.10 Te Nutube
8.20 ZooMoo
8.30 Darwin + Newts 3
8.40 Purakau
8.50 Paia
9am Whanau Bake-Off 3
9.30 Opaki 3
10am Whakatauki 3
10.30 Whanau Living 3
11am Huia Rau 3
Noon #whiuatepatai ML
12.30 Nga Pari Karangaranga
O Te Motu 3
1.30 Ako 3
2pm Toku Reo 3
3pm Korero Mai 3
3.30 Pukuhohe 3
4pm Te Mana Kuratahi 3
4.30 Wiki Ha
5pm Pipi Ma
5.05 Takaro Tribe 3
5.20 Kia Mau 3
5.30 Takoha 3
5.40 Te Nutube
5.50 ZooMoo

Honey Wars
9.30pm on Prime

RNZ NATIONAL
5pm Checkpoint
News and current affairs
programme.
6.30 Trending Now
Programme highlighting the RNZ
stories people are sharing online.
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.
10pm News At Ten
A roundup of today’s news and
sport.
10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.
11.04 Inside Out With Nick
Tipping.

THURSDAY
12.04 All Night Programme
5am First Up
6am Morning Report
9.06 Nine To Noon
10.45 The Reading
Noon Midday Report
1.06 Afternoons
4.06 The Panel
5pm Checkpoint

PAY TV
MOVIES PREMIERE DISCOVERY

5pm Wheel Of Fortune
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG
6pm Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away MVL
7pm The Force MC
7.30 NCIS: LA MV
8.30 CSI MV
9.30 Criminal Minds 16VS
10.30 NCIS MV
11.15 NCIS MV

6.20 Spider-Man: Far From
Home MV 2019 Action.
Tom Holland, Samuel L
Jackson.
8.30 Fisherman’s Friends MLSC
2019 Comedy. A cynical
music executive goes to
a remote Cornish village
on a stag weekend
where he tries to sign
up a group of singing
THURSDAY
fishermen. Daniel Mays,
12.05 Survivor Worlds Apart PG
James Purefoy.
12.55 Wheel Of Fortune
10.25 The Wave 16VLSC 2019
1.20 Jeopardy!
Sci-fi. Justin Long, Donald
1.40 The Force MC
Faison.
2.05 Criminal Minds 16VS
11.50 Encounter MVLSC 2018 Sci-fi.
2.50 CSI MV
Luke Hemsworth, Anna
3.40 NCIS MV
Hutchison.
4.25 Hardcore Pawn PGL
THURSDAY
4.50 NCIS: LA MV
1.24 The Fanatic 18VLC 2019
5.35 The Simpsons PG
Thriller. John Travolta,
6am Jeopardy!
Devon Sawa.
6.25 Wheel Of Fortune
2.54 You Might Be The
6.45 The Simpsons PG
Killer 16VL 2018 Horror. Fran
7.10 Survivor Worlds Apart PG
Kranz, Alyson Hannigan.
8am The Force MC
4.25 Spider-Man: Far From
8.25 Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Home MV 2019 Action.
Away MVL
Tom Holland, Samuel L
9.15 Hardcore Pawn PGL
Jackson.
9.40 NCIS: LA MV
6.35 The Con Is On 16VLSC 2018
10.25 NCIS MV
Comedy. Uma Thurman,
11.10 Survivor Worlds Apart PG
Tim Roth.
Noon Jeopardy!
8.10 Fisherman’s Friends
12.25 Wheel Of Fortune
MLSC 2019 Comedy.
12.50 CSI MV
10.05 Josie 16VLS 2018 Drama.
1.40 Criminal Minds 16VS
11.35 Encounter MVLSC 2018 Sci-fi.
2.25 NCIS: LA MV
1.08 Spider-Man: Far From
3.10 Survivor: Worlds
Home MV 2019 Action.
Apart PG
3.18 The Poison Rose
4pm The Simpsons PG
MVL 2019 Thriller.
4.30 Jeopardy!
4.57 Stan And Ollie
5pm Wheel Of Fortune
PGL 2018 Comedy.
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG

KEY 0 Closed captions; 3 Repeat; (HLS) Highlights; (RPL) Replay; (DLY) Delayed; 16 Approved for persons 16 years or over; 18 Approved for persons 18 years or over;
C Content may offend; L Language may offend; M Suitable for mature audiences; PG Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers; S Sexual content may offend; V Contains violence.

16Sep20

5.40 Railroad Australia PG
6.35 Aussie Lobster Men PG
7.30 Deadliest Catch PG
Bering Sea Wrecking
Ball.
8.30 Aussie Lobster Men PG
9.25 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
10.15 Moonshiners: Master
Distiller MLC American
Whiskey.
11.05 Naked And Afraid MC
Baked Alaskan.
11.55 How It’s Made PG

THURSDAY
12.20 How Do They Do It? PG
12.45 Car Crash Global
Caught On Camera PG
1.35 Gold Rush PG
3.15 Gold Rush: Parker’s
Trail PG
4.05 Strange Evidence PG
4.55 Gold Rush PG
6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG Shelby
Rent-A-Racer Resto 2/2.
7.30 Strange Evidence PG
The Incident at Area 51.
8.20 Deadliest Catch PG
Bering Sea Wrecking
Ball.
9.10 Aussie Lobster Men PG
10am How Do They Do It? PG
10.25 How Do They Do It? PG
10.50 How It’s Made PG
11.15 How It’s Made PG
11.40 Railroad Australia PG
12.30 Web Of Lies MVLSC People
You May Know.
1.20 Killer Instinct With
Chris Hansen MVLSC
2.10 Top Gear
3pm Gold Rush PG
4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG
5.40 Railroad Australia PG
Compiled by

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE BOARD

Entertainment

ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

SAVAGE (R16)
WED 1pm, 3.40pm,
5.30pm, 8.25pm
THU 1.40pm, 3.50pm,
6pm, 8.20pm
AFTER WE COLLIDED
(M) WED 3.10pm,
5.50pm, 8.10pm
THU 5.50pm, 8.10pm
THE AUSTRALIAN
DREAM (TBC)
WED 1.15pm, 5.50pm
THU 3.30pm
THE NEW MUTANTS
(M) WED-THU 4pm,
6.10pm, 8.10pm
TENET (M)
WED 1pm, 7.40pm
THU 2pm,7.30pm
THIS TOWN (M)
WED 2.30pm
THU 1.30pm
BILL & TED FACE THE
MUSIC (PG)
WED 3.40pm, 8.10pm
LAST DAY!
WHISPERS OF GOLD (E)
$10 WED 1.15pm,
4.30pm. LAST DAY!
STAR WARS: EPISODE
V - THE EMPIRE
STRIKES BACK (PG)
WED 1pm, 5.50pm
LAST DAY!
STARTING 17.9.20
DEAD (M)
THU 1.40pm, 3.50pm,
6.10pm, 8.10pm
DIGIMON ADVENTURE:
LAST EVOLUTION
KIZUNA (PG)
THU 5.20pm
SCHOOL LIFE (M)
THU 1.30pm, 5.50pm

Times may vary subject
to late changes
WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

Having a
garage sale
Saturday?
Deadline to
advertise is 2pm
Thursday.

Work Wanted

Work Wanted

A L T E R A T I O N S . MESSY GARDEN??
Renovations & build
work. Ph 0273 618 863. "Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.
P A I N T E R /Plasterer
tradesman, free quote.
Situations
Ph 0279 676 298.

Vacant

Situations
Vacant
CASUAL part-time
shop and work room
assistant. Good customer service skills.
Experience in curtain
making
will
be
preferred. Email: info@
woodrosefurnishings.nz

Entertainment
UNITY THEATRE
Arthur Miller’s

THE CRUCIBLE
By arrangement with
Music Theatre
International Australasia
Pty Ltd, on behalf of
Dramatists Play
Service Inc.

2-10 October
Book Eventfinda
or i-SITE

Meetings

EASTLAND SPORTS
FOUNDATION
EDUCATION TRUST
(SPORT GISBORNE
TAIRĀWHITI)
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
Wednesday 30th
September 2020
5.30pm
Sport Gisborne
Tairāwhiti Boardroom
Level One, 74 Grey St
Gisborne
All Welcome

RECEPTIONIST/
OFFICE
ADMINISTRATOR
Job Share
We have a permanent
part-time position in our
busy Dental Practice,
approximately 20 hours
per week.
This
position
also
covers
the
other
Receptionist’s Annual/
sick leave; therefore the
applicant must be able
to work fulltime when
required and be able to
work school holidays.
Full training will be
provided.
Please apply in writing
with CV to:
The Office Manager
lizgaey90@gmail.com

Public Notices
NGA URI O
TAMANUI
CALL FOR
TRUSTEES
NOMINATIONS
The descendants of
Rawiri Tamanui are
now
looking
for
inaugural trustees for
the Nga Uri o Tamanui
Trust which is the Post
Settlement Governance
Entity established in
2020 as a result of the
Nga Uri o Tamanui
Settlement process .
Nominations open: 17
Sep 2020. Nominations
close: 8 Oct 2020.
For nomination forms
and more information
www.nuot.co.nz

PUBLIC NOTICE

Gisborne District Council

Breach of Ambient
PM10 Standard for
Gisborne District Air
Shed
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
Gisborne District Council in accordance
with the Resource Management
(National Environmental Standards
for Air Quality) Regulations 2004 gives
notice under Regulation 16 that on 12
September 2020 at the Gisborne Boys’
High School monitoring station in
Gisborne city, a measurement of 53.8 µg/
m3 was recorded. This is the 17th breach
of the ambient standard for PM10 of 50
µg/ m3 as a 24-hour average.
For more information visit our website.

www.gdc.govt.nz
15 Fitzherbert Street
PO Box 747 Gisborne 4040
PHONE 06 867 2049
FREEPHONE 0800 653 800
EMAIL service@gdc.govt.nz

Work Wanted

Work Wanted

TREE removals, tree WANT a fence built,
trimming, greenwaste altered or repaired?
removed, 027 466 8201. Timber, iron or steel.
Ph Graeme for a free
QUALIFIED Builder quote, 021 659 672.
looking
to
join
established
building
company. Ph 0274 388
537.
Give your advertisement

Stand Out
a boost with a
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HOME & LEISURE

Firewood
2M3 Pine $120, 4m3
$220, 6m3 $320, 8m3
$430, 12m3 $640. 2nd
grade Pine 4m3, $100.
Ph 862 8876. www.
macsfirewood.co.nz

HIGHLIGHTER
Situations Vacant

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
(0.5FTE)
Rongowhakaata Iwi Trust are seeking a
part-time Executive Assistant to provide
administration support to the Trust Board
and Trust Chairperson. The Executive
Assistant role has a high need for
organisation, time management and
confidence to ensure that all tasks and
actions are followed up in a timely
manner. It is important that the successful
candidate is passionate about Maori and
more specifically Rongowhakaata culture
and making a positive contribution to an
organisation committed to ensuring our
people, place and histories are available
for future generations.
Additional key attributes of the successful
candidate include being an excellent
communicator, having an understanding
of tikanga Maori, a strong eye for detail,
possess initiative and being great at
building relationships. Advantageous
qualities of the successful candidate
include previous experience working for a
Trust or an iwi, a Tertiary Qualification in
a relative field and previous experience in
policy analyst, legal and/or risk
management.
If you believe that these attributes, skills,
and experience describe yourself, then we
would like to hear from you. Applications
will be managed by People Plus Ltd on
behalf of Rongowhakaata Iwi Trust.
Please submit your application or any
questions relating to the role to
admin@peopleplus.co.nz

Public Notices

HE PĀNUI NGĀI TĀMANUHIRI
IWI MEMBER NOTICE
2020 Trustee Elecion
The Tāmanuhiri Tūtū Poroporo Trust (the Trust) is the enity created to receive and
manage the Treaty of Waitangi setlement redress on behalf of Ngāi Tāmanuhiri.
The trust is governed by 7 trustees. Under the terms of the Trust Deed, Bella
Hawkins and Te Aorangi Harrington must reire by rotaion this year. Those
vacancies are termed ordinary vacancies and have a 3 year term of oice.
Call for Nominaion of Trustees
The Trust now calls for nominaions to ill the two vacancies. Nominaions open on
Monday 14 September 2020, and close at 12 noon on Wednesday 7 October 2020.
Nominaions must be made on the oicial nominaion form, which is available
from the Returning Oicer (contact details below) or from the Trust website
www.tamanuhiri.iwi.nz. Each nominaion paper must be signed by one registered
and veriied adult member of the Trust. Candidates should also submit a writen
proile statement, recent photograph and the online release form for the
Tāmanuhiri Facebook page and website. Further details about the elecion process
are outlined in an informaion sheet which is available with the nominaion form.
If more than the required number of nominaions are received, elecions will
be held by postal and internet voing and ballot box at the annual meeing The
Trust will give further noice on their website of any elecion required ater the
nominaion period has closed.
Invitaion to register as member
The Trust also invites anyone who has not already enrolled, aged 18 years
and over and with the appropriate whakapapa, to apply to be included on the
Trust’s register. Applicaion forms for registraion may be obtained from the Ngāi
Tāmanuhiri website (www.tamanuhiri.iwi.nz) or from the Trust oices Ground
Floor, 299 Gladstone Road, Gisborne – Ph 06 863 3560.
Anthony Morton
Returning Oicer – Tāmanuhiri Tūtū Poroporo Trust
PO Box 3138, Christchurch 8140
iro@elecionz.com 0800 666 048

Situations
Vacant
FIELD SERVICE
MECHANIC FOR
SUPERVISOR ROLE
We have over 50 years’
experience supplying
log handling and tree
harvesting equipment to
the forestry industry in
New
Zealand
and
overseas under the
brand names Ensign
and Woodsman Pro.
We have a great
opportunity
for
a
top-rate field service
mechanic to lead our
Gisborne service team
as a hands-on supervisor. If you have
experience
working
with tree harvesters, log
grapples and wheeled
loader attachments and
can demonstrate great
leadership skills then
this role could be for
you.
Please send through
your CV or to find out
more about the role
please contact David
Cox on 07 348 1286 or
david@ensign.co.nz

For Sale
GREEN GOLD
SHEEP PELLETS
Slow release garden
fertiliser.
Free delivery for 3
or more bags.
$25 for 20kg bag.
EAST COAST
WOOLS LTD
Cnr Stanley &
Awapuni Rds
Ph 867 5783

Garage Sales

Readers
Bargains
KAYAK, 3.7m Sea Eagle, 2 seater, paddles
etc, as new, $475. Ph
0273 746 888.
R I M U table, 79cm x
126cm, $150. Push
mower, $50. Old golf
set, 11 clubs & bag, $50
ono. Ph 06 867 2701.

PROPERTY

Real Estate

495 CHILDERS Rd, WANTED to buy 2 or
8am, Thurs. 17 Sept. 3bdrm house, any cond.
H/hld goods tools etc.
Ph 021 415 141.

W an t ed t o B u y

W anted to Rent

LARGE rotary clothes PROPERTY wanted
line. Ph/message 06 867 by working family,
house
with
8121 or 0279 240 718. 3bdrm
garage pref. Have three
incomes, so rent is
Readers
assured, refs available.
We are engineering
Bargains
tradesmen, c5 license,
BROKEN viney ard and prepared to help out
posts, 158 round, 257 on property, long-term
quarter round. Varying only. Please phone
lengths, approx 1.8m, Kevin 0273 415 946.
$1ea. Ph 0274 265 443.
HAYES wire strainers,
2 Hayes Ramer $120
lot. Ph 868 9286.
H I G H C H A I R , vgc,
$35. Kitchenware, salad
dishes, tea set, bone
china, from $5. Gem
iron. Ladies plus size
top & skirts, $5ea.
ladies shoes, size 8 & 9,
$5pr. China dinner sets
$5ea. Ph 868 9476.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Private Escorts
E M M A , Asian lady,
small
body,
good
massage, in/out calls.
Ph 022 473 2904.
ROCHELLE. Natural
beauty. Maori/Scottish
lady. Ph 0210 505 947.

Situations Vacant

Turanga Health is an Iwi based health provider in Turanganui
a Kiwa servicing the tribal boundaries of Ngai Tamanuhiri,
Te Aitanga a Mahaki and Rongowhakaata.
We currently have two vacancies for registered nurses to work
alongside other clinical and non-clinical kaimahi providing
service delivery in an integrated way to the whanau of Turanga.
Registered Nurse – Community up to 40 hrs per week
This registered nurse role is to provide nursing services, including
but not limited to, assessments, whānau plans, management and
treatment of registered whanau. The person in the role will also
review, evaluate and make referrals where appropriate to other
internal and external services. Turanga Health has an integrated
approach to service delivery so the person in this role will be a
part of a wider team where whānau wellbeing is a priority.
ETER Clinical Coordinator (Mama and Pepi) 20 hrs per
week
The E Tipu E Rea (ETER) Clinical Coordinator role has been
established for the provision of clinical support for māmā and
or her tamariki as identiied within the ETER program. This
person in this role will provide comprehensive, appropriate and
timely clinical intervention by working with a hub administrator
to support the three community based ETER service providers:
Turanga Health, Ngāti Porou Hauora and Hauora Hauiti. The
coordinator will receive, capture, process and allocate referrals.
They will also connect with whānau when required, analyse data
and trends, and capture the whānau voice to evaluate the program,
and guide changes and improvements. The role also requires the
coordinator to work with other community service providers to
ensure good connections for whānau within the scope of ETER.
If either of these roles interest you, please review our website
under employment or come into the oice to complete an
application and drop of your CV.
Application close of date is extended to 25th September 2020.
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Situations Vacant

Tairāwhiti Social Services Manager
The Tairāwhiti Social Services Manager is a high-proile
senior leadership role that leads a team of 22 staff across
PSEC’s services Enliven, Family Works and Tauawhi
Men’s Centre.

To advertise in our next issue contact
Jane Smith on 869 0617.

The role is based in Gisborne at our Bright Street ofice.
The successful applicant will:
• Have led and managed diverse teams
• Have proven skills working with clients, whānau, staff
and stakeholders
• Be able to lead innovative quality services that respond
to community need
• Demonstrate a proactive commitment to Te Tiriti o
Waitangi and experience in leading services based
on the principles of partnership, protection and
participation.

For an application pack, contact:
angela.brady@psec.org.nz
(021) 082 41835
Applications close 5pm Mon 28 September.
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James
Woochuk
021 0255 4388

Gavin
Kernohan
027 475 6501

FINANCE &
INSURANCE

Terms & Conditions Apply

Hours: 8am-5pm Monday-Friday,
9am-4pm Saturday, 9am-3pm Sunday

333 Gladstone Road, Gisborne
Phone 06 867 9444

34575-05

Paul
Norman
027 506 7458

3.9%

*
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Last day to
register for
resilience
workshop

RECORD SALE: The
Whatatutu Dog Trial
Club’s annual sheep dog
sale at Otara Station
on Saturday drew a
good-sized crowd and
realised a new recordhigh price of $10,000,
with several others
reaching the $9000 mark.
Picture by Peter Andrew

Top dog sells for $10,000
by Murray Robertson
A NEW record price of $10,000 was
paid for a dog auctioned off at the
annual Whatatutu Sheep Dog Sale,
organised by the Whatatutu Dog Trial
Club on Saturday at Otara Station.
It was described as a very strong sale,
confirming the demand for quality, welltrained sheep dogs.
Each dog was demonstrated working
sheep in an open paddock, before being
auctioned off by well-known livestock
auctioneer, Neville Clark.

“There was a dog there for nearly
everyone,” said club spokeswoman Annie
Flood.
“. . . from some quality young heading
dogs who have just started working
but show real potential that sold for
$800 each, right through the spectrum
of prices to a two-and-a-half-year-old
honest working dog that sold for $9000.
“There was an outstanding black and
white two-and-a-half-year-old that was
fast, clean, stylish and very precise in
his moves that made $10,000.
“It was a record price in the history of

this sale,” Mrs Flood said.
“In the huntaway section, prices
ranged from $800 upwards with a twoyear-old black and tan bitch, a good
type with flowing noise and under
exceptional command, going for $9200.
“Also worthy of mention was a fivemonth-old bitch, top bloodlines, that
was demonstrated hunting sheep while
held in check and then released to show
her handling ability around the sheep.
She made $3500. All in all, it was a
very strong sale and a few dissapointed
buyers went home without a dog.”

AgriHQ MARKET REPORT

30 yearling bulls (your heifer mating specialists)
Eight 2 year old bulls

Week beginning September 14

BEEF
Following last week’s horrific disaster, the New
Zealand government has placed a temporary halt
on cattle export applications.
This will be putting some stress on the
Australian export companies that have purchased
heifers for further live export consignments. We
could see exporters offloading heifers on the local
store cattle market over the coming weeks.
Most stock being held in quarantine will be dairy
heifers, but there may be a large enough supply of
beef heifers to put some pressure on store heifer
prices.
When it comes to a longer-term plan for New
Zealand live cattle exports, emotions are running
high. There are opinions aplenty and many groups
are anticipating a permanent ban on live cattle
exports. China only sources live cattle from three
countries; New Zealand, Australia and Uruguay.
As the country attempts to improve its local food
security, China’s reliance on New Zealand to
supply its live cattle import market has grown, now
accounting for 27 percent of imports.
New Zealand relies on China to purchase most

of its meat and dairy exports and no one will want
to jeopardise that relationship.
VENISON
Venison chilled season orders have been placed
and processors are pressed to make the most of
the September-October production period before
the deadlines for sea freight delivery close.
With airfreight a no-go this season, it will be a
shorter chilled venison production season.
Negotiations with importers have been more
drawn-out than usual, as customers were hesitant
to commit due to worries over a second wave of
Covid-19.
Nonetheless, North America and Europe have
still come to the table, with more restaurant
confidence evident in Belgium and Germany.
Exporters are hoping that diversity in the market
will be venison’s saving grace. In the New Zealand
and international markets the emphasis is on the
ability to incorporate venison in meal-kits, takeaways and supermarkets, as no one is certain
when the restaurant trade will be back to normal.

GOAT BUYER

Spring Bull Sale 1pm 23 September 2020
Turihaua’s diamond quality yearling bulls are selected on:
Low birth weight
Calving ease

Structural soundness
Temperament

Contact Paul:

BUYING ALL GOATS
ALL YEAR ROUND
Prompt pickup & payment
Experienced musterers can be arranged
Contact Brian Hutchings 022 069 5212
briansplace1@hotmail.com

Home: 06

26052-01

LAMB
Australia continues to battle through its second
wave of Covid-19.
This leaves Victorian meat processors stuck
with a mandated 33 percent cut in their workforce.
While this may have been manageable over the
past month while production was low, Australia’s
lamb production season is already ramping up and
there is no end in sight. Workforce restrictions are
expected to remain in place until late November.
This is likely to cause significant lamb backlogs
and hamper Australian lamb production. It could
be a win for NZ lamb in the short term.
But, at some point, the brakes will come off and
there will be a lot of Australian supply on offer.
This is likely to clash with our main production
period and put some pressure on export prices.
However, if the La Nina weather system
develops over Australia like current expectations,
then it could provide farmers with options to
hold stock for longer, therefore mitigating any
oversupply of lamb.

THE district’s farmers are invited to
take part in a “resilience” workshop later
this month and registrations must be in by
today.
The Beef and Lamb NZ event has a
limited number of spaces available.
It runs from 9am-4.30pm on September
29 at the Waikanae Surf Life Saving Club
in Gisborne.
“Due to limited spaces available this is
a farmer-only event,” a B+LNZ spokesman
said.
“To be resilient you’re able to adapt and
thrive in times of uncertainty, pressure and
ambiguity.
“Farmers often operate under complexity
and pace that demands advanced personal
and interpersonal skills.
“Success is much more likely when
we build resilience into our day-to-day
practices,” the spokesman said.
The speaker and facilitator will be
Bradley Hook from the Resilience Institute.
The seminar will cover things like —
•Bounce:Recognisinghowweslideinto
anxiety and mental distress. Learning
rapid bounce, how to manage stress and
stay present.
•Growth:Theimportanceofphysical,
emotional and mental wellbeing.
•Connection:Empathy,influence,style
flexibility and team collaboration.
•Flow:Achievingtheoptimal
performance.
For further information please email
farm@beeflambnz.com

868 6709
Cell: 021 189 4114
Email: turihaua@gisborne.net.nz
www.turihaua.co.nz
33919-01
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B+LNZ working with industry professionals to rectify issues
October 1, 2021.
While the
SINCE the essential freshwater
proposed winter
regulations were released, B+LNZ has
grazing rules
worked with other industry organisations technically come
like Federated Farmers and DairyNZ to
into effect on May
get Government and regional councils to
31, 2021, the MfE
rectify issues, particularly with respect to has advised all
winter grazing and the low slope map for regional councils
stock exclusion.
that farmers do
Also, to clarify the process around the
not have to apply
development of the certified freshwater
for a consent until
farm plan.
October 31, 2021,
B+LNZ has met with ministers
as long as farmers
David Parker and Damien O’Connor,
do not make any
and officials at the Ministry for the
changes to how
Sam McIvor
Environment (MfE) and Ministry for
they have been
Primary Industries (MPI) and had
winter grazing
discussions with regional councils.
in the past. This is due to an “existing
There has been progress on some
rights” rule protected under Resource
issues, and some promising statements
Management law.
on others, and we will continue to work
If you are, however, planning on
to make the new rules as practical as
changing something with respect to your
possible.
winter grazing in 2021, then you need to
The following is an update on where
get in contact with your regional council
things are at.
to see what you may need to do.
Most farmers will not need to seek
We are continuing to seek
a consent for winter grazing until
improvements in the winter grazing

by Sam McIvor, B+LNZ CEO

permitted activities and in the processes.
Last week, Minister Parker and
Minister O’Connor visited Southland and
met with the regional council, farmer
representatives and farming leaders
from B+LNZ, Federated Farmers and
DairyNZ.
From this visit, Environment
Southland has been tasked with
identifying a streamlined process for
farmers to either get a consent or be
certified to undertake their winter
grazing from October 31.
Under the new rules, if farmers don’t
meet the new permitted activities, they
either need to seek a consent or be
approved through a certified farm plan.
The Government has acknowledged
there are problems with the low slope
map for stock exclusion and recognise
this needs to be fixed.
MfE has confirmed it is looking to
make improvements to the low slope
map that is supposed to give effect to the
stock exclusion rules.
Minister Parker acknowledged farmers
had “legitimate concerns” as the map was
inaccurate and currently identified a lot

of steep land as low slope and he agreed
this had to be fixed.
As this stage we understand MfE is
intending to “improve the map” and
make it more accurate, but we believe
that this will be complicated and take a
long time as there are significant issues
across the country.
B+LNZ acknowledges the policy that
more intensively-farmed cattle, deer and
pigs should be excluded from waterbodies
on flat land, but believes that extensive
high country and farmed land above 10
degrees should be managed through farm
plans.
We are concerned, however, about
giving effect to this policy through a map
at the national level, given limitations in
spatial accuracy.
We strongly support an approach
where each regional council gives effect
to a slope trigger based on the existing
quality of local spatial mapping.
We encourage farmers to check the
current stock exclusion map and see how
it applies to your farm.
To access the map, head to: https://
mfe.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/

RMPP delivers significant boost
THE Red Meat Profit Partnership
(RMPP) continues to boost New
Zealand’s primary sector, returning
$17 in value for every dollar invested,
according to an independent evaluation
of the project.
RMPP, a $64 million Primary Growth
Partnership (PGP) programme, brought
together farmers, meat processing
companies, Beef and Lamb New Zealand,
banks, and the Ministry for Primary
Industries.
It has been an innovative seven-year

DON’T LET RODENTS
DESTROy yOuR
property or health!
rodent damage can be costly
and carries disease!
Call me Today…
oday…
PRoFeSSIoNal SeRVICe!

SERVICES
Pest Control Property Professional

Residential & Commercial
Pest management Systems
From Hicks Bay to Wairoa

For Rodent: Trapping, Baiting, Prooing & Tracking
EmaiL: info@p3s.nz
PHoNE: Tony Pereira 021 823 797
FacEBook: Gisbornepestcontrol

33099-01

Urban & Rural Properties

collaboration to improve the productivity
and profitability of New Zealand’s sheep
and beef sector.
Now, research conducted prior to
RMPP finishing in March 2021, has
highlighted the value of the programme
to the wellbeing of the industry.
The evaluation by Scarlatti Limited
concluded that the productive benefits
of the programme will lift annual total
farm profit before tax by a further $96.4
million by 2025.
The benefits continue beyond that
point, meaning that for every $1 dollar
invested, RMPP will return $17 in value.
“Farmers have been telling us for
some time about how RMPP has helped
them access information and support so
they can make more informed decisions
for the benefit of their businesses,” said
Malcolm Bailey, chair of RMPP.
“Additionally, what this independent
evaluation clearly demonstrates is the
range of real and tangible benefits that
RMPP has delivered behind and beyond
the farm gate and in rural communities
across New Zealand.”
RMPP’s projects such as the Action
Network and the New Zealand Farm
Assurance Programme wouldn’t have
been achieved without RMPP programme
investment and co-ordination, he said.
“Farmers and red meat sector
businesses have successfully developed,
tested and introduced new ways
of engaging with information and
technology.

“Farmers are adopting more effective
measuring and monitoring to support
informed decision-making and are
increasingly using digital farmmanagement tools.
“Hundreds of like-minded farmers who
are working together alongside trusted
experts in facilitated small groups now
have the confidence to put their ideas
into action.
“RMPP Action Network has never been

about telling farmers what to do. It has
been about creating an environment
where farmers can learn from each other,
share what works, embrace change and
make better decisions for the future of
their business, their family and New
Zealand.
“Farmers want to do well to support
their families and their way of life,
and when farmers are doing well, New
Zealand does well.”

JOHN DEERE 100 SERIES RIDE-ON MOWERS

E110
•
•
•
•
•

19Hp
StartINg
42” cut width
$
1” to 4” cut height
Hydrostatic transmission
2 year / 120 hour, bumper
to bumper warranty^

from

4,278 INCL GST

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CERVUS EQUIPMENT BRANCH TO LEARN MORE!
^Warranty term limited to years or hours used,
whichever comes irst and varies by model.
Image is for illustrative purposes only.

0800 333 734
CervusEquipment.co.nz
32590-04
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Waikato races at Te Rapa Thursday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:

2

WIND CHIMES, JUDAH, CHARRED
SHE’S APPLES, LADY LIRA, SNITZ OF TIME
RELIABULL, CERYS, OVERSTAYER
SNITZ OF TIME, RANGITATA, CHILLAX
MEGA BOURBON, LAPEL, KELLY RENEE
TRUE BLESSING, FASHION SHOOT, CARAMELLA
SHE SPEEDS, ALWAYS SACRED, MAI TAI
CAPELLANI, SYMBIO, CORUBA JAK

Jetbet 2

NZB Insur. Pearl Series

1.23

$10,000, F&M Benchmark 65, 1400m
1 14s77 Snitz Of Time d (6) 60 91 Ms D Johnson
2 32230 Lady Lira w (1) 59 100
M Cameron
3 s5s71 She’s Apples dw (3) 59 96
S R Weatherley
4 917s Lum Reek (7) 58.5 87 M Hashizume (a3)
5 4s1s0 Atlanta Georgia (4) 58 83 D J Danis (a2)
6 407s9 Friday Woolfe w (10) 58 78
A C Goindasamy (a2)
7 s4086 My Superior Girl cw (8) 58 84 S C Spratt
8 4s108 Now Is Now w (2) 58 90
S T Collett
9 40733 Nuclear Fusion w (9) 58 90 C E Lammas

10

— Princess Origami

SCRATCHED

11 7s078 Akoya Pearl dw (5) 55 88
C M Burdan (a2)

3
1

Xmas @ Te Rapa

12.48

$10,000, 3yo & up Maiden SW, 2100m
1
2
3
4
5
6

s8322
33232
63523
00s28
77s50
0859

7
066
8 9F0s8
9
10
11
12
13

s09P0
00s00
70s70
800s
490s0

Abu Dhabi b (3) 58.5 96
C K Ormsby
Charred (8) 58.5 100
T D Thornton
Wind Chimes (9) 58.5 96
C E Lammas
Judah (10) 58.5 92
M Hashizume (a3)
Prince Solari (6) 58.5 91
S C Spratt
Mokele Mbembe (11) 58.5 80
M Cameron
Solid Contact (1) 58.5 85 M Kareem (a3)
Beau Archers Rose (4) 58.5 90
S M Mc Kay
Buddy Perfect (7) 58.5 80
S T Collett
Fourchoux (13) 58.5 84
L H Satherley
Tee Bone Brown (2) 58.5 90 J K Riddell
Shuzuru (5) 56.5 79
A J Calder
Why Wonder (12) 56.5 80
C J Grylls

Skycity Hamilton Mile

1.57

$10,000, 3yo & up Maiden SW, 1600m
1 62s25 Overstayer (8) 58.5 100 Ms D Johnson
2 6s662 Reliabull (17) 58.5 94
S T Collett
3 9644s Border Leicester (10) 58.5 91
C E Lammas
4 875s7 Hosel Rocket (3) 58.5 83
C K Ormsby
5 9s407 Rising Risk (16) 58.5 87 T Yanagida (a1)
6
05 El Zita (9) 58.5 82
M Kareem (a3)
7 68s70 Burton (2) 58.5 85
S R Weatherley
8
69 Colossal (5) 58.5 84 M Hashizume (a3)
9
00 Irish Boy (20) 58.5 87
Y R Coonee (a4)
10
Mister Mosey h (7) 58.5 85 M J Mc Nab
11 4878 Mr Ghibson (19) 58.5 85
T N Harris
12 50s70 Pineapple Lump (4) 58.5 91 J K Riddell
13 7s224 Cerys b (14) 56.5 96
A J Calder
14
2s8 Dawned On Me b (11) 56.5 89
A C Goindasamy (a2)
15 877sP Leicalot (12) 56.5 82
L H Satherley
16 507s0 Nizona (1) 56.5 82
D J Danis (a2)

4

BCD Group

2

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:

$12,500, r57-r67. mobile, 1980m

Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:
Race 9:
Race 10:
Race 11:

GREENBACK BOOGIE, DOLCE VITA, VESNINA
DOWN TO THE BONE, KOENIGSEGG, DOCTOR TIM
CROWN RANGE, ROYAL PRIDE, QUEEN ELIDA
NEED YOU NOW, SUGAR LOAF, SPELLBOUND
PASSION AND POWER, SHOW ME HEAVEN,
LIFES A BEACH
WANNA PLAY WITH ME, INSIST THE WIN, KAHRESS
MAJOR MAC, GOT YOU COVERED, DECEPTIVE LEE
MONGOLIAN CAVALRY, HEISENBERG, BURLINGTON
MAJESTIC CHEVRON, BRIGHT GLOW, BAXTER
SHE’S A DAGG, MAGICAL MALI, CALYPSO ROCK
JAWBREAKER, THE FALCON, HELLS SHADOW

Alabar Pace

1 150s9 Arden’s Reality (Fr) 1
2 P2457 Anamajor (Fr) 2
3 34s05 Only In America (Fr) 3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3

— Bundoran
08080
51P58
42145
366s9
2s600
47006
s5210
75078
71391

Good On Ya Kiwi (Fr) 4
Down To The Bone (Fr) 5
Laver (Fr) 6
Just Holla (Fr) 7
Santanna Mach (Fr) 8
One Direction (Fr) 21
Koenigsegg (Fr) 22
Doctor Tim (Fr) 23
The Governor (Fr) 24

5.38
B Orange
K Newman (J)
J Morrison (J)

SCRATCHED
R Holmes
J Dunn
G O’Reilly
G Smith
R May
P Davis
T Williams
S O’Reilly (J)
B Butt

Allied Security Trot

6.07

$10,000, non-winners 3yo+. mobile, 1980m

1

Irt. Your Horse. Our Passion 5.07

$10,000, non-winners 3yo+ f&m. mobile,
1980m
1
Bizzie Lou (Fr) 1
R May
2 05273 Greenback Boogie (Fr) 2
S Ottley
3
Manhattan (Fr) 3
B Orange
4 s8878 Dolce Vita (Fr) 4
K Newman (J)
5
8 Valynda (Fr) 5
R Close
6
Aimee’s First Meddle (Fr) 6
J Dunn
7
57 Shards In Manhattan (Fr) 7 S O’Reilly (J)
8
0 Delight My Fire (Fr) 8
T Williams
9 9s709 Rozha (Fr) 9
10
35s Vesnina (Fr) 21
D Keast (J)

11
12

— Hey Tonight
— Times Are A Changin

SCRATCHED
SCRATCHED

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

07847
7P9
0
s0222
0PsPs
99007
37s
43224

Salvo (Fr) 1
J Harrington
Spot The Gamble (Fr) 2
(J)
Cool Phelan (Fr) 3
J Morrison (J)
Five Wise Men (Fr) 4
J Dunn
Queen Of Strathfield (Fr) 5
G O’Reilly
Dreamy Notion (Fr) 6
Break Free (Fr) 7
K Hadfield
Queen Elida (Fr) 8
S Tomlinson (J)
Royal Pride (Fr) 9
R Holmes

— Alcatraz

SCRATCHED

11 55232 Trixton Time (Fr) 21
12 080P7 Crown Range (Fr) U1

4

B Orange
A Clark

C'bury St’bred Breeders Assn. 6.37

$12,500, 4yo+ mares r80. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4

55991
s5834
s9962
64333

Majorca (Fr) 1
Canstar (Fr) 2
Sugar Loaf (Fr) 3
Cheezel (Fr) 4

C Thornley
R Close
J Dunn
R May

Christchurch greys at Addington Thursday
Selections
Race 1: GOLDSTAR PERRIE, CRYSTAL CILLA, AMURI LIV
Race 2: BECK ELEVEN, OUR DAZZEL, PLATINUM PAISLEY
Race 3: MITCHAM BECKY, HOMEBUSH GAMBLER,
MAJOR STORM
Race 4: HOMEBUSH VELMA, KNOCKA KNOW HOW,
HOMEBUSH MONKEY
Race 5: CHANYAKA, FRIZZLED, MR MUPPET
Race 6: MR BLACKJACK, OPAWA NOVA, VAN NINDI
Race 7: SELECT TRICK, WILDEBEEST, HORSE RANGE JIM
Race 8: OPAWA LYN, HOMEBUSH FONZIE, TRADITION
Race 9: MEPUNGA WONDER, OPAWA DEAL, YOEL BALE
Race 10: PENALTY DROP, FAIRLY ABLE, HUMBLING
Race 11: ZIPPING HOUDINI, GOLDSTAR MAJOR, OUR ANNA
Race 12: SMASH ACHIEVER, SONJA, M’LADY SADIE

1

The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 3.28
$1685, C2, 295m

1 78616 Mitcham Ryder 17.48
2 24165 Goldstar Perrie 17.27
3 46874 Crystal Cilla 17.39
4 37675 Bashful Buffy 17.17
5 53185 Goldstar Halsey 17.33
6 44852 Amuri Liv 17.16
7 84s76 Homebush Rieko 18.08
8 45736 Justin Lincoln 17.46
EMERGENCIES:
9 85776 Homebush Reed 17.52
10 54778 Blazing Banjo 17.58

2

John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
John McInerney

Hart Family Grey. Racing

3.48

$2390, C4, 295m
1 18773 Our Dazzel 17.00

Robin Wales

2 12475 Beck Eleven 17.04
Lisa Waretini
3 57124 Homebush Aimee 17.26 John McInerney
4 31558 Mine Hunter 17.21
J M McCook
5 33173 Memoir 17.30
Dylan Voyce
6 73668 Little Krakatoa 17.09
Ashley Bradshaw
7 31676 Platinum Paisley 17.08
Jason Dunn
8 15237 Know Charisma 17.19
Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCIES:
9 64287 Smash Wild 17.07
Malcolm Grant
10 77277 Amuri George 17.23
John McInerney

3

Casswoods For Carpet Dash 4.06
$2035, C3, 295m

1 11538 Homebush Gambler 17.19
2 22118 Homebush Zack 17.45
3 38443 Mitcham Becky 17.22
4 83234 Major Storm 17.29
5 81456 Tearaway Tara 17.33
6 14272 Goldstar Flora 17.33
7 52674 Smash Over 17.26
8 36154 Know Crime 17.51
EMERGENCIES:
9 47146 Prince Zulu 17.31
10 87476 Homebush Stasser 17.23

4

John McInerney
John McInerney
Corey Steele
Craig Roberts
J M McCook
S & B Evans
Malcolm Grant
Garry Cleeve
Lisa Waretini
John McInerney

Murray & Hannah @ Ray White 4.32
$2035, C3, 295m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

51411
53485
77213
65543
22586
13654
76732
21716

Knocka Know How 17.31
Homebush Monkey 17.38
Goldstar Willa 17.39
Crystal Candy 17.49
St Andrews 17.33
Know Debt 17.17
Homebush Velma 17.24
Tabby 17.32

Garry Cleeve
John McInerney
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Daniel Lane
Garry Cleeve
John McInerney
Sharon Hindson

2.32

$10,000, Benchmark 65, 1400m
1 1450s Rangitata d (8) 60 90
M Kareem (a3)
2 10s55 Gus The Maverick d (11) 58.5 100
C K Ormsby
3 14s77 Snitz Of Time d (9) 58 91
4 0s186 Pacific Master w (3) 58 96
T N Harris

5

— Lady Lira

SCRATCHED

6 s8327 Call Me Bob dw (12) 57 91
Callum Jones (a3)
7 00s06 Mr Incredibull dw (13) 57 90 S M Mc Kay
8 0s88s Willy Away w (5) 57 91
C E Lammas
9 4s071 Chillax w (2) 56.5 94
10 917s Lum Reek (1) 56.5 90 M Hashizume (a3)
11 9s248 Felix Faure d (7) 56.5 95
R Simpson
12 64s00 Lauramia (14) 56 79
C M Burdan (a2)
13 8s000 Hear My Voice dw (10) 56 81 S T Collett
14 00s5s Princess Origami (6) 55.5 86 M Cameron

5

SVS

3.07

$10,000, 3yo Maiden SW, 1200m
1
4 Lapel (9) 57.5 100
C K Ormsby
2
4 Mega Bourbon (5) 57.5 100 J L Waddell
3
8 Rebel Riot (6) 57.5 93 E M Leighton (a3)
4
Bee Jay (2) 57.5 93
L H Satherley
5
Canadian Mountie (11) 57.5 93 R T Elliot
6 323s4 Kelly Renee b (8) 55.5 87
C J Grylls
7
28s Helsinki (4) 55.5 99
Ms D Johnson
8 207s Arancia (3) 55.5 96
S T Collett
9 836s Tango Love (7) 55.5 95
S C Spratt
10
Caminata (1) 55.5 96
L G Innes
11
Spirit Of Baz (10) 55.5 94
M Cameron

NZ Metropolitan harness at Addington Thursday
Selections

TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8 Place6 3-8

EMERGENCIES:
17 0s8s0 Louis Le Grand (6) 58.5 77
18 08s00 Istina (18) 56.5 81
19 0s09 Hightaine (15) 56.5 77
20 s0s0s Senzabeel (13) 58.5 82
Brandon May

Jetbet 8
5
6
7
8
9

5

s2214
49462
35s0s
00s50
4s311

Spellbound (Fr) 5
Enchantee (Fr) 6
Especial (Fr) 7
Sweet Mary (Fr) 8
Need You Now (Fr) 9

8

K Newman (J)
G O’Reilly
B Orange
S Ottley
T Williams

Magness Benrow Sires’ Stks 7.07

— Keisha

B Orange
C Thornley
K Newman (J)
B Butt
T Williams
S Ottley
S Tomlinson (J)

SCRATCHED

9
1 Miss Hathaway (Fr) 8
G Smith
10 114s6 Passion And Power (Fr) 21
J Dunn
11 30134 Star Of Timpany (Fr) 22
S O’Reilly (J)
12 113s Town Echo (Fr) 23
N Rasmussen

13

— Shards In Manhattan

SCRATCHED

14 s8878 Dolce Vita (Em2) (Fr) 24
15
223 What’s Your Secret (Fr) 25

6

J Curtin

Avon City Ford Trot

7.37

$10,000, 3yo+ r40-r55. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

27303
s0049
2s185
00605
43341
9125s
04332
02421
54214
51609
00s89
40714

Rachmaninov (Fr) 1
Unique Rose (Fr) 2
Wanna Play With Me (Fr) 3
Unique Marshall (Fr) 4
Luminosity (Fr) 5
Orlando Magic (Fr) 6
Kahress (Fr) 7
Sugarinspice (Fr) 8
Idle Stuartia (Fr) 9
Sods Law (Fr) 21
Insist The Win (Fr) 22
Westeros (Fr) U1

Jetbet 9

T Grant
R May
T Williams
S McNally
J Curtin
S Ottley
R Holmes
P Davis
B Orange
J Geddes
B Butt
J Dunn

Lisa Waretini
Daniel Roberts

Thursday Place Pick Sprint 4.49
$2390, C4, 295m

1 37473 Chanyaka 17.20
2 24813 Mr Muppet 17.18
3 47521 Penny Jane 17.37
4 67157 Mega Dream 17.20
5 48432 Mitcham Magic 17.23
6 57156 Man Of Letters 17.19
7 21215 Pooran’s Jadeja 17.35
8 85132 Frizzled 17.17
EMERGENCIES:
9 64287 Smash Wild 17.07
10 18465 Homebush Ariana 17.21

6

$10,000, 3yo Maiden SW, 1200m
1 65s26 Boomer Hill (8) 57.5 100
S T Collett
2
Extortion (5) 57.5 81
S R Weatherley
3
Flavius (9) 57.5 82
M J Mc Nab
4
Run For Cover (7) 57.5 80 C E Lammas
5
967 Burcha (11) 57.5 85
R T Elliot
6
Screamin Eagle (12) 57.5 82
J L Waddell
7 55s02 True Blessing (3) 55.5 100 T D Thornton
8
3 Fashion Shoot (4) 55.5 98 Ms D Johnson
9
4 Caramella (2) 55.5 89
M Cameron
10
6 Royce Roca (1) 55.5 89
A C Goindasamy (a2)
11
Ocean Point (10) 55.5 83
L G Innes
12
Zee Falls (6) 55.5 84
S C Spratt

7

Bruce Dann
Robin Wales
Hart & Taylor
Lisa Waretini
John McInerney
Alison Lee
J M McCook
Matt Roberts
Malcolm Grant
John McInerney

Suck It Up Ltd Stakes

7

66426
17547
44132
31685
F2614
3457s
72525
41145

1

Opawa Nova 30.35
Queena Bale 30.20
Mr Blackjack 30.11
Goldstar Wynter 30.44
Orina Allen 30.32
Know Refusal 30.35
Troublesome Kev 30.34
Van Nindi 30.29

32s3 Always Sacred (14) 57.5 100

7

Woodlands Stud Pace

8.08

$10,000, non-winners 3yo+ c,g&e. mobile,
1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3s766 Secret Deal (Fr) 1
G Smith
Nerano (Fr) 2
G O’Reilly
Major Jack (Fr) 3
B Butt
s4627 Scotlynn Beach Boy (Fr) 4
R Close
32343 Got You Covered (Fr) 5
J Dunn
836 Major Moose (Fr) 6
T Williams
0 Taliesin (Fr) 7
R Holmes
64225 Le Tissier (Fr) 8
S Iremonger (J)
85s0 Deceptive Lee (Fr) 9
B Williamson
373 Ned Kelly (Fr) 21
K Newman (J)
20740 Twilight Bromac (Fr) 22
B Orange
0s025 Major Mac (Fr) 23
C Thornley

8

C'bury Trot. Owners Assn. 8.38

$15,000, r68-r85. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9

306s4
47413
2s157
5486s
2176s
51249
57094
74259
38340
50s37

Kruizr (Fr) 1
Kensington Bill (Fr) 2
Burlington (Fr) 3
Mogul (Fr) 4
A Bettor Act (Fr) 5
Warloch (Fr) 6
Mongolian Cavalry (Fr) 7
Heisenberg (Fr) 8
Stars Tonight (Fr) 9
Jazzy Star (Fr) U1

J Curtin
K Newman (J)
S McNally
S O’Reilly (J)
B Butt
S Ottley
B Orange
J Dunn
T Williams
R May

Nevele R Stud Trot

9.03

$12,500, r52-r70,r71-r76 w/c. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6

74354
58969
s1409
44098
490s7
81130

Bright Glow (Fr) 1
Baxter (Fr) 2
Easy Pickings (Fr) 3
That’s The Story (Fr) 4
Justamollyarcher (Fr) 5
Time In A Bottle (Fr) 6

R May
B Orange
B Hope (J)
K Tomlinson (J)
R Jenkins
J Morrison (J)

6 47215 Calm Inferno 17.19
7 84315 Squillionaire 17.25
8 63734 Super Over Drama 17.12
EMERGENCIES:
9 85817 Flora Dora 17.06
10 18346 Lisa’s Boy 17.24

8

Bruce Dann
Calum Weir
S & B Evans
Daniel Lane
Ray Casey

Shirley Vet Clinic Stakes

6.22

$3325, C3, 520m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

15641
523s1
35336
48417
7555s
22134
24s15
41355

Homebush Fonzie 30.29
Student Loan 30.32
Darla Bale 30.24
Creme Brulee 30.25
Dyna Varsity 30.11
Opawa Lyn 30.17
Tradition 30.03
Goldstar Alaska 30.81

John McInerney
J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts
Lisa Waretini
Craig Roberts
J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
S & B Evans

Christchurch Casino Stakes 6.52
$4735, C4/5, 520m

J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts
J & D Fahey
S & B Evans
Craig Roberts
Garry Cleeve
J M McCook
Calum Weir

Springston Hotel Sprint
21622
34261
11131
33153
11142

4.18

M J Mc Nab
2 2436s Origineel b (5) 57.5 96
L G Innes
3 47s2s She Speeds (3) 57.5 94
Ms D Johnson
4 479s2 Smarty Pants (12) 57.5 93
C M Burdan (a2)
5 6424s Sweet Fields (20) 57.5 89
R Beemud (a4)
6 353s0 Wasp (7) 57.5 79
C E Lammas
7
4s Mai Tai (11) 57.5 96
D I Montes De Oca (a1)
8
6s Arrivederci b (4) 57.5 98
A C Goindasamy (a2)
9
00 Buy Me A Rose (17) 57.5 79 A J Calder
10
Elle McMassey (1) 57.5 88 S M Mc Kay
11
0 Five Schillings (18) 57.5 83
12
88 Rainonus (9) 57.5 82
S T Collett
13
9s Ruud As (13) 57.5 95
C J Grylls
14
Zouperb (16) 57.5 89
J L Waddell

5.22 9

5.53

$2860, C5, 295m
1
2
3
4
5

NZB Insur. Pearl Series

$10,000, 3yo & up F&M Maiden SW, 1200m

$3325, C3, 520m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.41

EMERGENCIES:
15 60s80 Azafran (2) 57.5 88
16 0s07 You Wish (15) 57.5 86

Brandon May

17

SCRATCHED

18

19

— Tropic Thunder
3 Fashion Shoot (8) 55 96

8

SCRATCHED

— Caramella

20

Spirit Of Baz (10) 55 91

Foster Mile

4.56

$10,000, Benchmark 65, 1600m
1 0s665 Symbio cw (5) 59.5 91
S C Spratt
2 524s2 Vedo Rosso c (13) 59.5 92
M Hashizume (a3)
3 05520 Capellani w (8) 59 91
R T Elliot
4 260s1 Coruba Jak dw (3) 59 92
A J Calder
5 0s610 El Coolio dwb (11) 59 92
T D Thornton
6 080s0 Penteverest d (12) 58.5 96 C K Ormsby
7 3214s Piping Hot (9) 58.5 90
M J Mc Nab
8 20s10 Wordsworth tw (19) 58.5 94 J K Riddell
9 19s7s Sylwek (17) 58 78
S T Collett

10

— Well Chosen

SCRATCHED

11 s67s6 Glenhope w (4) 57 83
12 831s9 Matter Of Fact (1) 56.5 88
C J Grylls
13 s5462 Shebringsmerubies wb (2) 56.5 91
Ms D Johnson
14 50s97 Anatow dw (14) 56.5 83
A C Goindasamy (a2)
15 462s7 Selenelion d (15) 56 97
M Cameron
16 s4407 Midnite Invasion w (10) 55.5 100
C E Lammas
EMERGENCIES:
17 70300 Johnnie Redmond tw (6) 56 91
D J Danis (a2)
18 2s800 Rising Ransom w (7) 56 74
19 000s6 Brian Boru w (20) 55.5 88
20 376s7 Vannoss w (16) 55 82

7 6s766 Medusa (Fr) 7
8 1s548 Majestic Chevron (Fr) 8
9 6s455 Didjabringthebeers (Fr) 9
10 10230 Overzealous (Fr) 21
11 13028 Sioux Princess (Fr) U1
12 34404 Rydgemont Son (Fr) U2

K Cameron
J Dunn
K Newman (J,Cl)
P Davis
S Ottley
B Williamson

10 Box Seat Returns 23 Sep.

9.27

$10,000, r40-r55 stand, 2600m
1 04857 Sister’s Delight (Fr) 1
2 74829 Flamboyant (Fr) 2

S Ottley
S O’Reilly (J)

3

SCRATCHED

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

— Mr Bohannon
0366P
65767
43sPP
95931
43817
8s800
75320
s701P
08916
54592
16702
s0s73
s4432

The Diva (Fr) 3
J Thomas
Scelta Uno (Fr) 4
G O’Reilly
She’s A Dagg (Fr) 5
J Curtin
Champagneandwine (Fr) 6
T Chmiel
Calypso Rock (Fr) 7
A Stewart
Trompeur (Fr) 8
Sweet Loress (Fr) 9
K Tomlinson (J)
Magical Mali (Fr) 10
J Dunn
Terrier (Fr) 11
R Close
Rake (Fr) 12
B Orange
Ashes To Ashes (Fr) 13
R May
Voodoo Priestess (Fr) 14 J Morrison (J)
Lennox Bromac (Fr) 15
J Cox

11 First Direct Taxis Pace

9.51

$10,000, 3yo+ r48-r54. mobile, 1980m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

s2188
8153
05312
20231
68400
71690
s2645
00s38
461

Mossman (Fr) 1
S Tomlinson (J)
The Falcon (Fr) 2
G O’Reilly
Zambia (Fr) 3
T Williams
Jawbreaker(aus) (Fr) 4
S Ottley
Cheddar Made Beta (Fr) 5
T Chmiel
Hells Shadow (Fr) 6
R Close
Chubby Checker (Fr) 7
B Orange
C R Gold (Fr) 8
S Iremonger (J)
Arden’s Ace (Fr) 9
R May

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12 PL6 7-12

EMERGENCIES:
9 47146 Prince Zulu 17.31
10 61785 Zadee Bale 17.48

5

Fiber Fresh

TAB D. 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9, 10-11 T. 1-2-3, 5-6-7, 9-10-11 Q. 2-3-4-5, 8-9-10-11 PL6 6-11

$20,000, 3yo fillies. mobile, 1980m
1
52 Endless Dreams (Fr) 1
2
5s1 Show Me Heaven (Fr) 2
3 75711 Off N Gone (Fr) 3
4
33 Iksaka (Fr) 4
5
184 Avana (Fr) 5
6 32335 La Rosa (Fr) 6
7 47s37 Lifes A Beach (Fr) 7

6

Wildebeest 17.07
Ashley Bradshaw
Fidgety Feet 17.21
J M McCook
Select Trick 16.93
Calum Weir
Tricky 17.03
Daniel Lane
Horse Range Jim 17.06
Craig Roberts

1 1115s Mepunga Wonder nwtd
2 43772 New Note 30.23
3 51211 Opawa Deal 29.98
4 23414 Know State 30.01
5 23251 Opawa Toddy 30.18
6 53111 Yoel Bale nwtd
7 43645 Opawa Nat 30.01
8 63515 Know Denying 30.24
EMERGENCIES:
9 46823 Opawa Cutie 30.29
10 77377 Opawa Slick 30.17

Matt Roberts
J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
Garry Cleeve
J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts
J & D Fahey
Garry Cleeve
J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey

10 Kolorful C'church Classic

7.23

$7500, R/A, final, 520m
1
2

3112 Humbling 30.39
3143 La Rochelle 30.41

J & D Fahey
Jason Dunn

3 1131 Fairly Able 30.50
4 54153 Great Work 30.46
5 1111 Penalty Drop 30.48
6 31232 Goldstar Tudor 30.30
7 53174 Goldstar Journey 31.22
8
314 Opawa Sandridge 30.44
EMERGENCIES:
9 28415 Angry Jane 30.78
10 72525 Troublesome Kev 30.34

J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
Daniel Lane
S & B Evans
S & B Evans
J & D Fahey
Matt Roberts
J M McCook

11 S. Anngow Drapes & Blinds 7.52
$2860, C5, 295m
1 17282 Ezra Blueblood 17.31
2 33213 Country Gent 17.28
3 21111 Bolty 16.69
4 251F8 Honey Lantree 17.24
5 54341 Hankenstein 17.14
6 11481 Zipping Houdini 16.81
7 64214 Goldstar Major 17.24
8 1418s Our Anna 17.13
EMERGENCIES:
9 85817 Flora Dora 17.06
10 17771 Shaw Lee 17.10

12 Livamol Dash

John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
Daniel Lane
Calum Weir
Ashley Bradshaw
Calum Weir
S & B Evans
Robin Wales
Daniel Lane
J M McCook

8.23

$2390, C4, 295m
1 74862 Pita Ramos 17.14
Jason Dunn
2 87452 King Toliman 17.06
Daniel Roberts
3 86221 Golden Bay 17.13
J M McCook
4 15844 Know Baby 17.27
Garry Cleeve
5 63313 Opawa Jaws 17.07
Robin Wales
6 75815 Smash Achiever 17.15
Malcolm Grant
7 76771 Sonja 17.06
Daniel Lane
8 21626 M’lady Sadie 17.15
Ashley Bradshaw
EMERGENCIES:
9 64287 Smash Wild 17.07
Malcolm Grant
10 18465 Homebush Ariana 17.21 John McInerney
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Little separating Riverina and United
FOOTBALL
GISBORNE United are still within
striking distance of Riverina after the
latest round of women’s football on
Sunday.
Heavy Equipment Services United
beat Campion College 3-0 at Harry
Barker Reserve to stay one point
behind competition leaders Riverina,
with a game in hand.
Gisborne Laundry Services Riverina
beat Tatapouri Marist Thistle 16-0,
also at Harry Barker Reserve.
In the other match, sisters Tyler and
Morgan Andrews scored the goals that
gave Bohemians a 2-0 victory over
Gisborne Girls’ High School at the
Rectory.
In the United game, Claire Bayliss
opened the scoring eight minutes in.
Sarah Graham’s block of an
attempted clearance put a bouncing
ball in front of Bayliss, who volleyed
past the keeper from near the penalty
spot.
A header from a corner kick in the
33rd minute gave Bayliss her second
goal and United a 2-0 halftime lead.
In the 59th minute, Chelsea
Simpson ran on to a through ball

but was denied by a good save from
Campion goalkeeper Olivia Whitfield.
But the dynamic Simpson proved
uncontainable four minutes later. She
chased a bouncing ball from halfway
and finished cleanly.
Riverina were merciless in their win
against Marist Thistle.
Lizzie Hall and Briar McLeely
scored four goals each, Jayde Neal
and Grace Levy, three each, and Dara
Mulrooney and Olivia Rogers, one
each.
In the game at the Rectory, Tyler
Andrews gave Bohemians the halftime
lead with a long-range shot that
dropped out of the sun late.
Morgan Andrews’ second-half goal
came off strong midfield build-up play.
Goalkeeper Dana Kingsbeer was
Bohemians’ player of the day.
This Sunday, Bohemians play
Riverina at Anzac Park, Marist Thistle
play United at Childers Road Reserve,
and Campion College play Gisborne
Girls’ High School at Campion.
Riverina are scheduled to play
United once more this season, on
October 4. The way things are going,
CLOSE MARKING: United defender Taryn Walford (back) shadows Campion College’s Miah
the result of that game could decide
Somerton in women’s football at Harry Barker Reserve on Sunday. United won the match
the women’s club championship.
3-0.
Picture by Leah McAneney

SUDOKU

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY
Thursday, September 17, 2020

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Patrick Mahomes, 25; Danielle Brooks, 31; Doug E. Fresh, 54; Kyle
Chandler, 55.

Happy Birthday:

SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made
up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row,
column and 3x3 grid within the
larger grid must end up containing
each number from 1 to 9, and
each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box.
A sudoku grid has a single
unique solution, which can be
reached without using guesswork.

Care and share will sum up the way your year unfolds. How you present what
you want to do will determine how well you do. Be bold, adjust to change and
be passionate about your beliefs and plans as you move forward. Opportunity
is within reach, but it will take effort by you to get things done properly. Focus
on the future. Your numbers are 12, 19, 24, 27, 31, 33, 44.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Evaluate your relationships with others, and consider who is heading down
a similar path. It's time to revamp the way you do things and to monitor your
time carefully. Change is required, but it will require patience to get what you
want. 3 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
A change may be necessary if you haven't been getting along with someone
you work alongside. Either ind a way to put your differences aside or remove
yourself from the situation. Living in an unsettled situation will hold you back.
3 stars

SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

DOUBLE CROSSWORD

No 11,095
CRYPTIC CLUES

SOLUTIONS TO
PUZZLE 11,094
QUICK
Across: 7 Outre; 8 Swiftly; 9
Indulge; 10 Noted; 12
Bottomless; 15 Trajectory; 18
Least; 19 Rescind; 21 Overrun;
22 Reign.
Down: 1 Horizontal; 2 Study; 3
Tell; 4 Ascent; 5 Misnomer; 6
Stutter ; 11 Despondent; 13
O ve r t u r e ; 1 4 M a n a g e r ; 1 6
Tyrant; 17 Civil; 20 Sort.
CRYPTIC
Across: 7 Lucre; 8 Eyelash; 9
Tor pedo; 10 Alar m; 12 In a
fashion; 15 In the press; 18
Growl; 19 Present; 21 Dresser;
22 Cross.
Down: 1 Flat racing; 2 Score; 3
Here; 4 Let off; 5 Relapses; 6
Paladin; 11 Mental test; 13
Needless; 14 Strokes; 16
Report; 17 Tenor; 20 Each.

Quick Crossword answers
also fit the large grid

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Petty quarrel isn’t quite
severe (4)
8. Poet obviously never
short with a chap (10)
9. The standards of Eric
and Rita (8)
10. Stimulating accuracy
at last (4)
12. Dances about, but will
get up (6)
14. Rig one area (6)
15. Why the actor got his
timing wrong at
billiards? (6)
17. Yes indeed - a traitor to
the lady (6)
18. Break returned
cooking vessels (4)
19. Girl removed without
pity (8)
21. Excellent pedigree on
the railway? (5,5)
22. Take physical
education - it’s a
drug (4)

2. Opinion from the
printing machine? (10)
3. An uninteresting place
to live? (4)
4. Hardened to being
badly ruined (6)
5. The business of a very
loud tune (6)
6. That’s fine - there’s
nothing left (3,5)
7. Domination of the
Spithead route (4)
11. Non-union men are out
of it - the store is
shut (6,4)
13. Almost mad during
get-away - a mad
prank (8)
16. Rodent in time makes
mistakes... (6)
17. ...so here’s a cane to
beat it with! (6)
18. Does eating it make
one wise? (4)
20. Both Paul and Bill have
real estate (4)

QUICK CLUES
DOWN

ACROSS
1.
8.
9.
10.
12.
14.
15.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.

Feeble (4)
Insufficiency (10)
Oust (8)
Manage (4)
Peril (6)
Platforms (6)
Cloth (6)
Fold (6)
At this point (4)
Tough (8)
Criminal (10)
Ridge of sand (4)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
11.
13.
16.
17.
18.
20.

Enliven (10)
Slay (4)
Pantry (6)
Niche (6)
Buy (8)
Variety (4)
Walker (10)
Horticulturalist
(8)
Neck-band (6)
Artful (6)
Domicile (4)
Unyielding (4)

Do something that stimulates you mentally. Stay focused on what's important.
If you overreact, take on too much or get involved in something that isn't
going to beneit you personally, you will have regrets. Romance is in the
stars. 5 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Let your emotions and intuition lead the way. Anger is a waste of time. Put
your heart into something you want to pursue, and it will help take your mind
off disruptive situations. Use your imagination, and good things will transpire.
4 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Set rules to live by that will keep you heading down the right path. Don't
let what someone else decides to do inluence you to take a risk. Put your
energy into personal improvements, love and building a healthy home base.
3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Expand your awareness. Stabilize your relationships. Take an interest in what
others do and say, and you will enlist the help of those who can help you
excel. Keep things in perspective, and pursue what's doable. Moderation and
practicality are key. 3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

Stay focused on what's important. Refuse to let anyone interfere with your
plans or your personal life. Protect your self-worth from those who put
demands on you. Channel your energy into what matters most to you. 3 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Reconnect with people you have enjoyed working alongside, and make a
proposition that will help you all improve your quality of life. A change is way
overdue, and making the irst move will be energizing. It's time for a new
adventure. 4 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Put the past behind you, and start thinking about what you want. Positive
changes at home will help you free up cash and encourage you to use your
skills diversely. Avoid letting others interfere with your life, plans and future.
2 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Do what has to be done, and don't look back. Laboring over something you
cannot change will be detrimental to achieving the success and happiness
you desire. Be true to yourself, and live life your way. 5 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Look over your documents and investments to see where you stand. A joint
venture with someone you love will bring you closer. An opportunity to excel
is within reach. Love and romance are on the rise. 5 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Look for opportunities, and positive change will take place. Touch base with
people who share your opinions, beliefs and values. A shift in the way you
earn your living and handle your money looks promising. 3 stars

Birthday Baby:
You are intense, resourceful and persistent. You are engaging and
persuasive.
STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold.
FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects.
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals.
TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help.
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.
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DRAWS
Football

WP 5, Makauri Dragons v Wainui Dodgers; WP 6,
Makauri Dolphins v Kaiti Takitimu; WP 7, St Mary’s
Eastern League 1, SATURDAY, 12.30pm: Harry
Firebirds v Te Wharau Strikers.
Barker Reserve 1, Heavy Equipment Services
Gisborne First Kicks 4v4 Conference 1, 9.15am:
Gisborne United v Lytton High School; Wainui,
WP 8, Makauri Dynamoes v Makauri Dinosaurs.
Sunshine Brewing Wainui Sharks v Carpet Court
Gisborne Fun Football 5v5 Championship 1,
Thistle Massive; Childers Road Reserve 1, Thistle
9.15am: WP 1, Central Vikings v St Mary’s Stormers.
Reserves v Gisborne Boys’ High School.
Gisborne Fun Football 5v5 Championship 2,
Eastern League 2, SATURDAY, 12.30pm: HBR
9.15am: WP 2, Makauri Cobras v Kaiti Paoa.
2, Heavy Equipment Services United (3) v Campion;
Gisborne Mini Football 9v9 League, 9.30am:
CRR 2, ITM Thistle v Thistle Vintage; Nelson Park
WP 19, Awapuni Jaguars v Wainui Avengers; WP
1, Smash Palace Shockers v Tatapouri Bohemians;
20, Central United v Awapuni Tigers; WP 21, Central
Wainui, Wainui Reserves v Gisborne Pro Roofing
Stags v Wainui Aces; WP 18, Kaiti Rangatira v
Bohemians.
Eastland Vets Ngatapa Ninjas.
2.30pm: Wairoa, Wairoa Athletic v Coates
Gisborne Mini Football 7v7 League 2, 9.45am:
Associates Wainui Demons.
WP 14, Central Athletic v Wainui Bullets.
Women’s Eastern League, SUNDAY, 10.30am:
Gisborne Mini Football 7v7 League 1, 9.45am:
Campion College, Campion v GGHS; CRR 2,
WP 17, Te Hapara Soarers v Central Falcons; WP 13,
Tatapouri Marist Thistle v Heavy Equipment Services
Makauri Braves v Central Braves; WP 16, St Mary’s
United; Anzac Park, Bohemians v Gisborne Laundry
Terminators v Mangapapa Landslides. Bye: WP 15,
Services Riverina.
Mangapapa Sizzlers.
College Super League (u16), SATURDAY,
Gisborne First Kicks 4v4 Conference 1,
8.15am: Nelson Park 1, Eastland Group Wainui v
10.15am: WP 5, Eastland Vets Ngatapa Wekas v
Emerre & Hathaway FC; NP 5, Columbus Cafe United Te Wharau Shooters; WP 6, Mangapapa Tornadoes
v Printing House United; NP 4, Gear Meat Pies Thistle v Central Ninjas; WP 4, Sonrise Wildcats v Central
v Ray White Wainui Sharks.
Strykers; WP 2, Awapuni Cheetahs v Wainui
Intermediate Super League (u13), SATURDAY,
Dynamites; WP 1, Awapuni Lynx v Wainui Dragons;
8.45am: NP 2, Thistle Dynamic Rehab v Frank &
WP 3, Wainui Dolphins v St Mary’s Stars.
Albies Rovers; NP 3, Mitre 10 Sparta v Farmers Air
Gisborne Mini Football 9v9 League, 10.45am:
Galaxy.
WP 18, Te Hapara High Flyers v Mangapapa
10.15am: NP 4, Lexmond Concrete Thistle v
Blizzards; WP 19, Makauri Marauders v Mangapapa
Chrisp & Davidson Rangers; NP 2, Tom Lane Property Lightning; WP 20, Te Wharau XLR8’s v Ormond All
Brokers Wainui SC v KT Orthodontics United; NP
Stars; WP 21, Makaraka Mustangs v St Mary’s Flash.
3, Chaghan Fishing Athletico v Gisborne Financial
Gisborne Mini Football 7v7 League 2, 11am: WP
Services City.
13, Eastland Vets Ngatapa Rebels v Awapuni Lions.
Primary Football, SATURDAY —
Gisborne Mini Football 7v7 League 1, 11am: WP
Gisborne Mini Football 9v9 A Grade, 8.15am:
17, Te Wharau Dynamos v Mangapapa Typhoons; WP
Watson Park 19, Sonrise Chargers v Mangapapa
15, Eastland Vets Ngatapa Rockets v Wainui Breakers;
Hurricanes; WP 21, Central Gold v St Mary’s Strikers; WP 14, Wainui Blitz v Wainui Bulldogs; WP 16, Kaiti
WP 20, Wainui Thunder v Kaiti Phoenix; WP 18, Te
Kiwa v Wainui Bullz.
Wharau United v Manutuke M2K3.
Gisborne Fun Football 5v5 Championship
1, 8.15am: WP 9, Eastland Vets Ngatapa Tornado
Women
Wolves v Central Defenders; WP 11, Mangapapa
A Grade 3 v 4 final
Mist v Wainui Cobras; WP 12, Te Hapara Excellers v
FRIDAY — 6pm: Paikea v Amber Dental Gisborne
Wainui Crusaders; WP 1, Te Wharau Kereru v Ormond
Super Kicks; WP 2, St Mary’s Comets v Kaiti Horouta. Girls’ High School.
B Grade final
Bye: WP 5, Mangapapa Floods.
SATURDAY — 11am: Ngatapa v GMC Kowhai.
Gisborne Fun Football 5v5 Championship 2,
A Grade Final
8.15am: WP 7, Central Seekers v TKKM 2H; WP 8,
SATURDAY — 3pm: YMP v GMC Green.
Central Zoomers v Central Stars; WP 6, Eastland
Men
Vets Ngatapa Hurricanes v Central Crushers; WP 10,
Final
Mangapapa Twisters v Wainui Colts; WP 4, Awapuni
SATURDAY — 1pm: YMP (2) v YMP (1).
Leopards v Wainui Cyclones; WP 3, Te Wharau Tuis v
Secondary Schools
St Mary’s Asteroids.
MONDAY — 4pm: Gisborne Boys’ High School
Gisborne Mini Football 7v7 League 2, 8.30am:
Red v Campion (1) (Louise/Jordan).
WP 14, Makauri Bears v Awapuni Pumas; WP 15,
5pm: GGHS (2) v GBHS Black (Louise/Wade).
St Mary’s Sweepers v Mangapapa Thunder; WP 16,
6pm: Campion College (2) v Lytton High School
Kaiti Maia v Mangapapa Quakes; WP 17, Makaraka
(Tony S/Aiden).
Meteors v Manutuke M2K2; WP 13, Sonrise Blaze v
Intermediate
Ormond Strikers.
TODAY — 4pm: 1a, Campion Green/YMP; 1b,
Gisborne First Kicks 4v4 Conference 2, 9.15am:
Wairoa v Manaakitanga.
WP 9, Mangapapa Storm v Makaraka Magic; WP
4.50pm: 1a, Gizzy Hawks v Gizzy Gannets; 1b,
10, Mangapapa Whirlwinds v Eastland Vets Ngatapa
Green Machines; WP 11, Makaraka Magpies v Central Whatatutu Waingaromia v Hatea-a-Rangi.
5.40pm: 1a, Gizzy Kingfishers v Gizzy Falcons; 1b,
Spurs; WP 12, Awapuni Wildcats v Central Warriors;

Hockey

Gizzy Eagles v Campion Gold.
6.30pm: 1a, Ilminster (1) v Ilminster A.
Umpires: LHS.
Years 5/6
TOMORROW — 4.45pm: 1a, Central Suns v
Whatatutu Weraroa; 1b, Te Wharau White Sticks v
Manutuke Ihi.
5.15pm: 1a, Whaakaiti v Swift Sticks; 1b, Uawa
Maia v Rongopai.
5.45pm: 1a, Makaraka Gold v Central Super Stars;
1b, Mangapapa Kaha v Makaraka Green.
6.15pm: 1a, Green Sticks v Mangapapa Whaitiri;
1b, Central Comets v Makauri Kiwis.
6.45pm: 1a Awapuni Strikers v Te Wharau Black
Sticks; 1b Manutuke Mana v Te Hapara High Fliers.
Coaches/managers/volunteers to umpire,
please.
Years 3/4
TOMORROW — 3.45pm: 1a, Junior Green Sticks
#2 v Central Rising Stars; 1b, Awapuni Gold Sticks v
Makaraka Orange; 1c, Manu-Tahi v Makauri Hitters;
1d, Te Wharau Junior Black Sticks v Manu-Rua.
4.15pm: 1a, Uawa Toa v Te Hapara Soarers;
1b, Rongomaiwahine v Whatatutu Warriors; 1c,
Mangapapa Flash Sticks v Junior Green Sticks.
Coaches/managers/volunteers to umpire,
please.

11am: (PSF1) 2, Whangara OG 1 v Claydens
Waikohu 1 (Cush, Debz res Selina. Bench: Shay);
(ARSF2) 5, Farmlands Ngatapa v FarmCare HSOG
(Annie, Bessie); 9, Gis Denture HSOG v YMP
TimberPro (Jess L, Iri).
12 midday: (P5v6) 2, GGHS Snr A v winners of
Prem 6v7 game (Debz, Kez); (ASF1) 6, Claydens
Waikohu Masters v Taiki (Selina, Shay); 9, Uawa
Kahukuraiti v YMP Manawanui (Jess L, Willow); 10,
Tatapouri Sportsfit Social v Kotahi Aroha (Roxine,
Tukaki).
1pm: (PSF2) 2, YMP Sunshine Brewery v Taste
One HSOG (Pania, Shanan res Nga. Bench: Cush); 4,
Gis Fluid & Machinery HSOG v Old Girls Whangara
(Iri, Tessa); (ARSF1) 6, Tapuae v Whalis (Bessie,
Shay); 9, Tyre General Ngatapa v Thistle Storm (Allisa,
Jonette); 11, Ritana Toa v OBM Red Social (Chiarn,
Willow).
2pm: 2, Horouta Taimana v YMP Masters (Nga,
Selina); (1stSF2) 6, OBM Blue v Steve Craill Builder
Ngatapa (Cristal, Kate); 9, Uawa Kahukuraiti v
GGHS TSA (Keasi, Jules); 11, Kotahi Aroha v YMP
Manawanui (Tukaki, Jonette).
Duty board member: Shanan.

Games will also be played at Gisborne Girls’
High School courts on SATURDAY.
All games are 4 x 10-minute quarters.
Secondary and Intermediate Week 7
Court Group A is the closest to the gymnasium;
PRIMARY and senior games in PAK’nSAVE
Court 1 is closest to the entrance; Court 3 is on
Gisborne netball will be played at Gisborne Netball the far side.
Centre on SATURDAY.
Teams must leave immediately after games.
All games are 4 x 10-minute quarters. Senior
Teams for the following round must assemble at
top-four semifinals, bottom-four finals. Final
the designated area for sign-in.
futureFERNS games.
Teams can enter the courts to warm up on their
All cards run from the scorecard room.
court once the previous teams have left.
Primary teams to assemble by the designated
No spectators. Maximum of four officials/
meeting point on Court 1 to complete sign-in.
whanau with each team.
Jules to control scorecard room for the day.
No spectators. Three officials per senior team;
Intermediate — 8.45am: A1, YMP Tahi v HSOG
four officials/whanau per primary team.
Hot Shotz; A2, OBM Kahurangi v Waikirikiri Kiwikiwi;
B2, Ilminster Y7 C v Whangara Pango.
Year 5 and 6 futureFERNS — 9am: 4, Wainui
9.55am: A1, Whangara Paikea v YMP Rua; A2,
Whirlwinds v Maui Te Kitenga; 7, Uawa Iranui v Central Eastland Vets Ngatapa Pulse v HSOG Strikers.
Magic; 12, Awapuni Silver Ferns v Kaiti Kiwi.
11.05am: A1, YMP Toru v Uawa Hinetera; A2,
10am: 4, Wainui Waves v Manutuke Manu Toa; 7,
Campion Gregory v HSOG Blue Beanies.
Te Wharau Tuahine v Manutuke Buttercups; 12, Te
12.15pm: A1, X Maidens v Eastland Vets Ngatapa
Hapara Tahi v Muriwai Rangatahi.
Y8; A2, Ilminster Y7 B v Kaiti Tu Rangatira; B2,
11am: 4, Maui Korihi v Te Wharau Tuakana; 7,
Eastland Vets Ngatapa Magic v Maui Tuturu.
Mangapapa Steel v Makaraka Machines; 12, Te
Secondary — 8.45am: A1, GGHS Hine Toa Magix
Hapara Rua v Eastland Vets Ngatapa Stars.
v Maui Te Wananga.
12 midday: 7, Mangapapa Magic v Central Pulse;
9.55am: B1, Manutuke v Uawa Hinematioro;
12, Horouta Wananga v Eastland Vets Ngatapa
B2, Horouta Wananga Wharekura v KKM o Wairoa
Mystics.
Pipiwhakao.
Games to be played at school: St Mary’s v Elgin
11.05am: B1, Ritana Tangaroa v Te Waiu; B2,
Speedsters; Makauri Magic v Mangapapa Pulse.
GGHS Whitiora v Uawa Hinekiuta.
Byes: Waikirikiri Poroporo, Waikirikiri Kowhai
12.15pm: B1, Campion Snr B v GGHS Hinetu.
Senior — 9am: 2, Claydens Waikohu 2 v Campion
1.25pm: A1, GGHS Ferns v GGHS Mana; A2,
Snr A (Annie, Triesta); 5, GGHS Snr B v The Stingerz Campion Green v Ritana Mangopare; B1, Ritana Maia
(Roxine, Saara); 9, Gisborne Glass Ngatapa v Thistle v Hawaiki Hou; B2, Campion Blue v GGHS Manaaki.
Phoenix (Chiarn, Tukaki).
Byes: Ilminster Y8 B, Ilminster Y8 C, Campion
10am: (P6v7) 2, Ritana Snr A v Horouta Gold
Marcellin.
(Debs, Shay); (ASF2) 5, IMS HSOG Masters v
Game to be played at school: Ilminster Y8 A v
Tatapouri Sportsfit (Kate, Tessa); (1stSF1) 9, GGHS
Ilminster Y7 A.
Jnr A v Uawa Ngarangikahiwa (Krys L, Saara).
Duty officials: Cristal/Monz.

Netball

Braithwaite and
Turned Jonah into a superstar
Gunness win
Boardriders comp
RUGBY

SURFING by Jack Malcolm
GISBORNE Boardriders Club
had its third competition on
Sunday, held at the Whales break
at Wainui.
Competitors had to battle each
other and conditions as the waves
deteriorated throughout the day.
In the women’s open, Asia
Braithwaite dominated Ruby Lobb,
who struggled to find scoring waves
in the final.
Damon Gunness and Brent
Rasby battled it out in the open
men’s final, Gunness coming out on
top but only by 0.17 of a point.
They had stiff competition in
Ricardo Christie but he could not
get the waves he needed and had to
settle for third-equal with Patrick

Braithwaite.
Gisborne Boardriders
development officer Flo Bub
said the short-period waves
made it a bit like a skate park,
with conditions challenging but
contestable.
Having Christie there was
“fantastic” for both his support of
the event and for the groms.
Christie was on the World Surf
League’s Championship Tour last
year but was unable to retain
his place on the CT, and has not
competed internationally in 2020
due to cancellations.
Ollie Tong won the under-12
competition, Dale Cromhout the
u14s, Anton Lobb had his first win
in the over-50s and Mike Yukich
won the over-60s final.

with Counties-Manukau Rugby
Union in 1989, and first crossed
PHIL Kingsley-Jones, the former
paths with Lomu when the South
manager of Jonah Lomu and the
Auckland teenager was at Wesley
man famously credited with keeping College.
the late All Blacks great from leaving
In 1994, a year before rugby went
rugby for league, has died.
professional, Lomu was offered
A family member of the 72-year$300,000 a year to play league for
old Welshman confirmed he had
the Canterbury Bulldogs.
been “recovering at home” after
Dropped by the All Blacks after
falling five months ago.
two tests against France in 1994,
Kingsley-Jones was Lomu’s
and disillusioned with rugby, Lomu
manager for 10 years until 2004
decided to sign with the Bulldogs,
when the former All Black’s wife
asking Kingsley-Jones to draw up a
Fiona took over his management.
formal contract to manage him.
Without him, Lomu might
Kingsley-Jones said he would
have played out his career in the
manage Lomu, but he had to stick
Australian league.
with rugby and when he won back
Welsh-born Kingsley-Jones came his place in the All Blacks, he must
to New Zealand in 1983, driving a
give him the jersey he wears.
truck during the week, propping a
And so it was that Kingsley-Jones
rugby scrum for Mt Wellington on
would receive a 1995 World Cup
Saturday afternoons and working as jersey from Lomu, and Lomu would
a stand-up comedian on Saturday
be the key to a US$555 million
nights. He and former All Black Stu
television contract for Southern
Wilson published five big-selling
Hemisphere rugby.
books.
Kingsley-Jones worked at
Kingsley-Jones started working
Counties Manukau Rugby for 15

years over two periods from
1989–1996 and 2009-2017.
He was made a lifetime
ambassador for the union, and
the lounge at the Steelers’ home
ground, Navigation Homes Stadium
in Pukekohe, was named after him.
He also coached Tonga, taking
them on two tours to South Africa
and the United Kingdom, which
helped them qualify for the 1999
Rugby World Cup.
Former Steelers and Maori
captain Errol Brainy said: “This is a
truly sad day for Counties Manukau
and rugby.
“His larger-than-life personality,
sharp brain and ability to think
outside the square was a great gift.
“He turned Jonah into rugby’s
first global superstar all while
keeping him grounded and
connected to what was important,
which was our region. Such was the
impact that many of the young ones
coming through today still look up
to him and are aware of Jonah’s
legacy.” — NZ Herald
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Around the Greens
Club bowls news
Kahutia
IN SUPERB weather
last Wednesday afternoon,
a good number of bowlers
entered the Murton
Family Optional Triples
Tournament.
It was gratifying to have
support from other clubs,
giving 16 teams some
keen competition. The
conditions of play were
two games of one and a
half hours. Prizes went
to fourth place with an
additional lucky draw.
President Murray
Murton presented the
prizes, with first place
going to his team: Murray
Murton (skip) Ray Young
(director) and Noel Dunn
(lead) with two wins, 10
ends won and a plus 8
differential.
Second placegetters
were determined by
their differential. They
were Davinia Mills (s),
Neville Wagner (d) and
Gary Tocker (l) with two
wins, 10 ends won and a
differential of plus 4.
Third placing went to
Murray Owen (s), Erin
Sutherland (d) and Norm
Young (l). They had two
wins with seven ends won
and a differential of plus 4.
Coming in at fourth
place were Ropata Ruwhiu MURTON FAMILY OPTIONAL TRIPLES WINNERS: Tournament winners at the Kahutia Bowling Club were (from left) Murray Murton (skip),
Noel Dunn (lead) and Ray Young (director).
Picture by Judy Taylor
(s), Joyce Wagner (d) and
Pat Murton (l) with one
win and a draw.
Coming up on Saturday
and Sunday are the club
championship pairs for
men and women, both
senior and junior.

Gisborne
IT was a case of thinking
outside the square when
Saturday dawned cold
and wet for the Ryman
sponsored Alex Allan
Triples at the Gisborne
Bowling Club and their
pristine greens (courtesy
of New Zealand’s top
greenkeeper, Jamey Ferris)
were under water.
The 60 players who had
entered were contacted
and were more than happy
to play on Sunday in nearperfect conditions.
Three games with a
time limit of one hour five
minutes made for some
close and exciting play
with many winning teams
teams not losing a game
decided on the very last
and the eventual winners
bowl of the game.
decided on ends.
Consequently results
Fourth were the team of
were close with just three

ALEX ALLAN TRIPLES TOURNAMENT: Winners of this
tournament, held at Gisborne Bowling Club at the weekend,
were, left (from left) Robin Jefferson (skip), Janice Allan
(director) and Don Oates (lead). Runners-up, above, were
(from left) Arthur Hawes (skip), Lesley McIntosh (director)
and Andrew Ball (lead).
Pictures courtesy of Karen Pinn
Lex Kennedy (skip), Jenny
Evans and Hugh Trafford.
Third were Lyn
Trueman (skip, Kym

Brown and Peter Clay
Second with three wins,
16 ends and a plus 28
differential were Arthur

Hawes (skip) Andrew Ball
and Lesley McIntosh.
First and winners of
the Alex Allen Trophy

with 19 ends and a plus
28 differential were Robin
Jefferson (s), Janice Allan
and Don Oates.

Lincoln set up cup tie against Liverpool
FOOTBALL
LINCOLN will host Premier League champions
Liverpool in the Carabao Cup third round after
romping to victory at Bradford.
There were no major upsets as the second
round got under way, but some clubs set up
attractive ties in the next round.
The League One Imps were among them,
having thrashed Bradford 5-0 in their secondround tie at Valley Parade.
Luton will host Manchester United after
Jordan Clark secured a 1-0 win at Reading, while
Barnsley will travel to Chelsea after Patrick

Schmidt and Jordan Williams goals saw off
Middlesbrough 2-0.
Leyton Orient will host Tottenham after
substitute Danny Johnson’s last-gasp goal
secured a memorable comeback 3-2 win against
Plymouth.
Argyle went two up though Panutche Camara
and Kelland Watts, only for Jordan Maguire-Drew,
Jobi McAnuff and Johnson to turn things around.
Fleetwood are through to the third round for
the first time after a 2-1 win against Port Vale.
Jack Grealish celebrated his new five-year deal
by scoring as Aston Villa, last season’s Carabao
Cup runners-up, emerged 3-1 victors at Burton.

Holders Manchester City will face
Bournemouth after the relegated Cherries won
a mammoth penalty shoot-out against Crystal
Palace after the match ended 0-0.
Debutant Ryan Fraser’s goal edged Newcastle
past Blackburn 1-0 and secured a trip to
Morecambe, who won by the same scoreline
thanks to Aaron Wildig’s goal against Oldham.
Under-fire West Ham cruised through to the
third round with a 3-0 win against Charlton as
Felipe Anderson added to Sebastien Haller’s
brace.
Gary Rowett’s Millwall will host Burnley or
Sheffield United after they beat Cheltenham 3-1,

with Ryan Leonard, Connor Mahoney and Matt
Smith scoring before Finn Azaz’s consolation
effort.
Gillingham are heading to Wolves or Stoke
after beating Coventry on penalties while Derby
bowed out after blowing a home lead against
Preston in a 2-1 loss.
Newport overcame Cambridge 1-0 thanks to
Scott Twine’s late goal and will face Watford,
who beat Oxford on penalties thanks to Daniel
Bachmann’s heroics.
Elias Kachunga and Josh Windass secured
Sheffield Wednesday’s place in the third round
with a 2-0 win at Rochdale. — AAP
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Lights out for City
Dialektric 63-39 — Robert AkuhataChristy’s Dialektric nonetheless
IT’S hard to imagine a club
playing their best hoops of the
basketball final without City Lights. season — in the A Grade play-off
But the men’s reigning A Grade
for fifth. GBHS B won the B Grade
champions will not defend their A
tier crossover for ninth spot at the
Grade crown on Tuesday next week, Backcourt Violators’ expense 54-35.
having been beaten 70-49 by new
City Lights captain Scott
entity Green Up in last night’s 2 v 3 Muncaster might still be smarting
semifinal.
from last night’s loss but his team
Green Up will meet the mighty
have experienced slings and arrows
SE Systems, who won the 1 v 4
before, and will no doubt be back:
clash with a gutsy Gisborne Boys’
“This was just one of those games,
High School crew 45-37, in the
as with our semi against Uawa two
grand final.
years ago — they had their best
The top tier B Grade final next
game of the season, we had our
Tuesday will pit high-flyers Big
worst, we couldn’t buy a basket and
Baller Brand against a host of
they couldn’t miss.”
big men in the Stefan Pishief-led
GBHS kept close to Systems
Massive Marauders: the Marauders in their battle, with more of the
beat the Bumbles 76-45 in 1 v 4
courageous defensive play that has
— Marauders organiser and Sport
marked their season. There’s no
Gisborne Tairawhiti chief executive shame in being overwhelmed by a
Pishief later paying tribute to
genuine titan — and a supremely
Kahn Grayson’s 30-point effort as a skilful one at that — in SES’
“golden game”.
Thomas Tindale.
The Brand beat Campion College
The teams in their respective
59-46 in 2 v 3, Campion’s Allen
grades will play the five finals
Arnaldo bringing the house down
(ladies’ A Grade, men’s A Grade at
with a 30-foot shot on fulltime.
the YMCA - B Grade ladies, men’s
Safin Tuwairua-Brown dominated B Grade top tier and second tier
the second tier 1 v 4 semi, dropping at the John McFarlane Memorial
30 points as his GBHS Juniors beat Sports Centre) on Monday (ladies),
Lytton High School 90-53, while Old September 21 and Tuesday (men),
Surfers booked themselves into the
September 22, tip TBC.
second tier final courtesy of a 33-31
Men’s A Grade semifinals
close shave v Gizzy Gilas in 2 v 3.
Gisborne YMCA
Veterans the Filthy Dozen beat
B Grade fixture, top tier: 2 v 3: Big Baller

BASKETBALL by Ben O’Brien-Leaf

Brand 59 (Olly Tilley 24, Carlos Pedraza 20)
Campion College 46 (Eli Swann 14, Allen
Arnaldo 10, Robert Fysh 8) Q1, BBB 14-6,
Q2, 28-19, Q3, 52-23
Playoff for fifth: Filthy Dozen 63 (Willie
Brown 23, Wi Brown 14) Dialektric 39 (Israel
Kerisome 15, Gerry Kora 9) Q1, FD 18-7, Q2,
36-19, Q3, 50-25
1 v 4: SE Systems 45 (Thomas Tindale
15, Reg Namana 11) GBHS 37 (Ethan
Ngarangione-Pearson 12) Q1, SES 14-10,
Q2, 25-15 , Q3, 33-28
2 v 3: Green Up 70 (Tyrese TuwairuaBrown 23, Psalm Taylor 17, Zade Donner 13)
City Lights 49 (Carl Riini 12, Ryan Walters 8,
Keenan Ruru-Poharama 8) Q1, GU 15-9, Q2,
28-18, Q3, 40-30
Men’s B Grade semifinals
John McFarlane Memorial Sports
Centre, Gisborne Boys’ High School
Tier crossover, play-off for 9th: GBHS B 54
(Paku Wilson 19) Backcourt Violators 35 (Awhi
Lewis 7, Mohi Gerrard 6) Q1, GBHS B 20-9,
Q2, 36-17, Q3, 48-25
Second tier, 2 v 3: Old Surfers 33 (Zorik
Peneha 16) Gizzy Gilas 31 (Ralph Heria 10,
Nelson Brown 6) Q1, OS 10-3, Q2, 17-11,
Q3, 23-20
Second tier, 1 v 4: GBHS Juniors 90 (Safin
Tuwairua-Brown 27, Ngaru Grayson 17,
Dominique Wilson 17, Te Uenuku Patea-Taylor
12) Lytton HS 53 (Caleb Poole 18, Royce Kaa
11) Q1, GBHS 18-13, Q2, 47-19, Q3, 78-32
Top tier, 1 v 4: Massive Marauders 76
(Kahn Grayson 30, Stefan Pishief 10)
Bumbles 45 (Genesis Tamatea-Bartlett 18)
Q1, Massive Marauders 14-10, Q2, 32-24,
Q3, 48-32

INTO THE FINALS: Green Up defeated reigning A Grade
champions City Lights last night 70-49 in their semifinal.
Green Up’s Paora Dewes is pictured here earlier in the
season against BHS, as Rikki Noble looks on. File picture
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Dream a step closer
Coast boy MVP in Mako win over Counties
RUGBY by Jack Malcolm
SIX years ago he was just a kid
playing rugby on the East Coast —
now, after last weekend, his dream to
play Super Rugby is one step closer.
Te Ahiwaru Cirikidaveta was
awarded MVP for his performance
for the Tasman Mako in their 41-24
win over Counties Manukau in the
opening round of the Mitre 10 Cup.
Playing in the No.5 jersey (lock) for
the Mako, he was the only starter in
the team not to have Super Rugby
experience.
Given the depth of the Mako team
this year, it came as a surprise to
Cirikidaveta when he was told he
was the MVP.
“I wasn’t expecting it, they (the
management) told me to come have a
chat, and I wasn’t looking forward to
it . . . I thought I was in trouble,” he
laughed.
He said he doesn’t come home that
much, but he still talks to his mum
on the phone every week and when
he called on Sunday after the game
to give her the news, she started
crying.
Cirikidaveta grew up in Te Araroa,
a small community on the Coast
of 140 families and “only one Four
Square, a fish and chip shop and one
area school”.
He was playing rugby up there
when former All Black Rico Gear
spotted his skill and promptly spread
the word of an emerging talent from
up the Coast.
He had played representative agegrade rugby for Ngati Porou - East
Coast before he was scouted by Saint
Kentigern College in Auckland in
2012.

Two years later, at 16 years old,
he was off to the big smoke on a full
scholarship to play No.8 for their
first 15 and board at the school.
He had been approached by Saint
Kentigern when he was 14 during a
Hurricanes regional tournament in
Ruatoria, but his mum wasn’t ready
to let him go.
During his time at St Kentigern,
the Crusaders academy flew to
Auckland to meet face-to-face and
recruit him.
He had the option through them to
play and develop his game in either
Nelson or Christchurch — choosing
Nelson because he preferred the
smaller city.
He was selected for the New
Zealand Maori U18 Development
team in 2016 before making his
Mako debut in 2017. In 2019 he came
off the bench in the Mako’s Mitre 10
Cup Premiership victory.
“This year, I’ve been working really
hard to make sure I can get some
opportunities,” he said.
He’s in good hands, with a recentlynamed All Black locking partner in
Quinten Strange and a team littered
with talent.
He thanked his mum who raised
him single-handedly, his nan, the
whanau back at home (Te Araroa)
and the coaches who helped him
through the grades for where he
finds himself now.
Despite the recognition, the work
doesn’t stop there for Cirikidaveta.
He still has a full season of rugby
ahead of him and aspirations for
bigger things.
“I definitely want to play Super
Rugby but at the end of the day you
have to work hard to get there.”

‘THOUGHT I WAS
IN TROUBLE’: But
when lock Te Ahiwaru
Cirikidaveta was
summoned by Tasman
Mako management,
it was to be told he
was the team’s MVP
in their Mitre 10 Cup
win over Counties
Manukau.
Picture supplied

Bledisloe or Bathurst? Choice to make for rugby petrolheads
RUGBY
THOSE wanting to watch McLaughlin
and Mo’unga, tyres and tries, and
wingers and wheels, may need to sort a
second screen for October 18.
New Zealand Rugby yesterday
confirmed the Bledisloe Cup tests
between the All Blacks and Wallabies
will be in Wellington on Sunday, October
11 and a week later in Auckland, with
both games kicking off at 3.30pm.
The second test avoids a conflict with
the General Election on October 17 but
it has caused a scheduling issue for

some sporting fans.
NZR chief executive Mark Robinson
made a concession to Newstalk ZB host
and resident NZME petrolhead D’Arcy
Waldegrave last night about the clash
with Supercars’ Bathurst 1000.
“Sorry mate. I didn’t know that was
on so I didn’t take that into account
and nor did the team,” Robinson said on
Newstalk ZB’s Sportstalk. “It’s probably
a bit too late now, sorry,” he joked.
Due to a Covid-19 restricted schedule,
Bathurst will be the final event and
possible series decider for the Supercars
season.

Defending Supercars and Bathurst
champion Scott McLaughlin currently
leads the points standings with seven
races remaining.
With the All Blacks-Wallabies clash
finishing around 5.30pm, that will
still leave plenty of time for viewers to
see the conclusion of Bathurst, which
usually ends between 7-7.30pm NZT.
The race begins at 1.15pm.
Robinson said confirmation of the
Bledisloe Cup dates meant there
would be a change to the Mitre 10
Cup schedule for both Bledisloe Cup
weekends, and NZR would be working

with provincial unions regarding these
changes.
On October 11, there are three
scheduled games — North Harbour v
Hawke’s Bay in Albany and Tasman
v Bay of Plenty in Nelson at 2.05pm
followed by Northland v Southland in
Whangarei at 4.35pm.
The next weekend Canterbury are
set to host a shield challenge against
Waikato, if they still have the Log
o’wood, at 2.05pm. Otago and Counties
Manukau play in Dunedin at the same
time while Wellington host North
Harbour at 4.35pm. — NZ Herald

